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Foreword 
 
The illegal wildlife trade, including the trade in ivory and rhino horn, has received extensive media coverage in 
recent years due to the escalation in poaching and trafficking of wildlife parts and the threat this now poses to 
the very existence of many endangered species. The illegal wildlife trade is a multi-billion dollar annual trade 
and wildlife crime is now widely acknowledged as a serious crime, often involving the same criminals and 
trafficking routes as those used for drug smuggling and human trafficking.  

Resolution 2013/40 ‘Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Responses to Illicit Trafficking in Protected 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora’1 adopted by the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations on 25 
July 2013 encourages member States:  

“… to make illicit trafficking in protected species of wild fauna and flora involving organized criminal groups a 
serious crime, as defined in…the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime…and 
strongly encourages Member States to strengthen, where necessary, their national legal and criminal regimes 
and law enforcement and judicial capacity, consistent with international legal obligations, to ensure that 
relevant criminal laws, including appropriate penalties and sanctions, are available to address illicit trafficking 
in protected species of wild fauna and flora”.  

The illegal wildlife trade is not ‘simply’ an environmental crime. In February 2014, the London Conference on 
Illegal Wildlife Trade2 acknowledged “illegal wildlife trade robs States and communities of their natural capital 
and cultural heritage, with serious economic and social consequences. It undermines the livelihoods of 
natural resource dependent communities. It damages the health of the ecosystems they depend on, 
undermining sustainable economic development”.  

The Declaration also noted the significant levels of corruption and money laundering involved in wildlife crime 
and the need to secure deterrent levels of sentencing and thus committed States to: “Strengthen the legal 
framework and facilitate law enforcement to combat the illegal wildlife trade and assist prosecution and the 
imposition of penalties that are an effective deterrent”. This envisaged the use of the complete array of 
existing legislation and law enforcement tools used in combating other forms of organised crime. i.e. the 
enforcement of laws on money laundering, tax offences and asset recovery, corruption as well as illicit 
trafficking in other contraband such as narcotic drugs and firearms. In order to achieve this, there is need for 
a multidisciplinary enforcement approach as the basis for effective investigations and prosecutions which will 
result in court sentences that can act as a real deterrent. 

Malawi has unfortunately not been exempt from the illegal wildlife trade. Malawi’s elephant population has 
decreased by around 50% in the past fifteen years and our small rhino population is at risk of local extinction 
due to poaching. Malawi is both a source and a transit country for illegal wildlife products. Malawi’s 
geographical position, weak legislation and weak enforcement capacity has resulted in traders in 
neighbouring countries exploiting Malawi to illegally export ivory, rhino horn, pangolin scales, turtle shells and 
timber by mail and plane, or by road, to the ports on Africa’s southern and eastern coasts, on to Asia.  

Despite these challenges, Malawi is now taking a leading role in combating wildlife crime and over the past 
two years has made significant progress. In 2014, the Inter-Agency Committee for Combating Wildlife Crime 
(IACCWC) was established, with the Department of National Parks and Wildlife as the Secretariat. The 
IACCWC brings together all law enforcement agencies and the Judiciary to share information and strategies 
on wildlife crime enforcement and is one of the first such inter-agency committees in the region.  

In 2016, the Wildlife Crime Investigation Unit was established within DNPW. Prior to the Unit’s establishment, 
custodial sentences for wildlife crimes were rare in Malawi, despite the provision for custodial sentences of up 
to 10 years. In partnership with Malawi Police Services, the Unit made more wildlife trafficking arrests in the 
last 7 months of 2016 than were made in the previous 7 years. Sentences in Malawi for ivory trafficking have 
increased from an average $40 fine with zero years’ custody (2008-15) to an average of 3 ½ years 
imprisonment in 2016.  

																																																													
1 https://www.unodc.org/documents/commissions/CCPCJ/Crime_Resolutions/2010-2019/2013/ECOSOC/Resolution_2013-

40.pdf 
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/281289/london-wildlife-conference-

declaration-140213.pdf 
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Malawi has just amended its wildlife law, the National Parks and Wildlife (amendment) Act No 11 of 2017 is 
now one of the strongest laws in the region.  This amended Act significantly increases the penalties for 
wildlife crime, removing the option of a fine for the most serious offences against endangered species and 
extending the maximum custodial penalty to 30 years, comparable with the highest wildlfie crime tarrifs in 
Africa. This is a landmark moment for combating wildlife crime in Malawi. The new penalty provisions provide 
for significantly longer sentences, which enables the Judiciary to impose sentences commensurate with the 
seriousness of wildlife crime offences.  

I commend the development of this Handbook and strongly recommend its use by law enforcement agencies 
and the Judiciary. It is my hope that it will contribute to the continuing improvement of investigations, 
prosecutions and consistent and commensurate sentencing to reduce wildlife crime in Malawi and ensure the 
conservation of our natural heritage.  

 

 

 

 

The Honourable Lord Justice AKC Nyirenda, SC 

The Chief Justice of The Republic of Malawi 

April 2017  
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Preamble 
‘Wildlife’ includes all wild species of animals and plants. If properly managed, wildlife can provide useful 
services and benefits to people and contribute to the economy of Malawi through for example increased 
toursim. The Government of Malawi regards wildlife as a valuable asset, which needs to be conserved to the 
maximum extent possible.3 The government further considers wildlife conservation and management as a 
legitimate form of land use, which can be superior to other land - use schemes, if given an appropriate 
institutional framework.4 

Chapter III of the Constitution of the Republic of Malawi, reflects the government’s commitment to wildlife 
conservation and management. Section 13 (d) of the Constitution particularly provides as follows: 

“The State shall actively promote the welfare and development of the people of Malawi by 
progressively adopting and implementing policies and legislation aimed at achieving the 
following goals — 

 
(d) The Environment 
 
To manage the environment responsibly in order to — 
(i) prevent the degradation of the environment; 
(ii) provide a healthy living and working environment for the people of Malawi; 
(iii) accord full recognition to the rights of future generations by means of environmental 

protection; and 
(iv) conserve and enhance the biological diversity in Malawi.” 
 

In Malawi, 21.6% of the land area constitutes protected areas, including national parks, wildlife reserves and 
forest reserves.5 These areas contain the highest concentration of wildlife resources.6 However, outside 
protected areas, there is a general degradation of wildlife resources, largely due to increasing human 
population pressure, poverty, and lack of or inadequate appreciation of benefits from wildlife resources, which 
often leads to habitat loss and over-exploitation. For the same reasons, wildlife resources within protected 
areas have come under increasing pressure. Further, cases of wildlife crime are on the rise as a result of 
increasing international wildlife trade. Organised criminal groups linked to international syndicates exploit 
endangered and rare species of flora and fauna for financial gain.  

It is therefore important for the government to develop partnerships with all interested parties to effectively 
manage wildlife resources both inside and outside protected areas. It is further important that the government 
recognises that all components of ecosystems are interrelated and that despite the fact that many benefits of 
wildlife are apparent only in the long term they are, nonetheless, important.7 Pragmatically, wildlife cannot be 
wholly managed by the State. Consequently, there is a distinction between two categories of wildlife: wildlife 
whose management is controlled by the State; and wildlife whose management is not under State 
management. Species, individuals, areas or circumstances that are managed by the State are defined by the 
National Parks and Wildlife (Amendment) Act 20178.  Wildlife that is not managed by the State can be 
conserved, utilised or controlled by the public at its discretion. However, to ensure its proper monitoring, 
government requires any major physical development undertaking to be preceded by an environmental  
impact assessment.9 

The Government of Malawi has developed a wildlife policy and enacted several pieces of legislation that seek 
to protect endangered and rare species of fauna and flora. The wildlife policy is an integral part of the 
government’s land-use plans.10 Further, the policy conforms with the National Environmental Policy as well as 
policies of other relevant sectors such as Lands, Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries, Water and Tourism.11 It 

																																																													
3 Department of National Parks and Wildlife, Wildlife Policy, Policy Document, January 2000, p. 3. 
4 As above. 
5 As above. 
6 As above. 

7 Department of National Parks and Wildlife, Wildlife Policy (n 1). 
8 As above. 
9 Section 24 of the Environment Management Act. 
10 Department of National Parks and Wildlife, Wildlife Policy (n 1). 
11 As above. 
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supersedes all previous policy statements for the conservation and management of wildlife, but does not, 
however, preclude the Responsible Minister from issuing supplementary policy statements to address any 
issue that may not be adequately covered by the policy. In addition, government intends to follow up on the 
policy document with appropriate legislative amendments and management plans for those issues which merit 
them.12  

The two principle Acts which protect wildlife and govern wildlife crime in Malawi are the National Parks and 
Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2004 as amended by the National Parks and Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2017 and the 
Environment Management Act. Additional laws are also applicable to matters concerning wildlife crime and the 
protection of animals, although their application may be perceived as secondary in certain respects. These 
include the Penal Code; the Corrupt Practices Act; the Money Laundering Act, Proceeds of Serious Crime and 
Terrorist Financing Act; the Firearms Act; and the Customs and Excise Act. 

The Government of Malawi acknowledges the necessity of international co-operation for effective protection of 
the environment in general and wildlife in particular.13 The government has therefore signed and ratified 
international treaties and conventions that are consistent with the wildlife conservation and management policy 
of Malawi. In that regard, the Government of Malawi has signed and ratified several international agreements, 
including the African Convention on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources; Convention on the 
Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals; Convention on International Trade in Endangered  
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES); Convention on Biological Diversity; and Southern African 
Development Community (SADC) Protocol on Wildlife Conservation and Law Enforcement. Recent 
agreements entered into by the Government of Malawi include the African Elephant Action Plan; and the 
London and Kasane agreements. 

Despite the existence of a legal framework to combat wildlife crime, there is need for various stakeholders to 
collaborate in order to attain the desired objectives. In that regard, the judicial perspective on wildlife crime is 
important because it reveals approaches that courts would take in dealing with wildlife crime and in turn 
reflects whether wildlife crime is considered as a serious crime. Further, the prosecutorial and investigative 
perspectives are also important in order to maximize the penalties in wildlife crime prosecutions so that they 
should act as effective deterrents. In addition, there is need for harmonising and strengthening domestic 
approaches. Examination and analysis of how current legislation is being applied is also necessary to establish 
whether or not the legislation is being applied to the maximum extent provided for.   

The need for provision of knowledge and tools to prosecutors and the judiciary cannot be overemphasised. In 
addition, the current level of wildlife crime being perpetrated in Malawi and the wider world is a fairly new 
phenomenon, thus there is not much case law in Malawi. That necessitates the need to raise the profile of the 
issue and ensure that law enforcement agencies and the judiciary have the correct information available to 
prosecute offences and sentence the offenders effectively in line with international norms. 

In view of the foregoing, Commissioning Organisations have developed a ‘Handbook for Law Enforcement 
Agencies on the Use of Legislation in Wildlife Crime Prosecutions’, later referred to as the “Handbook”. This 
Handbook provides a practitioner’s guide on the use of legislation in wildlife crime, with guidance on charges 
that can be brought against perpetrators of wildlife crime and sanctions under each law, as well as 
recommendations on their application. The Commissioning Organisations are the Department of National 
Parks and Wildlife, Malawi, Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA), and Stop Ivory. 
Funding of the project has been made available under the UK Government’s ‘Illegal Wildlife Trade Challenge 
Fund’ (UK Aid). 

 

																																																													
12 As above. 
13 As above. 
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1. Introduction 
Wildlife crime is on the increase as a result of expanding international wildlife trade. Organised criminal 
groups linked to international syndicates exploit endangered and rare species of fauna and flora in 
pursuance of international wildlife trade. The price of wholesale raw ivory is dropping, likely as a result of 
China’s recent announcement to close its domestic ivory trade. According to Save the Elephants14, by 
November 2015 the wholesale price of raw ivory was $1,100 per kg, from $2,100 per kg in early 2014 and 
in February 2017 had fallen to $730 per kg. However, this can still be a high profit/low risk crime in 
countries with weak law enforcement  

There have been numerous cases of illegal ivory trafficking exposed in Malawi in the past couple of years. 
For instance, on Sunday 23 March, 2014, eight (8) pieces of ivory weighing 30 kg bound for Lagos were 
intercepted at Kamuzu International Airport and were traced to a 38 year old Nigerian national, Ndubuise 
Nwude.15 The case was registered as Criminal Case No. 127 of 2014 (unreported). The ivory was 
confiscated, the court convicted the suspect and gave a sentence of a fine in the sum of K100,000 or in 
default imprisonment for twelve (12) months.16 A few weeks later, on 7 April, 2014, airport authorities at 
Kamuzu International Airport arrested a Malawian national, who was a Clinical Officer at Kamuzu Central 
Hospital, at the airport with 80 kg of ivory.17 The case was heard at Lilongwe Magistrate’s Court and the 
accused was given a sentence of either 6 years imprisonment or pay a fine of MK1 million (equivalent to 
USD 2300).18  He chose to pay the fine.19 It is worth mentioning that this was the first time in Malawi that 
the maximum fine has been applied. These cases were under the old National Parks and Wildlife 
(Amendment) Act 2014, the new Act of 2017 provides for significantly increased penalties.  

To combat wildlife crime, there is need for the government to develop partnerships with all interested 
parties to effectively manage wildlife resources both inside and outside protected areas. The government 
therefore participates in international treaties and conventions that are consistent with the wildlife 
conservation and management policy of Malawi. The Government of Malawi has signed and ratified 
several international agreements that include the African Convention on the Conservation of Nature and 
Natural Resources; Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals; Convention on 
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES); Convention on Biological 
Diversity; and SADC Protocol on Wildlife Conservation and Law Enforcement,  
among others. 

Elephant and rhino poaching and the trafficking of both raw ivory and horn and worked products including 
carvings and trinkets is a major component of the illegal wildlife trade. Further, the trade is increasingly 
prevalent in Malawi. Malawi is regarded as both a source country (as an elephant and rhino range State) 
and a transit country because traffickers use Malawi to export illegal wildlife products from other countries 
out to ports and onto countries in Asia. Malawi has thus signed up to a number of agreements which 
singularly focus on combating wildlife crime. In some cases, the focus is particularly on protection of 
elephants and combating the illegal ivory trade. The following is the list of agreements: 

Southern African Development Community (SADC) Legal Protocols 
Malawi is a signatory to 26 legally binding SADC Protocols. The Protocols enshrine the aims of the SADC 
Community by providing codes of procedure and practice on various issues, as agreed by Member 
States. Each Protocol is a legally binding document committing Member States to the objectives and 
specific procedures stated within it. The most relevant SADC Protocols that Malawi has ratified to combat 
wildlife crime include:20 

 

																																																													
14   Decline in the Legal Ivory Trade in China in Anticipation of a Ban. Lucy Vigne and Esmond Martin (2017) 

http://www.savetheelephants.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/2017_Decline-in-legal-Ivory-trade-China.pdf and savetheelephants.org  
15 The case was registered as Criminal Case No. 127 of 2014 (unreported): Lilongwe Wildlife Trust (n 12). Additional information provided 

by the Department of National Parks and Wildlife on 17 August, 2015. 
16 Information provided by the Department of National Parks and Wildlife on 17 August, 2015. 
17 Lilongwe Wildlife Trust (n 12). 
18 As above. 
19 As above. 
20 Jonathan Vaughan, Professor Erica Lyman and Dr. Ivana Jurisic, ‘Illegal Wildlife Trade Review, Malawi: A technical assessment 

undertaken on behalf of the Department of National Parks and Wildlife of Malawi’ (May, 2015), p. 48. 
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• Protocol on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters; 

• Protocol against Corruption; 

• Protocol on Extradition; and 

• Protocol on Wildlife Conservation and Law Enforcement. 

Other Relevant Treaties and Agreements 
Other regional or international Treaties or Agreements signed or ratified by Malawi that are relevant to 
illegal wildlife trade include:  

• African Convention on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources – ratified on the 6th of 
March, 1973, deposited on the 12th of March 1973; 

• Convention on Biological Diversity (the focal point for Malawi is the Environmental Affairs 
Department); 

• London Conference on Illegal Wildlife Trade; 

• Arusha Declaration on Regional Conservation and Combating Wildlife/Environmental Crime; 

• Partnership to Save the Elephants, 2013  

• Clinton Global Initiative; and 

• Convention Concerning the Protection of World Culture and Natural Heritage, commonly referred to 
as the World Heritage Convention, ratified by Malawi in 1982.  

Further, Malawi is an observer on the Lusaka Agreement Task Force and is part of the SADC Trans-
Frontier Conservation Area initiative. The Malawi – Zambia Trans-Frontier Conservation Areas Agreement 
is at the stage of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) but is moving towards signing a Treaty.21 

Currently, prosecutions of wildlife crime in Malawi are often restricted to charges under the national 
wildlife legislation, namely the National Parks and Wildlife Act. However, many wildlife crimes further 
include offences relating to money laundering and other financial crimes, illegal possession or use of 
firearms, trespass, falsification of documents, customs violations, conspiracy, corruption and acts of 
accomplice, among others. To maximize the penalties in wildlife crime prosecutions, in order for them to 
act as effective deterrents, the use of multiple Acts to enable further charges where appropriate is a 
recognised development in wildlife crime prosecutions internationally. Prosecutorial discretion also affirms 
this approach.22 It is against this background that the Handbook serves as a practitioner’s guide on the 
use of legislation in wildlife crime, with guidance on the charges and sanctions under each law and 
recommendations on their application.  

This Handbook is specifically aimed at law enforcement agencies in Malawi, but the main principles are 
applicable to all common law jurisdictions. Guidance on the use of the Handbook in other jurisdictions, 
particularly in Africa, is included where appropriate. Further, the Handbook provides guidance to 
investigators, prosecutors and judiciary in the appropriate charging, provision of evidence and sentencing 
of wildlife crimes. It is not a guide to conducting an investigation, although the provision of model charges 
and suggested evidence to be presented is an aide to investigators. The expertise in practical judicial 
process of the author, combined with expertise from the Commissioning Organisations, ensures that this 
practitioner’s guide is widely applicable to investigators, but primarily prosecutors and the judiciary when 
prosecuting and sentencing wildlife crimes, respectively. 

 

 

 
																																																													
21 As above. 
22 See Uhlmann, David M. ‘Prosecutorial Discretion and Environmental Crime.’ Harv. Envtl. L. Rev. 38, no. 1 (2014): 159-216. 
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2. General principles 
This chapter introduces key elements of wildlife crime including the structure and the main instruments for 
implementation of environmental law, under which wildlife crime falls. The overview guides practitioners to 
appreciate the importance of the judiciary in the context of crime. Finally, it seeks to make the judiciary 
and prosecutors well informed of the available tools; the importance of using all appropriate pieces of 
legislation at the disposal of a prosecutor; and the importance of case law. 

2.1 Definition of wildlife crime 
Crime is the central and focal notion of criminal law.23 Criminal law intends to criminalise human conduct, 
which is considered and regarded as contrary to social interests.24 In the context of this Handbook, 
criminal law retains criminalisation of traditional crimes on the one hand. On the other hand, criminal law 
defines and criminalises modern human activities, which must be prohibited in response to the changed 
social context or the changed social needs and requirements. Thus, wildlife crime falls within the realm of 
the new concept of crime.25 Specifically, wildlife crime is a modern crime in comparison to traditional 
crimes like murder and theft, among other examples.26 Wildlife crime comprises all crimes committed 
against wildlife species.27 It includes the illegal trade of trophies or specimens of endangered species of 
wildlife, crime involving native species, which are endangered, or of conservation concern and cruelty to, 
or persecution of wildlife species.28 

2.2 Sources of Environmental Law 
The effectiveness of a policy in environmental matters, as in any other field or area, relies on its 
translation into legal norms. Protection of the environment, particularly wildlife, must be tested under the 
rule of law. Environmental law is very wide and may be generally defined as a body of law that contains 
elements to control the human impact on earth.29 Environmental law can therefore be divided into two 
major divisions: international environmental law and national environmental law.  

International environmental law is reflected by international environmental instruments which primarily 
include conventions, protocols and “soft law” instruments like guidelines or codes of conduct. Further, 
agreements, resolutions, guidelines and declarations adopted to facilitate the implementation of treaties 
are relevant. International environmental law therefore reflects and reinforces consensus among nations 
on goals for environmental protection, conservation of natural resources, and sustainable development.  

On the international plane, Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice states the 
sources of international law and thus international environmental law as follows: 

“The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with the international law such disputes 
as are submitted to it, shall apply: 
a. international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly 

recognised by the contesting states; 
b. international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law; 
c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations; 
d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings of the most 

highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination 
of rules of law.” 

 

The Article establishes a hierarchy of sources of international law when settling disputes in that first, the 
relevant treaty provisions applicable between the parties to the dispute must be employed. The provisions 
of conventions, agreements, protocols and declarations falling under the first source under international 
law and international environmental law will therefore be applicable. Where there are no applicable treaty 

																																																													
23 Advocate Kunshang Lama (2006), ‘A Study on Law Relating to Wildlife Crime and Judicial Practices (With Special Reference to 

Kathmandu Valley)’, p. 1. Available at: www.wcn.org.np/uploads/publications/file/bbb_20120921064327.pdf. Accessed on 2 May, 2015.  
24 As above. 
25 As above. 
26 As above. 
27 Advocate Kunshang Lama (n 21) A.  
28 As above. 
29 G.Z. Banda and T.J. Ngwira (2007), Introduction to Environmental Law in Malawi, EAD, Lilongwe, Malawi, p.  1.  
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provisions, rules of customary international law should be applied. The rules are legally binding just like 
treaty law. If neither treaty provisions nor customary rules of international law are applicable, reliance 
should be placed on the general principles of law recognised by civilized nations. Finally, judicial decisions 
and writings by highly qualified jurists may be employed as subsidiary means of interpretation. 

Under national environmental law, governments protect the environment in general and wildlife in 
particular on the basis of various constitutional and statutory powers to promote general welfare, regulate 
commerce and manage public lands that support wildlife in its various forms. Various sources of national 
law therefore relate to and regulate environmental law and wildlife. These include constitutional law; 
environmental or wildlife legislation; administrative regulations; tort and other forms of civil liability; and 
customary law.30 

2.3 Principles and Concepts of International Environmental Law 
The importance of principles and concepts in international environmental law cannot be overemphasised. 
Thus, the United Nations Environment Programme states the following importance about principles and 
concepts of international environmental law:  

 “Principles and concepts embody a common ground in international environmental law; and 
they both reflect the past growth of international environmental law and affect its future 
evolution. Principles and concepts play important roles in international environmental law, 
which itself is one of the most rapidly evolving areas of public international law. They can 
indicate the essential characteristics of international environmental law and its institutions, 
provide guidance in interpreting legal norms, constitute fundamental norms, and fill in gaps in 
positive law. Principles and concepts also appear in national constitutions and laws; and they 
are referred to in, and influence, international and national jurisprudence. Today, almost all 
major binding and non-legally binding international environmental instruments contain or refer 
to principles or concepts and are engines in the evolving environmental law.” 31 

 

The following are some major principles and concepts of international environmental law. 

• Sustainable Development, Integration and Interdependence 
The parameters of sustainable development are clarified in Agenda 21 and the Rio Declaration, both 
adopted at UNCED,32 and in subsequent international regional and national instruments.33 Principle 4 
of the Rio Declaration provides: “In order to achieve sustainable development, environmental 
protection shall constitute an integral part of the development process and cannot be considered in 
isolation from it.” Principle 25 states that “Peace, development and environmental protection are 
interdependent and indivisible.” Principles 4 and 25 clarify that policies and activities in various 
spheres, including environmental protection, must be integrated in order to achieve sustainable 
development.34 They also make clear that efforts to improve society, including those to protect the 
environment, achieve peace, and accomplish economic development, are interdependent. Principles 4 
and 25 thus embody the concepts of integration and interdependence.35 

• Inter-generational and Intra-generational Equity 
This principle calls for management and utilisation of the environment and natural resources in a way 
to meet present development interests and aspirations without jeopardising the interests of future 
generations to enjoy the same.36 Equity thus includes both “inter-generational equity” (i.e. the right of 
future generations to enjoy a fair level of the common patrimony) and “intragenerational equity” (i.e. 

																																																													
30 G.Z. Banda and T.J. Ngwira (n 27) 3. 
31 United Nations Environment Programme, ‘Training Manual on International Environmental Law’, p. 23. Available at 

www.unep.org/environmentalgovernance/Portals/8/documents/training_Manual.pdf. Accessedon 2 May, 2015.   
32 The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), also known as the Rio Summit, Rio Conference, and Earth 

Summit was a major United Nations conference held in Rio de Janeiro from 3 to 14 June 1992. United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development (Rio Conference) 1992. 

33 United Nations Environment Programme, ‘Training Manual on International Environmental Law’ (n 29) 25. 
34 As above. 
35 As above. 

36 The Brundtland Commission on Environment and Development Report (1987). 
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the right of all people within the current generation to fair access to the current generation’s 
entitlement to the Earth’s natural resources).37  

In recognition of this principle, the Supreme Court of the Republic of the Philippines decided, in the 
Minors Oposa case38, that the petitioners could file a class suit, for others of their generation and for 
the succeeding generations. The Court, considering the concept of inter-generational responsibility, 
further stated that every generation has a responsibility to the next to preserve that rhythm and 
harmony necessary for the full enjoyment of a balanced and healthful ecology. Section 13 (d) (iii) and 
(iv) of the Constitution of the Republic of Malawi also reflects this principle by, among others, providing 
that the State shall actively promote the welfare and development of the people of Malawi by 
progressively adopting and implementing policies and legislation aimed at according full recognition to 
the rights of future generations by means of environmental protection and the sustainable 
development of natural resources; and conserving and enhancing the biological diversity of  
Malawi, respectively. 

• Transparency, Public Participation and Access to Information and Remedies 
Public participation and access to information are recognised in principle 10 of the Rio Declaration, 
which provides the following: 

“Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at the 
relevant level.  At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to 
information concerning the environment that is held by public authorities, including information 
on hazardous materials and activities in their communities, and the opportunity to participate in 
decision-making processes. States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and 
participation by making information widely available. Effective access to judicial and 
administrative proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be provided.” 
 
Public participation is required in terms of both development and environmental conservation. The 
principle is based on the presumption that although organised society delegates its affairs to public 
institutions, it retains the right to give input in decision-making and enforcement processes.39 In line 
with constitutional principles under section 12 of the Constitution of the Republic of Malawi40, the 
public must have the right to ensure that accepted standards are enforced without any impediment. 
Further, institutions shall not assume that they are custodians of power exclusively and shall ensure 
accountability in their actions.41 

• Cooperation, and Common but Differentiated Responsibilities 
Principle 7 of the Rio Declaration stipulates the duty for States to cooperate in a spirit of global 
partnership to conserve, protect and restore the health and integrity of the Earth’s ecosystems. The 
principle recognises that States make different contributions to global environmental degradation, thus 
they have common but differentiated responsibilities. Developed countries acknowledge the 
responsibility that they bear in the international pursuit of sustainable development in view of 
pressures that their societies place on the global environment and of the technologies and  
financial resources that they command. The principle therefore also covers responsibilities of non-
State entities. 

• Precaution 
Precaution, also referred to as the “precautionary principle”; the “precautionary approach”; and the 
“principle of the precautionary approach,” is essential to protecting the environment, including human 
health, and is accordingly one of the most commonly encountered concepts of international 
environmental law.42 It is also one of the most controversial because of disagreements over its precise 

																																																													
37 United Nations Environment Programme, ‘Training Manual on International Environmental Law’ (n 29) 26. 
38 Oposa et. al. v. Fulgencio S. Factoran, Jr. et al. G.R. No. 101083 (Philippines). 
39 G.Z. Banda and T.J. Ngwira (n 27) 12. 
40 Among others, section 12 (1) (b) of the Constitution provides that the Constitution is founded upon the underlying principle that all 

persons responsible for the exercise of powers of State do so on trust and shall only exercise such power to the extent of their lawful 
authority and in accordance with their responsibilities to the people of Malawi. 

41 G.Z. Banda and T.J. Ngwira (n 27) 12. 

42 United Nations Environment Programme, ‘Training Manual on International Environmental Law’ (n 29) 30. 
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meaning, legal status and concern that it may be misused for trade-protectionist purposes.43 However, 
principle 15 of the Rio Declaration seems to be the most widely accepted articulation of precaution. 
Principle 15 provides: 

“In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States 
according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full 
scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent 
environmental degradation.” 

The exercise of precaution with respect to risk management can take many forms, including most 
commonly taking pollution-prevention actions or placing the burden of proof safety on the person or 
persons carrying out or intending to carry out an activity that may cause harm, including using or 
importing a drug or other potentially dangerous substance. 

• Prevention 
Prevention, also referred to as the “preventive principle”, requires that environmental damage should, 
where possible, be prevented in advance rather than corrected after the damage is done. It does not 
concern itself with assessing costs and benefits but lays down preventive strategies to be followed.44 
This is because it is mostly impossible to remedy environmental injury, for instance, the extinction of 
fauna or flora, which creates an irreversible situation.45 Even where harm is remediable, costs of 
rehabilitation are sometimes prohibitive. The principle of prevention therefore compliments the 
precautionary principle in requiring protective measures to be based on high scientific standards.46 It is 
worth noting that, in fact, “the objective of most international environmental instruments is to prevent 
environmental harm, whether they concern pollution of the sea, inland waters, the atmosphere, soil or 
the protection of human life or living resources.”47 Further, it is only a relatively few international 
agreements that use other approaches, for instance the traditional principle of State responsibility or 
direct compensation of the victims.48 

• “Polluter Pays Principle” 
This principle requires the one who causes loss or damage to be held responsible. Principle 16 of the 
Rio Declaration requires national authorities to endeavour to promote the internalisation of 
environmental costs and the use of economic instruments, taking into account the approach that the 
polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of pollution, with due regard to the public interest and 
without distorting international trade and investment. However, the principle has not received the same 
degree of support or attention accorded to the preventive or precautionary principles, respectively, 
over the years.49 

• Access and Benefit Sharing Regarding Natural Resources 
Many indigenous and other local communities rely on natural resources such as forests, high deserts, 
wetlands, waterways, and fisheries, among others, for their livelihood or even existence.50 Further, 
indigenous and other local communities often have unique cultures integrated with natural 
resources.51 These communities typically relate to the resources in a sustainable way, otherwise their 
livelihoods would disappear or their cultures would perish.52 As a general matter, Principle 10 of the 
Rio Declaration and international human rights norms make it clear that these communities and the 
individuals comprising them have the right to participate in decision-making processes with respect to 
those resources.53 The communities may also have substantive rights to those resources, the nature 

																																																													
43 As above. 
44 G.Z. Banda and T.J. Ngwira (n 27) 11. 
45 United Nations Environment Programme, ‘Training Manual on International Environmental Law’ (n 29) 32. 
46 As above. 
47 United Nations Environment Programme, ‘Training Manual on International Environmental Law’ (n 29) 33. 
48 As above. 
49 G.Z. Banda and T.J. Ngwira (n 27) 12. 
50 United Nations Environment Programme, ‘Training Manual on International Environmental Law’ (n 29) 35. 
51 As above. 
52 As above. 

53 As above. 
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of which depends on both international and domestic law.54 Thus, State sovereignty, responsibility and 
good neighbourliness are paramount to achieve the objectives of this principle. State sovereignty, 
responsibility and good neighbourliness, respectively entail that a State acts without outside 
interference; acts in a manner that is not harmful to other States; and carries out activities in its 
territory in a manner that respects rights of its neighbours. Aggregately, these facilitate international 
cooperation and mutual respect among States to promote sustainable environment and natural 
resources management.55 

2.4 International Environmental Instruments Signed and Ratified by Malawi 
Malawi has signed and ratified several international environmental instruments. This section only lists 
international environmental instruments that are applicable to wildlife crimes. The list is therefore not 
exhaustive of all international environmental instruments that Malawi has signed and ratified. 

 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

																																																													
54 United Nations Environment Programme, ‘Training Manual on International Environmental Law’ (n 29) 35. 
55 G.Z. Banda and T.J. Ngwira (n 27) 13. 

Poached	elephant	feet.	Any	part	of	a	protected	species	is	covered	as	a	‘specimen’.		
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Table 1: International environment instruments signed and ratified by Malawi, particularly applicable to  
wildlife crime. 

Instrument Date of entry  
into force 

Date signed/ 
acceded by  
Malawi 

Date ratified  
by Malawi 

International Convention for the Protection of Birds 18.10.50   

International Plant Protection Convention 06.12.51  21.05.74 

Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the 
Living Resources of the High Seas 

29.04.58 03.11.65 20.03.66 

African Convention on the Conservation of Nature 
and Natural Resources 

15.09.68  14.04.73 

Convention on the Conservation of Migratory 
Species of Wild Animals 

01.11.83  05.04.82 

Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) 

01.07.75  06.05.82 

Convention Concerning the Protection of World 
Culture and Natural Heritage(commonly referred  
to as the World Heritage Convention) 

17.12.75  1982 

Convention on Biological Diversity 29.12.93 10.06.92 02.02.94 

SADC Protocol on Shared Watercourse Systems 28.09.98 28.08.95 21.11.97 

SADC Revised Protocol on Shared Watercourses 22.09.03 07.08.00 31.05.01 

SADC Protocol on Wildlife Conservation and Law 
Enforcement 

30.11.03 18.08.99 31.05.01 

SADC Protocol on Trade 25.01.00 24.08.96 23.07.99 

SADC Protocol on Mining 10.02.00 08.09.97 15.01.99 

SADC Protocol on Energy 17.04.98 24.08.96 17.03.98 

SADC Protocol on Forestry  31.10.02  

SADC Protocol on Fisheries 08.08.03 14.08.01 24.09.02 

SADC Protocol on Mutual Legal Assistance in 
Criminal Matters 

01.03.07 03.10.02  

SADC Protocol against Corruption 06.08.03 14.08.01 02.09.02 

SADC Protocol on Extradition    

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the Convention 
on Biological Diversity 

11.09.2003 24.05.00  

London Conference on Illegal Wildlife Trade    

Arusha Declaration on Regional Conservation and 
Combating Wildlife/Environmental Crime 

 08.11.14  

Partnership to Save the Elephants, 2013 Clinton 
Global Initiative    
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2.5 The importance of the judiciary in the context of wildlife crime 
The broad overview of the main principles and concepts of international environmental law demonstrate 
the multifaceted approaches available to investigators and prosecutors of wildlife crime. Even though the 
principles and concepts are predominantly embedded in environmental law, wildlife crime is also covered 
under the same principles and concepts. Court decisions and some provisions of national law that 
recognise some of the principles considered above assist to contextualise the principles and their 
applicability to wildlife crime.  

Of paramount importance, therefore, is the judiciary in appreciating the seriousness of wildlife crime and 
locating the principles considered above in Court decisions, especially where investigators and 
prosecutors succeed to bring out the objectives of punishment in charges against suspects of wildlife 
crime. It is further important for the judiciary to appreciate and for prosecutors to use all appropriate 
pieces of legislation at the disposal of a prosecutor in order to arrive at a just decision. Finally, the 
importance of case law in wildlife crime is that it has the value of precedent and therefore qualifies as one 
of the sources of international environmental law, apart from enriching the jurisprudence of wildlife crime 
through the recognition of certain principles, for instance. Investigators, prosecutors and the judiciary 
should therefore utilise applicable case law as a guide in matters concerning wildlife crime as a useful tool 
to appreciate the significance of principles and concepts of environmental law in general and wildlife crime 
in particular. 
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3. Relevant acts against wildlife crime 
 

3.1 List of Relevant Acts 
There are many pieces of legislation that contain provisions that are applicable to wildlife crime. However, 
this Handbook considers eight of the main applicable pieces of legislation, namely the Penal Code 
(Amendment) Act, 2009; National Parks and Wildlife (Amendment) Act56; Corrupt Practices Act57; Criminal 
Procedure and Evidence Code58; Firearms Act59; Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime and 
Terrorist Financing Act60; Customs and Excise Act61; and Environment Management Act.62 

3.2 Appropriate section of each Act  
The Handbook briefly considers appropriate provisions of each of the pieces of legislation listed above to 
assist authorities in the prosecution of wildlife crime. 

3.2.1 Penal Code 
Section 21: Principal offenders 
In most cases, the commission of an offence involves several people. Offences involving more than one 
person are considered more serious than offences committed by one person. Stages of an offence involve 
preparation, commission, and acts done after commission of the offence. Sections 21 and 24 of the Penal 
Code provide for participation before, and during the commission of an offence (preparatory stages). 
Sections 407, 408, and 409 of the Penal Code provide for acts done when the commission of the offence 
has been completed. Section 407 defines accessories after the fact while sections 408 and 409 provide 
for the punishment of accessories after the fact to felonies, and to misdemeanours, respectively. 

Section 21 of the Penal Code defines a principal offender as a person who participated in the commission 
of the offence to the extent that he or she can be charged of actually committing the offence. 

3.2.1.1 Categories of principal offenders 

• Perpetrators 
Section 21(1)(a) of the Penal Code describes perpetrators as people who actually do the act or 
omission constituting the offence and may be charged with actually committing it. In some cases, 
several people may have committed the offence as joint perpetrators. In those cases, since all of them 
would be doing the same thing, prosecutors have to prove the requisite mental element of the accused 
during commission of the offence: see Republic v. Mphekelele and Mphekelele.63 

• Accessories or accomplices 
Accessories or accomplices are people who might have played a role in the commission of an offence 
but did not commit the offence themselves. They may have assisted in the commission of the offence, 
encouraged others to commit an offence or recruited people to commit an offence but they did not 
commit the offence. Section 21 of the Penal Code provides that a person can be a principal offender 
without being a perpetrator of the offence (for instance, a person providing information while he or she 
is away from the scene of the offence). An accessory can be charged of an offence and be found 
guilty of committing an offence.  

The rationale for drawing a distinction between a perpetrator and an accessory is that at sentencing 
level, a person who carries out the criminal act, by physical or any other means, deserves stiffer 
punishment. In Chief Public Prosecutor v. Nkosi and another 64, the High Court held that where an 
offence is committed jointly by more than one person, and different sentences are imposed, proper 

																																																													
56 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 66:07. 
57 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 7:04. 
58 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 8:01. 
59 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
60 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 8:07. 
61 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
62 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 60:02. 
63 1966-68 ALR Mal. 484 (High Court). 
64 [1990]13 MLR 97 
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reasons for the disparity must be given. The case therefore demonstrates that courts should give 
reasons for giving different sentences and, as a matter of principle, punishment should be uniform. 
This entails that prosecutors should also be aware of the nature of sentences that courts may order 
depending on the charges that the prosecutors bring against the accused.  

3.2.1.2 Innocent Agents 
A person who acts with a guilty mind and uses a person who is either legally incapable of committing the 
offence, for instance, due to infancy or insanity, or has a defence available and has done a prohibited act, 
is an innocent agent: see R v. Cogan, R v. Leak.65 

3.2.1.3 Accessories or Accomplices 
Criminal law in Malawi extends to cover criminal liability even to persons connected with the commission 
of the offence during its preparatory stages to actual commission. Section 21(1)(b), (c), and (d) of the 
Penal Code provides that any person who does or omits to do any act in order to aid or enable another 
person to commit the offence, any person who aids or abets another person in committing the offence, 
and any person who counsels or procures another to commit the offence, respectively, is deemed to have 
taken part in committing the offence. There is not much of a difference in blameworthiness between those 
who do a prohibited act or omission and those who are associated with it: see Makuluni v. Republic.66 

Accessories fall into two groups: 

• accessories before commission of the offence as provided for under section 21 of the Penal Code; 
and 

• accessories after the commission of the offence or accessories after the fact, for example, persons 
who erase evidence or help others to escape. 

Accessories face the same punishment as perpetrators unless there is justification to prove that they are 
not accessories: see Chakana v. Republic.67 

3.2.1.4 Material Connection to the Crime 
To find an accused person guilty as an accomplice, the accused must do an act that is materially 
connected to the offence. Section 21 of the Penal Code provides that a person will be materially 
connected if he or she aids, enables, abets or counsels another to commit an offence. There might be 
little assistance or encouragement for the commission of an offence, but there must be an act or omission 
that furthers the offence. Spectators are excluded from liability, following the principle that mere presence 
at the scene of a crime does not make one an accomplice. Instances of mere presence, just to witness 
the commission of an offence, would include seeing somebody in the act of poaching, or being a mere 
passenger in a vehicle being used for the commission of a wildlife crime. 

3.2.1.5 Exceptions 
Exceptions to mere presence during commission of an offence would come in the following 
circumstances: 

• where the person previously agreed to be at the scene of a crime; and 

• where one has a duty to do something, for instance, to report. 

Suggested Further Reading 
R. v. Coney (1882) QBD 534 

R. v. Clarkson [1971] 1 WLR 1402; [1971] 3 All ER 344 (Courts-Martial Appeal Court) 

 

 

																																																													
65 [1976] 1 Q.B. 217 (Court of Appeal). 
66 [1993] 16(1) MLR 276, at 280 (High Court). 
67 12 MLR 219 (Malawi Supreme Court of Appeal). 
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3.2.1.6 Enabling 
Section 21(1)(b) of the Penal Code targets persons who do an act or make an omission for the purpose of 
enabling another to commit an offence, that is, to facilitate, make it easy or possible to commit an offence: 
see Republic v. Chakana and Phiri.68 

3.2.1.7 Aiding 
Section 21(1)(b) of the Penal Code also targets persons who do an act or make an omission for the 
purpose of aiding another to commit an offence: see Attorney General’s Reference (No. 1 of 1975).69 

3.2.1.8 Abetting 
According to Lord Widgery, C.J.70 in the Attorney General’s Reference (No. 1 of 1975), abetting involves 
“a situation in which the secondary party and the main offender are together at some stage discussing the 
plans which they may be making in respect of the alleged offence, and are in contact so that each knows 
what is passing through the mind of the other.”  

An abettor is an accessory who encourages another to commit an offence. It does not matter whether the 
abettor was present at the time of the commission of an offence. Abetting has been distinguished from 
counselling on the ground that to counsel is to incite at an earlier time and not just before the commission 
of the offence, or during the commission of the offence, which is abetting. 

3.2.1.9 Counselling 
In Attorney General’s Reference (No. 1 of 1975), Lord Widgery, C.J. had this to say as regards 
counselling: 

 “In the same way it seems to us that a person who counsels the commission of a crime by 
another, almost inevitably comes to a moment when he is in contact with that other, when he is 
discussing the offence with that other and when, to use the words of the statute, he counsels 
the other to commit the offence.” 71 
 

Counselling is closely related to abetting. However, counselling is inciting, encouraging, or even advising 
someone to commit an offence but at an earlier stage. Before one can be said to have counselled 
another, there is need to prove that there is a positive act and some form of encouragement. There is no 
need to establish a causal link between counselling and the commission of an offence. Section 23 of the 
Penal Code provides that it is immaterial whether the offence committed is the same after it is established 
that counselling had taken place or it is a different offence. 

3.2.1.10 Procuring 
To procure means to produce by endeavour.72 A person will be said to have procured a thing if 
appropriate steps are taken to ensure that the thing has been procured. There must be causal link 
between the act of procuring and the commission of the offence. There is no need to prove consensus 
between the relevant parties to the offence as the very meaning of the words has nothing to suggest that 
there is need for consensus.  

3.2.1.11 Withdrawal of the Accomplice 
As a matter of general principle, it is possible for a person to withdraw from the commission of a crime.73 It 
depends on the facts of the matter as to what should be done by the courts to prove the nature of the plan 
and withdrawal. However, withdrawal does not exonerate one from conspiracy or charges of attempt. 
Courts decide whether the withdrawal is complete or if it amounts to conspiracy or attempt. It becomes 
difficult to withdraw if a common intention is being effected, for instance, if the commission of an offence is 

																																																													
68 7 MLR 202 (High Court).  
69 [1975] QB 773; [1975] 2 All ER 684 (Court of Appeal, Criminal Division). 
70 [1975] QB 773, at 779; [1975] 2 All ER 684, at 686 
71 [1975] QB 773 at 779; [1975] 2 All ER 684 at 686. 
72 See Attorney General’s Reference (No. 1 of 1975) [1975] QB 773; [1975] 2 All ER 684, at 686. 
73 See R. v. Becerra, R. v. Cooper [1976] 62 Cr. App. R. 212.  
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underway. The duty of an accomplice is therefore onerous as the law requires a person to do anything 
that prevents the commission of the offence. 

Section 22: Offences committed by joint offenders in prosecution of common purpose 
When two or more persons form a common intention to prosecute an unlawful purpose in conjunction, and 
in the prosecution of the purpose an offence is committed of such a nature that its commission was a 
probable consequence of the prosecution of their purpose, each of them is deemed to have committed  
the offence. 

Section 23: Counselling a person to commit an offence 
When a person counsels another to commit an offence, and an offence is actually committed after 
counsel by the person to whom it is given, it is immaterial whether the offence actually committed is the 
same as that counselled or a different one. It is also immaterial whether the offence is committed in the 
way counselled or in a different way, provided that in either case the facts constituting the offence actually 
committed are a probable consequence of carrying out the counsel, drawing inference from the evidence 
as it appears proper in the circumstances. In either case the person who gave counsel is deemed to have 
counselled the other person to commit the offence actually committed by him or her. 

Section 99: Personating public officers 
Section 99 provides that any person who falsely represents himself to be a person employed in the public 
service, and assumes to do any act or to attend in any place for the purpose of doing any act by virtue of 
the employment commits an offence and shall be liable to imprisonment for ten years. In the context of 
wildlife crime, this would apply to a person who personates parks and wildlife authorities to commit  
wildlife crimes. 

Section 100: Threat of injury to persons employed in public service 
Section 100 provides that a person who holds out any threat of injury to any person employed in the 
public service, or to any person in whom he believes that person employed in the public service to be 
interested, for the purpose of inducing that person employed in the public service to do any act or to 
forbear or delay to do any act connected with the exercise of the public functions of such person 
employed in the public service commits an offence. This offence would also apply in the context of wildlife 
crime in similar circumstances to the illustration under section 99 in the preceding paragraph. 

Section 124: Soliciting to break the law 
Under section 124(1), any person who, whether in writing, by words, behaviour or otherwise solicits or 
incites any other person to fail to comply with or to contravene any law in force in Malawi or in any part of 
Malawi; or indicates or implies to any person that it would be incumbent or desirable to fail to comply with 
or to contravene that law, shall be guilty of an offence and liable to imprisonment for five years. Further, 
section 124(2) provides that it shall not be a defence to a charge under the section that the solicitation, 
incitement, indication or implication, as the case may be, has had any effect or could not have had any 
effect. This provision would apply to a person who may attempt to make a parks or wildlife officer fail to 
comply with any law relating to the protection of wildlife to allow or enable the person soliciting the 
contravention to commit a wildlife crime.  

 
Section 125: Soliciting public officers to fail to carry out their duties 
Section 125 provides that any person who, whether in writing or by words or by his or her behaviour or 
otherwise, solicits or incites any person employed in the public service; a Chief or any person in the 
service of a Chief, to fail to carry out any of his or her duties shall be guilty of an offence and liable to 
imprisonment for five years. This provision would also be applicable to a person in circumstances 
exemplified under section 124 in the preceding paragraph. 

 
Section 126: Arrest without warrant 
A police officer or Chief or any person acting under the direction of a police officer or Chief may arrest 
without warrant any person whom he or she has reasonable cause to believe to be committing or to have 
committed an offence under section 124 or 125. Considering the seriousness and nature of commission of 
wildlife crime, prosecutors may consider arrests without warrant following the procedure laid down under 
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section 126. The rationale is that if swift action is not taken through arrest without warrant, a person who 
commits an offence would easily escape owing to some delays that may be occasioned if insistence 
would be placed on making an arrest with warrant.  

 

 

3.2.2 National Parks and Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2017  
The long title to the National Parks and Wildlife Act provides to the effect that the Act updates and 
consolidates the law relating to national parks and wildlife management. The Act is thus an indispensable 
tool for a prosecutor in a case involving wildlife crime. However, the Act does not operate in isolation thus 
the reference to other pieces of legislation in this Handbook. In the model charges, they show the situation 
if the offence was pre 2017 and the situation with the amendment Act in force.  

The essence of the new amendments is a significant increase in the penalties for wildlife crime. The 
maximum penalty under the Act is now 30 years. 

Definition changes 

The beginning of the amendments is in regard to definitions, namely Section 2 redefines many items 
under the Section 2 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act and is amended by: 

(a) deleting the definition of "endangered species" and substituting therefor the following new definition- 
"endangered species" means any plant or animals occurring within or outside a protected area declared 
as such pursuant to section 43A"; and 

 
(b) deleting the definition of "protected species" and substituting therefor the following new definition- 
"protected species" means any plant or animal within a protected area and declared as such pursuant 
to section 43".	
	

The definitions change was largely motivated by the need to address ambiguities and differences between 
the Principle Act and international treaties such as the Convention on International Trade in Wild Flora 
and Fauna (‘CITES’), which Malawi signed up to in 1982. The 2004 amendments did not resolve these 
ambiguities but it is hoped that this 2017 Act will lead to no unambiguity since definitions are now aligned 
with definitions under CITES and other international instruments. 

 
The Principle Act is amended generally by Section 3 of the 2017 amendment Act: 
 
(a) inserting, immediately after the words "protected species" wherever they appear throughout the Act, 
the words "endangered species or listed species"; 
 
(b) deleting the words "protected animals" wherever they appear throughout the Act, and substituting 
therefor the words "protected species, endangered species or listed species": 
 
(c) deleting the words "game animals" wherever they appear throughout the Act and substituting therefor 
the words "game species"; 
 
(d) deleting the words "national parks, wildlife reserves and nature sanctuaries" wherever they appear 
throughout the Act and substituting therefor the words "protected area"; and 
  
(e) deleting the words "shall be guilty of an offence" wherever they appear throughout the Act and 
substituting therefor the words "commits an offence";	
	
It will be important for the criminal justice sector, namely the police and prosecution, to ensure they have 
accurate lists of the species defined as ‘Endangered’, ‘Game’ and ‘Listed’ in order to correctly frame the 
charges and to use the correct charges. The lists are currently being developed as regulations and will be 
distributed to all police and prosecutors. 
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Specimens instead of different parts of the animal. 

The amendment Act now classes the entire animal as a specimen, i.e. any part of a protected species e.g. 
tusk, horn, skin, meat is classified as a specimen.  

Offences: Sections 

Section 33 of the NPW Act as amended by Section 6 of the PRINCIPLE ACT provides under (1) except 
with a valid hunting licence, it will be illegal if any person who conveys into, or possesses or used within, 
any national park or wildlife reserve any weapon, trap, explosive or poison shall be guilty of an offence. 

(2) This section shall not apply to any officer acting in the performance of his duties. This provision would 
however apply to an officer acting outside of his duties, e.g. Helping a poacher gain entry into a park. 

Section 35 of the NPW Act, as amended by Section 7 of the Amendment Act, makes it illegal for all 
methods of hunting, taking, killing, injuring and or disturbing an animal or wild plant or cultivated plant in a 
national park or a wildlife reserve; Making illegal, the taking, destroying, damaging, defacing of any object 
of geomorphological, archaeological, historical, cultural, or scientific interest, or any structure lawfully 
placed or constructed therein; 

As well as preparing land for cultivation, prospects for minerals or mines or attempts any of these 
operations;	 

Drives, conveys, or introduces any wild animal or domestic animal into a national park or wildlife reserve 
or permits any domestic animal, of which he is for the time being in charge, to stray into a national park or 
wildlife reserve, shall be guilty of an offence”.	 	This provision could include a poacher who is unlawfully 
using his dog to track an animal down to be killed. It also covers the scenario of reckless dog ownership, 
such as allowing a dog to run lose in a protected area.  

Section 12 of the PRINCIPLE ACT remains unamended but subject to the penalty amendments in 
Section 108 and 109  

Arrest of persons for committing offences 

Under Section 12(1), where a person is found committing or is reasonably suspected of having 
committed or of being about to commit an offence under the Act, any officer may without warrant arrest 
the person. Further, Section 12(2) provides that any person arrested pursuant to Section 12(1) shall, as 
soon as possible, through police officers be charged with the appropriate offence and be taken before a 
court, and shall not be detained longer than is necessary.74 It is worth noting that in comparison, Section 
126 of the Penal Code, which provides for arrest without warrant, would operate in circumstances under 
Section 12 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act in relation to wildlife crime. 

Section 13: Prosecution by officers, remains unamended but subject to the penalty amendments 
in Section 108 and 109 
Section 13(1) provides that the Director of Public Prosecutions may, at the written request of the Chief 
Parks and Wildlife Officer, in writing nominate, by name or rank, any officer or class of officer of the 
Department of National Parks and Wildlife to undertake and prosecute criminal proceedings in respect of 
any offence alleged to have been committed by a person in contravention of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act. Under Section 13(2), an officer who undertakes or prosecutes proceedings pursuant to 
Section 13(1) shall act in accordance with the general or special directions of the Director of Public 
Prosecutions and shall, for the purpose of the proceedings, have the powers of a public prosecutor 
appointed under any written law for the time being in force. 

 

																																																													
74 Similarly, section 42(2)(b) of the Constitution provides that every person arrested for, or accused of, the alleged commission of an 

offence shall, in addition to the rights which he or she has as a detained person, have the right as soon as it is reasonably possible, but 
not later than 48 hours after the arrest, or if the period of 48 hours expires outside ordinary court hours or on a day which is not a court 
day, the first court day after the expiry, to be brought before an independent and impartial court of law and to be charged or to be 
informed of the reason for his or her further detention, failing which he or she shall be released. 
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Section 15: Obstruction of officers remains unamended but subject to the penalty amendments in 
Section 108 and 109 
Under section 15, a person who obstructs any officer in the performance of functions under the Act; 
refuses to furnish to any officer on request, particulars or information to which the officer is entitled by or 
under the Act; or willfully or recklessly gives to any officer false or misleading information which the officer 
is entitled to obtain under the Act, commits an offence. 

Section 16: Alteration, defacing or removal of official record remains unamended but subject to 
the penalty amendments in Section 108 and 109 
Section 16 provides that any person who, without authority, alters, defaces or removes any official record 
maintained in pursuance of the Act or any regulation or order made under the Act; or alters or defaces any 
prescribed document issued under the Act, commits an offence. 

Section 108: General penalty has been dramatically amended, the PRINCIPLE ACT formally provided to 
the effect that subject to the provisions of the Act, a person who is convicted of an offence under the Act 
for which no other penalty is provided shall in the case of a first offence, be liable to a fine of not less than 
K4,000 but not more than K10,000 and to imprisonment for a term of two years. In the case of a second or 
subsequent offence, the person shall be liable to a fine of not less than K4,000 but not more than K8,000 
and to imprisonment for a term of four years. 

Under Section 108, amended under Section 22 of the NPW, again covering offences, “for which no 
other penalty is provided shall be liable to a fine of K2,OOO,OOO and to imprisonment for a term of 
four years”. 

Section 109: Offences relating to game species, also substantially changed. The PRINCIPLE ACT had 
stated that under Section 109, any person who is convicted of an offence that involves taking, hunting, 
molesting or reducing into possession any game species; or possession of, selling, buying, transferring, or 
receiving in transfer any specimen of game species, shall, in the case of an offence committed in a 
protected area, be liable to a fine of not less than K4,000 but not more than K8,000 and to imprisonment 
for a term of four years; and in the case of an offence committed in an area other than a protected area, 
be liable to a fine of not less than K4,000 but not more than K5,000 and to imprisonment for a term of two 
years. 

 
Section 109 of the NPW as amended by Section 22 of the Amendment Act, states that: 

Any person who is convicted of an offence involving: 

taking, hunting, molesting or reducing into possession any game species; or 

possession of, selling, buying, transferring, or· receiving in transfer, or  

attempting to possess, sell, buy, transfer or receive in transfer any specimen of game species, shall be 
liable to a fine of K2,OOO,OOO and to imprisonment for a term of four years. 

Under the PRINCIPLE ACT: Section 110: Offences relating to protected species other than game 
species 

Section 110 provides for offences relating to protected species other than game species. If a person is 
convicted of an offence that involves: 

• taking, hunting, molesting, or reducing into possession any protected species other than game 
species; or 

• possession of, selling, buying, transferring or accepting in transfer any specimen of protected species 
other than game species; 

• contravention of a provision of the Act which provides for the conduct of a licensee under a 
professional hunter’s licence; or 
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• contravention of Sections 32, 33 and 35 under the PRINCIPLE ACT the penalty was a fine of 
K10,000 and to imprisonment for a term of 5 years, and in any case the fine shall not be 
less than the value of the specimen involved in the commission of the offence. 

 
Under the amendments, a person shall now be liable to a fine of K100,000 and to imprisonment for a 
term of ten years. Further, in any case the fine shall not be less than the value of the specimen 
involved in the commission of the offence.  

 

Case Study: The Republic v Maria Akimu, Revision Case No. 9 of 2003  
(High Court) 
One of the cases prosecuted under section 110 of the National Parks and Wildlife (Amendment) 
Act 2004 is The Republic v. Maria Akimu.75 Brief facts of the case were that officials of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Department, disguised as would-be purchasers of ivory and working 
on information, met the defendant at her house. They agreed to buy some pieces of ivory at the 
defendant’s house; at the defendant’s father’s house; and another person’s house. They 
eventually arrested the defendant and recovered the ivory. However, there was stiff resistance 
from the defendant’s neighbours and relations; and one national parks and wildlife official was 
badly injured. After conviction, the First Grade Magistrate imposed a fine of K6,000.00 and in 
default imprisonment for one year. The defendant paid the fine. The Department of National 
Parks and Wildlife was concerned that the punishment, given the huge financial returns to 
poachers and traffickers of trophies, would not deter offenders and preserve wildlife, which is a 
national treasure. 

On review of the case, the High Court decided that in arriving at the appropriate sentence, the 
court must regard the maximum prison sentence, which was five years in respect of the case.  
The High Court held that this was an appropriate case where a fine and imprisonment were 
appropriate. The appropriate prison sentence, given that the defendant was committing a crime 
for the first time, was imprisonment for one year. The case was an instance of the offence where 
a community order would serve very little to deter the offender to indulge in something which, 
from domestic and international concern about wildlife and the ecosystem, should be viewed 
seriously and differently. The court found that the defendant possessed and trafficked the 
trophies; and thus decided not to suspend the sentence. The defendant was ordered to pay the 
fine and serve the prison sentence of one-year imprisonment with hard labour. 

 

The amendment Act inserts a new Section 110A into the PRINCIPLE ACT which states, 

Any person who is convicted of an offence involving -  

• taking, hunting, molesting, or reducing into possession any endangered species 
• possession of, selling, buying, transferring or receiving in transfer or attempting to possess, sell, buy, 

transfer or receive in transfer any specimen of endangered species;  
• the contravention of provision of this Act which provides for the conduct of a licensee under a 

professional hunter's licence; or  
• the contravention of sections 33, 35 (c) and 38 of this Act will be penalised with K15,000,000 and to 

imprisonment for a term of thirty years" and in any case the fine shall not be less than the 
value of the specimen involved in the commission of the offence. 

 

																																																													
75 Revision Case No. 9 of 2003 (High Court). 
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There is also a revised Section 110B of the NPW Act as inserted by Section 24 of the Amendment 
Act, which provides for any person who is convicted of an offence involving: 

• taking, hunting, molesting, or reducing into possession any listed species; 
• possession of, selling, buying, transferring or receiving in transfer or attempting to possess, sell, buy, 

transfer or receive in transfer any specimen of listed species; or 
• contravention of provision of this Act which provides for the conduct of a licensee under a 

professional hunter's licence, shall be liable to imprisonment for a term of thirty years".  
•  

The original PRINCIPLE ACT Section 111 stated: Offences relating to import, export or re-export of 
specimens of protected species or listed species stated that any person who is convicted of an 
offence under section 98 or under regulations made pursuant to section 99 shall be liable to a fine of 
K100,000 and to imprisonment for a term of ten years. Further, in any case the fine shall not be less than 
the value of the specimen involved in the commission of the offence. 

Section 111 of the PRINCIPLE ACT as replaced by Section 25 of the Amendment Act, now provides 
that for any person convicted of an offence under Section 98 or under regulations made pursuant to 
Section 99 shall be liable to imprisonment for a term of thirty years. 

Section 112: remains unchanged other than subject to the amendments to Section 108 and 109. 
Offences relating to devices provides that any person who is convicted of an offence under the Act in 
respect of any excavation, fence, enclosure or any other device fixed in or on the ground or upon 
vegetation, which the person has made, used or had in his or her possession for the purpose of hunting in 
contravention of the Act, the court shall, in addition to any other penalty imposed, order the device to be 
destroyed or obliterated in a manner that the court may specify, and any expenditure incurred, if any, shall 
be recoverable from the person as a civil debt owed to the Government. It is worth noting that to ensure 
that the court orders destruction or obliteration of a device in addition to any other penalty in a case 
involving wildlife crime, it is the duty of the prosecutor to pray to the court for the order. If the prosecutor 
does not pray for the order, the court may not make an order for destruction or obliteration in addition to a 
penalty. 

Section 113: Forfeiture as an additional penalty, remains unchanged other than subject to the 
amendments to Section 108 and 109. 

Section 113(1) provides to the effect that upon the conviction of any person of an offence under the Act, 
where the court considers forfeiture to be necessary, it shall, despite any other written law and subject to 
the provisions of Section 108 and in addition to any other penalty imposed, declare any specimen, 
domestic animal or any firearm or other weapon, trap, net, poison, material or any motor vehicle, aircraft, 
boat, or any other article taken by or used in connection with the commission of the offence to be forfeited 
to the Government. Further, Section 113(2) provides that upon the conviction of any person of an offence 
referred to in section 99, the court may, in addition to any other penalty imposed, declare any specimen, 
domestic animal or article as specified under Section 113(1) to be forfeited to the Government.  

Finally, Section 113(3), again remains unchanged other than subject to the amendments to Section 
108 and 109 provides that the disposal of any specimen, domestic animal or article forfeited to the 
Government under Section 113 shall be subject to the provisions of Part XIV of the Act. It is worth noting 
that to ensure that the court orders forfeiture as an additional penalty, the prosecutor has a duty to pray to 
the court for the order. If the prosecutor fails to pray for the order, the court may not make an order of 
forfeiture in addition to a penalty. The omission by the prosecutor to pray for an order in this and the 
preceding paragraph would in effect perpetrate commission of wildlife crime because where devices are 
destroyed, obliterated or forfeited, there could be assurance that the devices will not be used again to 
commit wildlife crime.   

Section 114: Conditional order of forfeiture, remains unchanged under the PRINCIPLE ACT 
Section 114(1) provides for conditional order of forfeiture to the effect that when a court is required under 
Section 115(1) and (2) to make a declaration of forfeiture in respect of any article the ownership of which 
requires registration under any written law, the court shall make a conditional order of forfeiture in the 
prescribed form. Further, Section 114(2) provides that upon the making of a conditional order of forfeiture 
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pursuant to Section 114(1), the Chief Parks and Wildlife Officer shall, within thirty days thereafter, cause 
to be published in the Gazette and in two consecutive issues of a local newspaper in general circulation, a 
notice of the order. Under Section 114(3), if ownership of the article is registered in the name of any 
person other than the convicted party, the Chief Parks and Wildlife Officer shall, within seven days after 
publication of the notice in the Gazette cause a copy of the notice to be sent to the person concerned. 
Section 114(4) provides that any person who wishes to claim right of ownership in the article may, within 
sixty days of the last publication of the conditional order, lodge with the court a written application for 
discharging of the order, setting out the claim of ownership in the article.  

If a person makes an application under Section 114(4), the court shall set a date for a hearing of the 
application and serve notice of the hearing on the applicant and on the Government.76 In any hearing of 
an application made under Section 114(4), the burden of proof shall be upon the applicant, and the 
conditional order shall not be discharged unless the applicant proves, that he or she was not privy to the 
offence and that the article was, at the time that the offence was committed, being used for that purpose 
without his or her knowledge or consent.77  

If an application made under Section 114(4) fails to win discharge of a conditional order, the court shall 
declare the article finally forfeited to the Government.78 Where upon an application made under Section 
114(4), a court is satisfied that an article is owned jointly by, or is the subject of a rental agreement 
between, the applicant and the convicted person, and the applicant has discharged the burden of proof in 
accordance with Section 114(6), the court shall declare forfeited all of the estate, interest or rights of the 
convicted person therein, and shall order them to be disposed of as it deems fit.79  

Since Section 114(8) gives discretion to the court to make a disposal “as it deems fit”, prosecutors may 
assist the court to make an order that is indeed “fit” by praying to make submissions that would contribute 
to an order that is just. Finally, any right of any claimant under any rental agreement to repossess any 
article which is subject to a conditional order of forfeiture made under Section 114(1) shall be suspended 
pending determination of an application made under Section 114(4).80 

Section 114 is important for the purposes of forfeiting articles whose ownership requires registration 
under any written law. However, if the procedure laid down under the provision is not properly followed, 
prosecutors risk being challenged or giving rise to a suit in tort against government since forfeiture of 
property potentially interferes with the right to property under section 28 of the Constitution of the Republic 
of Malawi. 

Section 115: Seized goods to be subject of forfeiture order, remains unchanged under the 
PRINCIPLE ACT 
Section 115(1) provides that if any article the ownership of which requires registration under any written 
law is seized as a result of an offence under the Act and the person responsible is unknown and cannot 
be found for the purpose of charging him or her with the offence or having been charged, fails to appear to 
answer the charge, the Chief Parks and Wildlife Officer may apply to the court for a declaration of 
forfeiture. Further, Section 115(2) provides that upon receipt of an application from the Chief Parks and 
Wildlife Officer under Section 115(1), the court shall make a conditional order of forfeiture in the 
prescribed form and the provisions of Section 114(2) to (9) shall apply. 

Section 116: Surrender of licence, permit and certificate in event of conviction remains unchanged 
under the PRINCIPLE ACT 
Section 116 provides to the effect that if any licensee under any licence or the holder of any permit or 
certificate issued under the Act is convicted of an offence under the Act which involves the licence, permit 
or certificate, the court shall, in addition to any other penalty imposed, order the person to surrender it 
forthwith to the Chief Parks and Wildlife Officer to be dealt with by him in accordance with the provisions 
of the Act. It is therefore the duty of the prosecutor to alert the court of the requirement under Section 116 
to avoid circumstances where the court may omit to make such an order.  

																																																													
76 Section 114(5) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 66:07. 
77 Section 114(6) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 66:07. 

78 Section 114(7) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 66:07. 
79 Section 114(8) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 66:07. 
80 Section 114(9) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 66:07. 
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Section 245A: Endangering the environment, remains unchanged under the PRINCIPLE ACT 
Section 245A provides that a person who does the following acts in a manner that endangers or is likely 
to cause harm to the environment commits an offence: 

• manages hazardous materials, processes and wastes in an environmentally unsound manner; 

• mislabels wastes, pesticides or chemicals; 

• aids or abets the illegal trafficking in wastes, chemicals, pesticides, hazardous processes or 
substances; or 

• discharges or emits a pollutant into the environment in contravention of provisions of the Environment 
Management Act.81 

In relation to wildlife crime, Section 245A would be applicable where a person manages hazardous 
materials, processes and wastes in an environmentally unsound matter that harms wildlife, for instance. 
Another instance would be where a person discharges or emits pollutants into the environment without 
complying with provisions of the Environment Management Act, with the effect of causing harm to or 
killing, among others, wildlife. Section 245A provides that the offence is punishable by a fine of 
K10,000,000 and imprisonment for ten years. 

 

 

3.2.3 Firearms Act 
This Handbook demonstrates under the section dealing with the National Parks and Wildlife Act that the 
court may order forfeiture of certain articles. The articles may have been used to commit wildlife crime or 
intended to be used for the commission of wildlife crime. The Firearms Act is thus one of the tools at the 
disposal of a prosecutor and applicable in a case of wildlife crime that involves the use of firearms. 

Section 5: Dealing in firearms and ammunition 
Section 5 (1) of the Act provides to the effect that a person shall not, by way of trade or business, 
manufacture, sell, transfer, repair, test or prove; or expose for sale or transfer, or have in his or her 
possession for manufacture, sale, transfer, repair, test or proof, any firearm or ammunition unless he or 
she is the holder of a valid dealer’s licence issued under section 6. Further, Section 5 (1) has a proviso to 
the effect that it shall be lawful for an auctioneer to sell by auction and have in his or her possession for 
sale by auction a firearm or ammunition if he or she has obtained from the officer in charge of the police of 
the District in which he or she intends to keep and sell the firearm or ammunition written permission to do 
so and complies with the conditions of the permission. Section 5 (2) provides that any person who 
contravenes any of the provisions of Section 5 (1) shall be liable to a fine of K200 and to imprisonment for 
6 months. 

A consideration of Sections 5 to 8 of the Firearms Act appear to be of little significance to a prosecutor in 
a case involving wildlife crime. However, where there is a connection or hints of any connection between 
a suspect of wildlife crime and a dealer of firearms, the provisions would assist with the nature of 
investigations to be carried out and the nature of charges that may be brought against the  
persons involved.   

Section 9: Written permits authorizing the acquisition and transfer of firearms and ammunition; 
offences and penalties 
Section 9 (1) of the Act provides that any person who acquires from or transfers to any other person any 
firearm or ammunition without having first obtained a permit in writing under section 10 authorizing the 
acquisition or transfer, as the case may be; acquires from or transfers to any other person any firearm or 
ammunition without having first had produced to him or her a permit in writing under section 10 
authorizing the transfer from, or acquisition by, the other person, as the case may be; or fails to comply 
with any condition to which any permit in writing issued under Section 10 is subject, commits an offence 
and is liable to a fine of K400 and to imprisonment for twelve months. Further, for the purposes of Section 

																																																													
81 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 60:02. 
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9, a currently valid dealer’s licence is deemed to be a permit in writing under Section 10 authorizing the 
acquisition and transfer generally by the holder thereof of firearms and ammunition.82 This provision may 
be applicable in cases where firearms or ammunition may be transferred for the purposes of committing 
wildlife crime.  

Section 10: Application for permits to acquire or transfer firearms or ammunition 
Briefly, Section 10 provides the procedure for application for permits to acquire or transfer firearms or 
ammunition under Section 9. Prosecutors thus need to appreciate the procedure in order to identify 
matters that need to be investigated for the purposes of wildlife crime. 

Section 12: Carrying and possession of firearms and ammunition 
Section 12 (1) provides to the effect that a person may not, otherwise than in accordance with the 
conditions of a firearm permit or an annual licence, carry or have in his or her possession or under his or 
her control any firearm or ammunition. Section 12 (1) further exempts certain persons from the 
application of the provision and states that a person who contravenes any of the provisions of the 
section shall be liable to a fine of £100 and imprisonment for six months.83 A person who obtains 
from the Registrar of Firearms a permit for the purpose in the prescribed form may, without himself or 
herself holding an annual licence, have in his or her possession, in accordance with the terms of the 
permit, a firearm or ammunition described in the permit and which belongs to another person who holds 
an annual licence relating thereto. The permit shall not be granted in respect of a period exceeding one 
year but may be renewed by the Registrar of Firearms for a further period not exceeding one year and so 
on from time to time.84 

Section 13: Matters to be reported 
Section 13 (1) provides that if a person having possession of a firearm or ammunition, whether or not he 
or she holds a licence or permit in respect of the firearm shall, if the firearm or ammunition is lost, stolen 
or destroyed, report the loss, theft or destruction promptly to the officer in charge of the nearest police 
station, and if he or she fails to do so shall be liable to a fine of £100 and to imprisonment for six 
months. If a person who has a licence or permit relating to a firearm or ammunition changes his or her 
address, he or she shall notify the change forthwith to the officer in charge of the nearest police station, 
and if he or she fails to do so shall be liable to a fine of £5.85 

Section 14: Inheritance 
Section 14 provides for the inheritance of a firearm or ammunition. The provision is to the effect that a 
person who on the death of the owner of a firearm or ammunition comes into possession or control of the 
firearm or ammunition shall within one month after the death deposit the firearm or ammunition for safe 
custody with the officer in charge of the Police of the District in which he or she resides; and may 
thereafter apply for a permit to transfer or acquire the firearm or ammunition. 

Section 15: Finding a firearm or ammunition 
Under section 15 (1), a person who finds a firearm or ammunition which appears to have been 
abandoned or to be without an owner is required to report to the officer in charge of the nearest police 
station. Further, a person who takes possession of any firearm or ammunition which he or she finds is 
required to take it promptly to the officer in charge of the nearest police station and deposit it with the 
officer for safe custody.86 Finally, a person who contravenes section 15 (1) shall be liable to a fine of 
£20.87 

Section 16: Prohibited weapons 
Section 16(1) provides that the Minister may at any time make an order prohibiting the carrying or 
possession by any person of any type of weapon, which the Minister considers an undesirable weapon in 

																																																													
82 Section 9(2) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
83 Section 12(2) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. The equivalent amount in Malawi Kwacha for fines whose amounts are in 

British Pound (£) is converted using the Fines (Conversion) Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 8:06.  
84 Section 12(3) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
85 Section 13(2) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
86 Section 15(2) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
87 Section 15(3) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
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the public interest. Further, a person who carries or has in his or her possession a prohibited 
weapon shall be liable to imprisonment for fourteen years.88 

 

Case Study: William Manda v The Republic, Criminal Appeal No. 39 of 2008 
(High Court, Lilongwe District Registry) (Unreported) 
The appellant, William Manda, appeared before the Second Grade Magistrate sitting at Lilongwe 
where he was jointly charged with seven others on three counts.  The first count was illegal 
possession of a firearm contrary to section 16(1) of the Firearms Act (Cap 14.08). The other two 
counts were offences under the Penal Code and shall not be considered for the purposes of this 
Handbook. The appellant denied all the three charges but was found guilty on all three counts 
after full trial. He was convicted and sentenced to 24 months imprisonment with hard labour on 
the first count, 9 months imprisonment with hard labour on the second count and 18 months 
imprisonment with hard labour on the third count. The sentences were ordered to run 
concurrently. The lower court also ordered forfeiture of the goods which were the subject matter 
of the second count and forfeiture of the rifle, the subject matter of the first count. He appealed 
to the High Court against the convictions and sentences on the following grounds: 

 

• that the learned magistrate erred in law by convicting and sentencing the appellant for a 
case which was not proved beyond reasonable doubt; 

• that the learned magistrate erred in law by dwelling on concocted evidence provided by the 
police without exercising her mind; and 

• that the convictions were not safe for want of proof and the sentence was therefore wrong. 

The particulars of the charges on the first count were that the appellant and seven others on 19th 
September 2007 at Mtandire Location in the City of Lilongwe were found in possession of 
prohibited weapon, namely, a greener type of rifle without permit or licence to possess the 
same. In considering this count, Mzikamanda, J. (as he was then) stated the following: 

“…The evidence tending to connect the appellant with the charge of illegal possession of a firearm first 
came from PW3 who said that the police were alerted of the presence of a group of people at the house 
of the appellant, ready to embark on a spree of breakings within the City of Lilongwe.  According to 
PW3, the police were warned that the group was armed with a firearm.  Thus the police had to manage 
their ambush well to avoid being targeted with the firearm.  At the house of the appellant, the police 
found that the appellant and others of the group had gone to hire a vehicle in that night while five others 
remained at the appellant’s house.  Subsequent arrests included the arrest of an 8th accused person 
who had in his actual possession a firearm.  PW1 and PW2 who arrested the 8th accused person said 
that the 8th accused told them that the firearm belonged to the appellant.  The 8th accused person in fact 
led the officers who arrested him to the house of the appellant as the owner of the firearm.  The police 
managed to arrest the appellant.  It must be noted that the house to which the 8th accused person led 
the police is a different house from the one where a group of the other accused person was arrested. 
The appellant had relocated to a different house following the police invasion at his other house.  
Having had the appellant arrested and in a subsequent interrogation the 8th accused changed his story 
and said the firearm belonged to him.  The 8th accused person had retracted his statement. The lower 
court also drew a distinction between ownership and possession.  The lower court further, and correctly 
so, observed that a person would be said to be in possession of a firearm even if he or she is not in 
actual possession.  Where there is no actual possession, knowledge of possession by another would 
provide sufficient connection with the offence. The court found that the appellant had guilty knowledge 
of the 8th accused person of the firearm. The 8th accused was the appellant’s tenant who lived closely 
with him. The court then considered all the above circumstances and came to the conclusion that the 

																																																													
88 Section 16(2) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
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circumstances point to nothing else but the guilt of the appellant on this charge.  I am unable to differ 
with the conclusion of the learned magistrate in all the circumstances of the case.” 89 

The court upheld the sentence on illegal possession of a firearm and reasoned as follows: 

“…It was also ordered that the firearm be forfeited to the Malawi Government.  Now the maximum 
penalty for an offence under S16(1) of the Firearms Act, Cap 14:08 of the Laws of Malawi is 
imprisonment for fourteen years as provided for in Section 16(2) of the same Act.  In arriving at the 
sentence of 24 months’ imprisonment on the first count the court took into account mitigating factors 
present.  However the court also noted that the Firearms Act is a public policy statute for purposes of 
ensuring public safety and security.  Citing the case of Republic v Toleza [1996] MLR 339, the lower 
court noted that when sentencing for unlawful possession of firearms the court will consider the type of 
the firearm, the number of firearms found in the possession of the convict, the circumstances of 
possession, purposes and reasons for possession whether the firearm was used or was in usable 
condition.  Keeping a serviceable and usable firearm is an even more serious matter (See also R v 
McRae [1987] 9 Cr. App…). 

“Clearly the lower court gave careful consideration of the sentence it imposed and there is no doubt in 
my mind that the sentence imposed for the first count is neither wrong in principle or manifestly 
excessive.”90  

 

Finally, the court upheld the order to forfeit the firearm on the following grounds: 

“Counsel for the appellant challenged the forfeiture orders made by the lower court.  For firearms, 
section 22(b) of the Firearms Act Cap 14:08 provides for the making of a forfeiture order. Forfeiture of 
firearms is discretionary and according to Lumbe v Rep 9 MLR 52 the court must consider the 
circumstances of the case and give reasons for the exercise of the discretion. Although the lower court 
did not give specific reasons for ordering the forfeiture of the firearm herein, it is clear that the proper 
thing to do in this case was to order such forfeiture for public safety. This was a serviceable and usable 
firearm which clearly was to be ready to be used in a spate of breakings within the City of Lilongwe 
during the material night.”91 

On the one hand, this case illustrates that if a prosecutor can demonstrate to the court that a 
person had illegal possession of a firearm for the purposes of committing wildlife crime, the 
court could find the person liable, sentence him or her accordingly; and make an order to forfeit 
the firearm. Prosecutors thus need to prepare thoroughly for their case in order to direct the 
court appropriately through the evidence brought against the accused and arrive at the best 
punishment possible. On the other hand, courts need to examine critically the evidence brought 
by prosecutors in order to arrive at sentences and orders that are generally acceptable to 
society and; consistent with the various rationales for dealing with wildlife crime.   

 

Section 19: Licence or permit to be produced on demand 
Section 19 (1) provides that a proper officer may demand from any person who is carrying or in 
possession of a firearm the production of a permit or licence or other authority issued to the person in 
relation to the firearm. If a person upon whom a demand is made under Section 19 (1) neglects or 
refuses to produce a licence, permit or other authority relating to the firearm the proper officer may seize 
and detain the firearm and any ammunition in the possession of the person and may require the person to 
declare immediately his or her name and address.92 A proper officer may arrest without warrant any 
person who refuses to declare his or her name and address under Section 19 (2) or whom he or she 

																																																													
89 Pp. 8 – 9. 
90 P. 11. 
91 P. 12. 
92 Section 19(2) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
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suspects of giving a false name or address or of intending to abscond.93 Further, a person who refuses or 
neglects to produce a licence, permit or authority relating to a firearm upon a demand made under 
Section 19 (2) or who refuses to declare his or her name and address or who gives a false name and 
address shall be liable to a fine of £50 and to imprisonment for three months,94 provided that a 
person who within forty-eight hours produces the licence, permit or authority at the nearest police 
station to his or her place of abode or the place at which the demand was made on him or her 
under Section 19 shall be liable to a fine of £5 only.95 

It is worth noting that Section 3 of the Act defines a “proper officer” as “any class of public officer which 
the Minister may prescribe.” National parks and wildlife officers may therefore fall into the class of “proper 
officer” if the Minister prescribes. It is thus important for prosecutors of cases involving wildlife crime to be 
aware of provisions of the nature of Section 19 of the Act; and how to apply the provisions in appropriate 
circumstances. 

Section 20: Power to enter premises 
Section 20 provides that a proper officer may enter and remain on any land or premises for a period as 
may be necessary for the purpose of making a demand to produce a licence or permit as specified under 
section 19. 

Section 21: Penalty for false statements 
Section 21 provides that any person who knowingly makes any false statement for the purpose of 
obtaining any permit, licence or other authority under the Act, either for himself, herself or any other 
person, shall be liable to a fine of £100 and to imprisonment for six months. 

 

 

3.2.4 Customs and Excise Act 
The long title to the Customs and Excise Act provides that it is an Act providing for the administration, 
management and control of customs and excise, the imposition and collection of customs, excise and 
other duties, among others. Provisions of the Act may be applicable in certain circumstances of wildlife 
crime as considered below. 

Section 3: Goods subject to customs control 
Section 3 (g) of the Act provides that goods subject to customs control include “all goods which are under 
embargo, which are seized, forfeited or abandoned, or which are in a state warehouse.” Articles of wildlife 
crime which are under embargo, or are seized, forfeited or abandoned may therefore be subject to 
customs control.   

Section 13: Powers in respect of persons 
Under Section 13 (1), an officer may in the course of his or her duty pose questions to any person 
entering or leaving Malawi or to any person whom the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect of being 
in possession of or harbouring or knowing the whereabouts of any goods subject to customs control or 
being in possession of information on any subject into which it is the officer’s duty to enquire, as may be 
necessary for obtaining all information required under the customs laws. The person who is asked the 
questions is required then and there, or at a time and place specified by the officer, fully and truthfully to 
answer all questions posed by the officer, to the best of the person’s knowledge and belief. Further, an 
officer may in the course of his or her duty stop and search or cause to be searched any person, including 
any person within or upon any conveyance, whom the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect of 
having in his or her possession or secreted about him or her any goods subject to customs control.96  

 

																																																													
93 Section 19(3) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
94 Section 19(4) of the Firearms Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
95 Proviso to section 19(4). 
96 Section 13(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
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However, the following conditions shall apply: 

• before being searched, the person may demand to be taken before the senior officer at that place who 
may, at his or her discretion, discharge the person or direct that the person  
be searched; 

• a female shall be searched only by a female; 

• any search shall be carried out in private.97 

Officers discharging duties pursuant to Section 13 (1) thus need to respect the rights of the person, 
including the right to privacy,98 when conducting a search by adhering to the conditions stated above. 

Section 14: Powers in respect of packages 
Section 14 (1) provides that an officer may in the course of his or her duty require the owner of any 
package containing or reasonably suspected of containing any goods subject to customs control to open 
the package and the officer may examine, weigh, measure, mark or seal the package or any of the goods 
contained in the package. The owner of the package shall not in any manner dispose of or remove any 
package or goods until they have been released by the proper officer. Further, an officer may, in the 
absence of the owner of any package mentioned in Section 14 (1), open and examine, weigh, measure, 
mark or seal the package or any of the goods contained in the package.99 However, except in the case of 
a postal article or any package imported or to be exported by air freight, the officer shall not exercise the 
power conferred by Section 14 (2) until all reasonable efforts have been made to ascertain the 
whereabouts of the owner and to afford him or her, unless he or she is reasonably believed by the officer 
to have absconded, an opportunity to appear before the officer and to open the package concerned.100 It 
is important for officers to observe the condition under the proviso to Section 14 (2) in order to avoid 
contradictions in the presentation of evidence and interfering with the right to privacy, among others. 

Section 16: Powers in respect of conveyances  
Section 16 (1) provides that an officer may in the course of his duty stop, enter and search any aircraft or 
vehicle arriving from or being about to depart to a foreign port, or any aircraft or vehicle within Malawi 
which he or she reasonably suspects may be carrying imported goods or goods to be exported; or stop, 
board and search any vessel within Malawi. The master or the person in charge of a conveyance shall 
stop his or her conveyance and remain stationary for a period as required by an officer for the purposes of 
Section 16 (1).101 The proper officer may station an officer on or in the vicinity of any conveyance while 
the conveyance is within Malawi and the master of any aircraft or vessel and the person in charge of any 
train upon or in the vicinity of which an officer is so stationed shall provide for the officer the 
accommodation and board as the Controller may reasonably require.102 The proper officer shall, in the 
course of his or her duty on a vessel or vehicle, be entitled to travel free of charge as a passenger of such 
class as the Controller may direct.103 The proper officer may stay on board any conveyance for so long as 
he or she deems necessary for the proper performance of his or her duties, and the following conditions 
shall apply: 

• the officer shall have free access to and the right to search every part of the conveyance and to 
examine all goods on board; 

• the officer shall have power to fasten down hatchways, doors and other openings, to lock up, seal, 
mark or otherwise secure any radio communications equipment, rooms, compartments, doors, 
windows or other openings and any packages or goods, including personal property on board; and 

• for the purposes of the examination or security of any goods, the officer may require the goods to be 
unloaded, or removed, at the expense of the owner of the conveyance.104 

																																																													
97 Proviso to section 13(2). 
98 See section 21 of the Constitution of the Republic of Malawi. 
99 Section 14(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
100 Proviso to section 14(2). 
101 Section 16(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
102 Section 16(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
103 Section 16(4) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
104 Section 16(5) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
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An officer, in the course of his or her duty, who is unable to obtain free access to any part or place of a 
conveyance or to any package in the conveyance, may enter the part or place or open or break open the 
package in a manner that he or she thinks appropriate if the keys thereto or other means of opening the 
part, place or package are not produced on demand.105 However, in the case of a part or place in an 
aircraft or vessel, force may be used only in the presence of a qualified pilot or engineer of an aircraft or 
the master or qualified officer or engineer of a vessel.106 Further, the Controller may establish customs 
barriers on any road or route for the control of imports and exports.107 It is worth noting that Section 17 
may be applicable to various circumstances in the trafficking of articles including ivory and various 
trophies obtained through commission of wildlife crime. Under the Act, “Controller” means the person 
appointed to be or to act as Controller of Customs and Excise under section 6 of the Act.108 

On the international plane, there is debate surrounding the prosecution of wildlife crimes particularly in the 
case of conveyances, including aircraft, as Section 16 provides. The concern is that prosecution of 
wildlife crimes involving commercial airlines, for instance, would be avoided because of the desire to 
promote international trade. In that regard, specific obstacles that are linked to companies include 
difficulties to prove the accurate competency of the legal person on board; and that companies can 
change their composition prior to the prosecution.109 

Section 17: Power to patrol freely 
Section 17 (1) provides that an officer in the course of his or her duty, and any person assisting him or 
her, may enter upon, patrol and pass freely within any place other than a building. Further, an officer in 
charge of any conveyance employed in the prevention of smuggling, may take the conveyance to a place 
that he or she considers most convenient for that purpose and may keep the conveyance at that place for 
a period of time that he or she considers necessary for the purpose.110 

Section 19: Power of arrest 
Pursuant to Section 19 (1), an officer or a police officer may, if he or she has reasonable grounds to 
believe that any person is committing, or has committed, or is connected with the commission of any 
offence under the customs laws, arrest the person, and may, for that purpose, use all reasonable force. 
An officer or police officer making any arrest in accordance with the customs laws may, where necessary, 
call upon any other person to assist him or her.111 A person arrested under Section 19 shall forthwith be 
taken before a magistrate, or to a police station, to be dealt with according to law.112 Further, section 19 
provides that despite provisions of the Act, a police officer retains the power to arrest any person for an 
offence against the customs laws which is cognizable113 to the police under any other written law.114 

Section 20: Damage resulting from exercise of powers 
Section 20 (1) provides that if the exercise of powers under Part III of the Act reveals that there is no 
breach of the customs laws, any physical damage done by an officer, police officer or other person 
properly assisting him or her, in respect of persons, goods or premises, resulting from the exercise of the 
powers shall be made good at the expense of the Department, unless the damage was caused by or 
attributed to the obstruction of or the failure on the part of the person concerned to comply with the 
directions given by the proper officer, police officer or other person. Further, Section 20 (2) provides that 
an action shall lie against the Controller for any damages allowable under Section 20 (1). Under the Act, 
“proper officer” in relation to any power or duty under the customs laws, means any officer who by 

																																																													
105 Section 16(6) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
106 Proviso to section 16(6). 
107 Section 16(7) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01.  
108 Section 2 of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
109 Eurojust, Strategic Project on Environmental Crime Report (November, 2014) p. 66. Available at 

www.eurojust.europa.eu/doclibrary/eurojust-
framework/casework/strategic%20project%20on%20environmental%20crime%20(october%202014)/environmental-crime-report_2014-
11-21-en.pdf Accessed on 10 February, 2016 at 07:34 hours. 

110 Section 17(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
111 Section 19(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
112 Section 19(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
113 “Cognizable to the police” and “cognizable” used with reference to an offence means that a police officer may arrest without warrant a 

person whom he or she suspects upon reasonable grounds of having committed that offence: section 2 of the General Interpretation Act, 
Laws of Malawi, Cap. 1:01. 

114 Section 19(4) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
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instruction, or with the concurrence, of the Controller exercises or performs that power of duty.”115 Officers 
discharging duty pursuant to Part III of the Act thus need to be careful to avoid incurring liability. 

Section 21: Prohibited and restricted imports 
Section 21 (1) provides that subject to Section 21 (2), goods shall not be imported contrary to the 
provisions of any written law prohibiting or restricting the importation of the goods. Section 21 (2) 
provides that the Minister may authorize the importation of any prohibited or restricted goods for the 
purpose of scientific investigation or study or for use as evidence in any judicial proceedings or for any 
other similar purpose. Further, Section 21 (3) provides that except as may be otherwise provided in the 
customs laws the provisions of the Act relating to prohibited goods and restricted goods shall not apply to 
goods in transit provided that the goods are duly exported. 

Section 50: Prohibited and restricted exports 
Section 50 provides for prohibited and restricted exports to the effect that subject to Section 50(2) goods 
shall not be exported contrary to the provisions of any written law prohibiting or restricting the exportation 
of the goods.116 The Minister may authorise the exportation of any prohibited or restricted goods for the 
purpose of scientific investigation or study or for use as evidence in any judicial proceedings or for any 
other similar purpose.117 However, Section 50 does not apply to goods in transit.118 

Section 57: Attempts to export 
Section 57 succinctly provides for attempts to export as follows: 

“For the purposes of the customs laws, the entry of goods for exportation, the loading, taking or 
placing of any goods upon a conveyance which is about to leave Malawi or has other goods in 
it which are to be exported, the handing of any goods to any carrier or transport company or to 
the master or owner of a vessel or aircraft for the purpose of exportation or the placing in the 
post of a package addressed to a place outside Malawi, shall be deemed to be an attempt  
to export.” 

 
Section 132: Offences in respect of persons 
Section 132 provides that a person commits an offence if he or she 

(a) being required by or in accordance with the customs laws to answer any question or 
supply any information, fails or neglects to do so or gives or makes any untrue, incorrect, 
false or incomplete answer or representation; 

(b) being required by or in accordance with the customs laws to perform any act or to comply 
with any provision or condition thereof, fails or neglects to do so; 

(c) assaults, abuses, resists, obstructs, hinders or interferes with any officer or police officer, 
or any person aiding or assisting an officer or police officer, in the exercise of his powers 
or the performance of his duties under the customs laws; 

(d) rescues any person apprehended for any offence against the provisions of the customs 
laws or prevents the apprehension; 

(e) counterfeits or without authority uses any seal, signature, initials or other mark of, or used 
by, any officer for any purpose relating to the customs laws; 

(f) removes, breaks, damages, defaces, destroys, cuts away, casts adrift, maliciously shoots 
at, or in any way interferes or tampers with any lock, seal, sign, mark, fence, barrier, rope, 
chain, anchor, buoy, conveyance or other thing used by the Department for any purpose 
under the customs laws; 

(g) fails to stop at a customs barrier established in accordance with section 16(7) of the Act; 
(h) falsely holds himself out to be an officer; 
(i) uses any place as a customs area unless it is properly licensed, appointed or approved 

under the customs laws as a customs area; or 
(j) conspires with another to commit an offence against the customs laws. 

																																																													
115 Section 2 of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
116 Section 50(1) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
117 Section 50(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
118 Section 50(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
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Section 133: Accessories 
Section 133 provides to the effect that any person who is an accessory before or after the fact to the 
commission of; counsels or procures any other person to commit; or attempts, causes, permits, aids, 
connives at or abets the commission of, any offence against the customs laws shall be deemed to have 
committed the offence and shall be punishable as if he or she had himself or herself committed the 
offence. It is worth noting that in this Handbook, the section which deals with Penal Code provisions that 
may be applicable to cases involving wildlife crime elaborately considers the issue of accessories. 

Section 134: Offences in respect of goods 
Under Section 134, a person commits an offence if he or she 

(a) imports, exports, carries coastwise or in transit, loads, unloads, removes, possesses or 
conveys goods contrary to the provisions of the customs laws; 

(b) imports or exports any goods in pursuance of any document or computer records and other 
electronic data in which a false declaration has been made; 

(c) except in accordance with the customs laws, buys, receives, harbours, offers for sale or 
deals in, or has in his or her possession any goods subject to customs control; 

(d) except in accordance with the customs laws, conceals, moves, alters, damages, destroys, 
removes, disposes of or in any way interferes or tampers with goods subject to customs 
control; or 

(e) offers for sale or deals in or possesses any goods under the pretence that they are 
smuggled goods whether or not they are in fact smuggled goods. 

  
Section 136: Offences in respect of conveyances 
Section 136 (2) provides that where, on any conveyance being boarded by an officer, any goods subject 
to customs control are found in the conveyance, and on the conveyance being subsequently boarded, 
whether by the same or another officer, the goods or any part of the goods are no longer there or 
additional goods subject to customs control are found therein, then unless the master of the aircraft or 
vessel or the person in charge of the vehicle accounts for the goods to the satisfaction of the officer or 
proves that he or she took all reasonable precaution to prevent the removal or addition of the goods, the 
master or person in charge shall be guilty of an offence. 

Section 137: Offences by the master or persons in charge of conveyances 
Section 137 (1) provides that whenever any lock, mark or seal has been placed by an officer upon any 
part of a conveyance or upon any goods on board any conveyance the master of the aircraft or vessel or 
the person in charge of the vehicle, as the case may be, shall ensure that the lock, mark or seal is not 
opened, altered or broken except with the authority of an officer and if he or she fails so to ensure he or 
she shall be guilty of an offence unless he or she proves that he or she took all reasonable precautions to 
prevent the act. Under Section 137 (2), if 

(a) any conveyance is used in smuggling or in the carriage of smuggled goods; 
(b) any vessel fails to stop for boarding when lawfully required to do so; 
(c) any ship fails to depart from Malawi within twenty-four hours after being so required by  

an officer; or 
(d) any goods on any conveyance are thrown overboard, staved or destroyed to  

prevent seizure, 
 

the master of the aircraft or vessel or the person in charge of the vehicle, as the case may be, shall be 
guilty of an offence unless he or she proves that he or she took all reasonable precautions to prevent the 
act which constituted the offence. 

Section 138: Offences in respect of customs areas 
Section 138 provides that a person commits an offence if he or she 

(a) uses, or permits to be used, any customs area in contravention of any of the terms of the 
licence, appointment or approval for the customs area; 
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(b) not being an officer in the course of his or her duty, or the licensee or owner of a customs 
area, or the authorised employee of the licensee or owner, opens or enters any part of 
that customs area without lawful excuse or without the permission of the proper officer; 

(c) opens or enters any part of a customs area contrary to the orders of an officer or refuses 
to leave any part of a customs area when lawfully directed to do so by an officer; or 

(d) removes any goods from a customs area without the permission of the proper officer. 
 

Section 139: Offences by or in relation to officers 
Under Section 139 (1) an officer commits an offence if he or she 

(a) directly or indirectly asks for or takes, in connection with any of his or her duties, any 
payment or other reward whatsoever, whether pecuniary or otherwise, or any promise or 
security for the payment or reward, not being a payment or reward which he or she is 
lawfully entitled to claim or receive; or 

(b) enters into or acquiesces in any agreement or conspires with any person to do, abstain 
from doing, permit, conceal, or connive at, any act or thing whereby the revenue is or 
may be defrauded, or which is contrary to the provisions of the customs laws or the 
proper execution of his or her duty; or 

(c) discloses, except for the purposes of the customs laws, or when required to do so as a 
witness in any court, or with the approval of the Controller, any information relating to any 
person acquired by him or her in the performance of his or her duties. 

 
Further, Section 139 (2) provides that a person commits an offence if he or she, without lawful authority, 

(a) directly or indirectly offers or gives to any officer any payment or reward whatsoever, 
whether pecuniary or otherwise, or any promise or security for any such payment or 
reward; or 

(b) proposes or enters into any agreement or conspires with any officer, 
 
in order to induce him or her to do, abstain from doing, permit, conceal or connive at, any act or 
thing whereby the revenue is or may be defrauded, or which is contrary to the provisions of the 
customs laws or the proper execution of the duty of any officer. 

 

Section 141: Offences by officers or corporations 
Section 141 provides that any contravention of the customs laws by a person acting in his or her capacity 
as a director, manager, secretary or other similar officer or a partner of a company, firm, society or other 
body of persons shall be deemed to be a contravention by the company, firm, society or other body of 
persons as the case may be. This provision may be applicable where a person commits wildlife crime 
under the guise of doing business legally through a company, firm, society or any other body of persons. 

Section 142: Penalties for certain offences 
Section 142 (1) provides that any person guilty of an offence under the Act with intent to defraud the 
Government of any duty or to evade any restriction or prohibition on the importation or exportation of any 
goods shall 

(a) in the case of dutiable goods which are not prohibited goods, be fined not less than three 
times the amount of the duty or K10,000 whichever is the lesser and not more than ten 
times the amount of the duty or K10,000 whichever is the greater and shall be liable to 
imprisonment for three years; 

(b) in the case of prohibited goods, be fined not less than three times the value of the goods 
or K10,000 whichever is the lesser and not more than five times the value of the goods or 
K10,000 whichever is the greater and shall be liable to imprisonment for three years; 

(c) in the case of an offence punishable under paragraphs (a) or (b), where the person has 
previously been convicted of such an offence the minimum fine shall be double that 
otherwise provided for; 

(d) in the case of goods which are neither dutiable nor prohibited be liable to the penalties 
provided for in section 143; and 
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(e) in the case of taxable goods or taxable services, to be fined not less than three times the 
amount of duty or K10,000, whichever is the lesser, and not more than ten times the 
amount of duty or K10,000, whichever is the greater, and shall be liable to imprisonment 
for three years. 

 
Section 142 (2) further provides that despite any other provisions of the customs laws, the amount of duty 
or the value of goods for the purposes of section 142 and of sections 143, 146 (5) and 162 may be 
determined by the Controller, and a certificate of the amount of duty or value under the hand of the 
Controller shall be prima facie evidence of the amount of duty or the value of the goods. 

Section 143: General penalty 
Section 143 provides that any person who is guilty of an offence under the Act for which a penalty is 
not otherwise specifically provided shall be liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of 
the goods in respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the greater, and to 
imprisonment for three years. 

Section 143 A: Penalty for offences committed under section 140 
Section 143 A provides that any person who commits an offence under Section 140 (g) shall be liable on 
conviction to a fine of five times the excise or revenue involved in the commission of the offence 
and to imprisonment for two years. 

Section 144: Offences cognizable 
Section 144 provides that “all offences under the customs laws shall be cognizable to the police.” A police 
officer may thus arrest without warrant a person whom he or she suspects upon reasonable grounds of 
having committed an offence, according to Section 2 of the General Interpretation Act, Laws of Malawi, 
Cap. 1:01. 

Section 145: Goods liable to forfeiture 
Section 145 (1) provides that any goods in respect of which an offence has been committed under the 
customs laws shall be liable to forfeiture. Any conveyance used without lawful authority for the 
importation, landing, removal, conveyance, exportation or carriage coastwise or in transit of goods liable 
to forfeiture, shall be liable to forfeiture.119 However, a conveyance engaged in any public service for the 
conveyance of passengers or goods and operated in accordance with a public timetable shall not be liable 
to forfeiture except on the specific authority of the Minister.120 

Section 146: Seizure of goods 
Under Section 146 (1), an officer or police officer may seize any goods or conveyance which he or she 
reasonably suspects may be liable to forfeiture. Where any goods or conveyance are seized under the 
customs laws, the proper officer shall, within 30 days of the seizure, give notice to the owner in writing of 
the seizure.121 However, a notice shall not be required where within the period of 30 days either a person 
has been prosecuted for an offence by reason of which the goods or conveyance were seized or the 
offence has been dealt with under Part XIX; or the owner cannot be found even with reasonable 
diligence.122 A notice of seizure given to any person within the definition of owner in respect of the goods 
or conveyance seized shall be deemed to be a notice to all persons within the definition.123 Any goods or 
conveyance which have been seized shall, as soon as convenient, be delivered into the care of the proper 
officer or, in the event of their being of the nature that they cannot be so delivered, the officer seizing the 
goods or conveyance may declare them as having been so delivered in the place where he or she found 
them.124 Finally, if any goods or conveyance which are liable to forfeiture cannot be found or recovered, 
the Controller, without delegation, may declare that the person from whom the goods or conveyance 
would have been seized shall deposit with the Controller a sum of money equal to the duty paid value of 
the goods or conveyance at that time and the Controller may recover the amount by civil action in a court 

																																																													
119 Section 145(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
120 Proviso to section 145(2). 
121 Section 146(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
122 Proviso to section 146(2). 
123 Section 146(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
124 Section 146(4) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
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of competent jurisdiction. Any amount so deposited or recovered shall be dealt with as if it were itself the 
seized goods or conveyance.125 

Section 147: Detention and disposal of seized goods 
Section 147(1) provides as follows: 

“Where any goods or conveyance are seized in accordance with the customs laws, then - 
(a) they shall be restored immediately to the owner if proceedings for an offence in respect 

thereof are time-barred; 
(b) if any person is prosecuted for an offence by reason of which such goods or conveyance 

were seized, such goods or conveyance shall be detained until the determination of such 
prosecution and thereupon dealt with in accordance with section 159; 

(c) in any other case, such goods or conveyance shall be detained until 30 days after the 
date of the seizure or the giving of any required notice of seizure, whichever is the later, 
and, if no claim is made therefor in accordance with subsection (2), such goods or 
conveyance shall be forfeited: 

Provided that where any goods are seized which are of a perishable nature or are animals, the 
Controller, without delegation, may direct that such goods be sold forthwith in such manner as 
he may deem fit and the net proceeds of such sale, after the deduction of the duty, if any, and 
the expenses of such sale, shall be retained and dealt with as if they were such seized goods.” 
 

Further, Section 147 (2) provides that where any goods or conveyance are seized in accordance with the 
customs laws and proceedings have not been instituted in respect of an offence by reason of which the 
goods or conveyance were seized, the owner of the goods or conveyance may claim the goods or 
conveyance within 30 days of the date of the seizure or of the giving of any required notice of seizure, 
whichever is the later, by notice of claim in writing to the Controller. The Controller may within three 
months of the date of seizure or of the giving of any notice of seizure, whichever is the later, permit any 
goods or conveyance which have been seized in accordance with the customs laws and for which a 
notice of claim in accordance with Section 147 (2) has been received by him 

(a) to be restored conditionally or unconditionally to the claimant; or 
(b) to be delivered to the claimant upon the payment by him or her of any duty payable; or 
(c) to be delivered to the claimant upon the giving by him or her of security as the Controller 

may think appropriate for the payment of the full duty-paid value of the goods or 
conveyance in the event of their forfeiture, and upon compliance with and subject to 
conditions that the Controller may impose.126 

 
If, within 30 days after the making of a claim for any goods or conveyance in accordance with Section 
147 (2), the Controller does not restore or deliver them to the claimant or delivers them upon the giving of 
security under Section 147 (3)(c), the claimant may, within three months of the date of seizure, or of the 
giving of any required notice of seizure, whichever is the later, institute proceedings for the recovery of the 
goods or conveyance or of any security given therefore, giving notice in writing to the Controller of the 
institution of the proceedings.127 Where a claimant does not institute proceedings in accordance with 
Section 147 (4) the goods or conveyance or any security given therefore shall be forfeited.128 

Finally, where a conveyance to be restored or delivered to the claimant under Section 147 (3) has a false 
bulkhead, false bow or stern, double side or bottom, or any secret or disguised place, adapted for the 
purpose of smuggling goods, the owner of the conveyance shall, as a condition of restoration or delivery 
of the conveyance to him or her, remove the false bulkhead, false bow or stern, double side or bottom or 
the secret or disguised place to the satisfaction of the Controller and if the owner refuses, fails or neglects 
to effect the removal within a reasonable period as the Controller may direct, the conveyance shall be 
forfeited.129 

																																																													
125 Section 146(5) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
126 Section 147(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
127 Section 147(4) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
128 Section 147(5) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
129 Section 147(6) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
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Section 148: Forfeited goods 
Section 148 provides that where any goods are forfeited under the customs laws the goods shall, without 
compensation, vest in the Government and may be sold, destroyed or otherwise disposed of as the 
Controller thinks fit. If the goods are sold the Controller may make payments out of the proceeds of the 
sale as he or she thinks fit in respect of expenses incurred in the sale, carriage charges claimed by and 
due to any carrier, or warehouse rent, storage charges and porterage charges. However, any claim for the 
payment shall be made in writing and shall be delivered to the Controller not later than six months after 
the sale of the goods.130 

Section 149: Embargo on goods 
Under Section 149 (1), where an officer has reason to believe that an offence has been committed under 
the customs laws in respect of any goods which have been released from customs control and in respect 
of which any proceedings could be commenced under the customs laws, he or she may, instead of 
seizing the goods, place an embargo on them regardless of where or in whose possession the goods are 
found. Where an embargo has been placed on goods by an officer, that officer shall promptly give notice 
to the owner in writing of the embargo.131 A notice of embargo given to any person within the definition of 
owner in respect of the goods upon which the embargo has been placed shall be deemed to be a notice 
to all persons within the definition.132 Finally, except with the permission in writing of the proper officer, a 
person shall not remove or in any way deal with goods upon which an embargo has been placed until the 
embargo has been withdrawn in writing by the proper officer.133 

Section 150: Abandonment of goods 
Section 150 provides that where any goods are subject to customs control the Controller may, subject to 
the conditions that he or she may impose, permit the owner of the goods to abandon them to the 
Department and in that case the Controller shall, if so requested at the time, remit or refund the duty 
payable or paid on the goods, as the case may be. Upon the abandonment the goods shall, without 
compensation, vest in the Government and may, at the expense of the owner of the goods, be sold, 
destroyed or otherwise disposed of in a manner that the Controller may direct: However, Section 150 
shall not apply to goods which are seized or forfeited or which are placed under embargo under Section 
149, or in respect of which an offence has been committed.134 

Section 151: Saving 
Section 151 provides that for the avoidance of doubt, any action taken in accordance with Part XVIII of 
the Act shall not 

(a) prevent or effect the institution of any proceedings or any action taken under any written 
law against any person from whom goods or any conveyance are liable to forfeiture or 
have been seized, or in respect of any such goods or conveyance; 

(b) prevent the settlement of any case by the Controller under Part XX; 
(c) affect liability for the payment of any duty in respect of goods seized or forfeited; 
(d) entitle any person to claim any refund or remission of duty paid or payable in respect of 

goods seized or forfeited or otherwise dealt with under Part XVIII; or 
(e) authorize the sale or disposal of prohibited goods except in accordance with the written 

law under which they are so prohibited. 
 

Section 152: Jurisdiction in respect of claims 
According to Section 152, any civil proceedings under the customs laws relating to any claim to any 
goods seized under the customs laws, and any claim to any duty, rent, charge, expense or other sum, 
payable under the customs laws, may be heard and determined without limit of amount before a court of a 
Resident Magistrate. 

 

																																																													
130 Proviso to section 148. 
131 Section 149(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
132 Section 149(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
133 Section 149(4) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
134 Proviso to section 150. 
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Section 153: General immunity from legal proceedings 
Section 153 provides that except as otherwise specifically provided in the customs laws, no claim shall lie 
against the Government, the Department, the Controller, nor any officer for anything done in good faith 
under the powers conferred by the customs laws. 

Section 154: Actions by or against the Controller 
Section 154 (1) provides that where under the provisions of the customs laws any proceedings may be 
brought by or against the Controller, the Controller may sue or be sued by the name of the Controller of 
Customs and Excise, and may for all purposes be described by that name. Further, where any 
proceedings are brought against the Controller under the customs laws and judgment is given against the 
Controller, if the court before which the proceedings are heard is satisfied that there were reasonable 
grounds for the action giving rise to the institution of the proceedings, the plaintiff shall be entitled to 
recover anything seized, or the value thereof, but shall not otherwise be entitled to any damages, and no 
costs shall be awarded to either party.135 However, Section 154 (2) shall not apply to any action brought 
in accordance with Sections 20 and 174.136 

Except as provided in Section 154 (2), where any proceedings are brought by or against the Controller, 
costs may be awarded to or against the Controller.137 Further, where under the provisions of the customs 
laws any proceedings are brought by or against the Controller and 

(a) any sums or costs are recovered by the Controller, the sums or costs shall be credited to 
the revenue; 

(b) any damages or costs are ordered to be paid by the Controller, the damages or costs 
shall be paid out of moneys appropriated for the administration of the Department and the 
Controller shall not be personally liable therefor.138 

 
Section 155: Limitation of proceedings 
Section 155 (1) provides that any proceedings for an offence against the customs laws may be 
commenced within two years of the date of the offence and the powers of seizure under Section 146 may 
be exercised within two years of the date when the goods first became liable to seizure. However, in any 
case where fraud is a material element the periods of two years shall be extended to five years; and 
prohibited goods may be seized at any time.139 Further, for the purposes of Section 155, the date when 
any goods are seized shall be deemed to be the date of commencement of any proceedings for an 
offence in respect of the goods.140 

Section 156: Provisions relating to burden of proof 
Section 156 provides that in any proceedings under the customs laws 

(a) it shall not, unless it is expressly so provided, be necessary to prove guilty knowledge; 
(b) the burden of proving 

(i) the place of origin of any goods; 
(ii) the payment of the proper duties; 
(iii) lawful permission or authority; or 
(iv) the lawful importation, exportation, carriage coastwise or in transit, loading, 

unloading, removal, possession, disposal, use or conveyance of goods, 
 shall be on the person prosecuted or on the claimant of any goods seized under the 

customs laws; 
(c) the fact that security has been given for the payment of any duty or for the compliance 

with any condition in respect of the non-payment of which or non-compliance with which 
the proceedings were brought, shall not be a defence. 

 

																																																													
135 Section 154(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
136 Proviso to section 154(2). 
137 Section 154(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
138 Section 154(4) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
139 Proviso to section 155(1). 
140 Section 155(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
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Section 157: Provisions relating to evidence 
Section 157 provides that in proceedings under the customs laws 

(a) an averment 
(i) that the proceedings were instituted on the direction of the Controller; 
(ii) that a person is or was an officer or is or was employed in the prevention of 

smuggling; 
(iii) that a person is or was authorized or appointed to discharge or was engaged on the 

direction or concurrence of the Controller in the discharge of, any duty; 
(iv) that any goods which were thrown overboard, staved, broken or destroyed were so 

dealt with in order to prevent or avoid seizure of those goods; 
(v) that any act was done within the limits of any customs area or at, in or over any part 

of Malawi; or 
(vi) that the Controller, or any other officer, is or is not satisfied as to any matter as to 

which he or she is required to be satisfied under the customs laws, 
shall be prima facie evidence thereof; 

(b) a certificate purporting to be signed by a government analyst or a government chemist 
shall be receivable in evidence and shall be prima facie evidence of the matters recorded 
therein; 

(c) any entry in any book or document required to be kept for the purposes of the customs 
laws, or any copy thereof certified under the hand of the Controller, shall be receivable in 
evidence by or on behalf of the Controller or the prosecutor and shall be prima facie 
evidence of the matters recorded therein; 

(d) any certificate or copy of an official document purporting to be certified under the hand 
and seal or stamp of office of any public officer or of an officer of the customs and excise 
of any country shall be receivable in evidence and shall be prima facie evidence of the 
matters recorded therein; 

(e) any invoice or other document submitted or used by any person for any purpose under 
the customs laws, and any copy thereof, may be produced as evidence by or on behalf of 
the Controller or the prosecution in any proceedings without calling the person who 
prepared or signed it; 

(f) when any goods reasonably believed to be liable to forfeiture are seized, it shall be 
sufficient to open and examine 10 per cent only of each description of package or 
receptacle in which the goods are contained and, if necessary, to test only a 
representative sample of the contents thereof, chosen at random, and the court shall 
presume that the goods contained in the unopened packages and receptacles of the 
same description, and the balance of the contents when tested, are of the same nature, 
quantity and quality as those found in similar packages or receptacles which have not 
been opened or tested as the case may be; 

(g) a certificate signed by the Controller— 
(i) that a person was or was not, at any date, registered under Part XIIA; or 
(ii) that any return required by or under Part XIIA has not been made or had not been 

made at any specified date; 
(iii) that any surtax shown as due on any return or assessment made in pursuance of 

section 110L has not been paid, 
shall be prima facie evidence thereof. 

 
Section 158: Provisions relating to witnesses 
Section 158 (1) provides that a witness on behalf of the Government or of the Controller in any 
proceedings under the customs laws shall not be compelled to disclose the fact that he or she received 
any information relating to any customs or excise matter, or the nature of the information, or the name of 
the person who gave that information, or any matter which might lead to his or her discovery. Further, an 
officer or police officer appearing as a witness in any proceedings under the customs laws shall not be 
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compelled to produce any report, or any information received by him or her in his or her official 
capacity.141 

Section 159: Effect of conviction or acquittal on goods or conveyance liable to forfeiture 
Under Section 159 (1), where any person is prosecuted for any offence against the customs laws and 
any goods or any conveyance have been seized by reason of the commission of the offence, on the 
conviction of the person for the offence, the goods and conveyance shall without further order, be 
forfeited. If any goods or conveyance liable to forfeiture under Section 145 cannot be found or recovered, 
the court convicting the offender may order him or her to pay to the Controller an amount equal to the 
duty-paid value of the goods or conveyance at the time of the offence.142 Further, where any person is 
prosecuted for any offence against the customs laws and goods have been seized under Section 146, on 
the acquittal of the person the court may order the goods to be released to the person from whom they 
were seized, or to the owner of the goods, subject to payment of any duty payable and to conditions that 
the court may impose; or to be forfeited where the court is satisfied that, despite the acquittal, an offence 
has been committed in respect of the goods, but where the court does not at that time make such an 
order, the goods shall be released to the person from whom they were seized.143 

Section 160: Proceedings for recovery of goods 
Section 160 provides that where proceedings have been instituted pursuant to a notice under Section 
147 (4) for the recovery of goods, conveyance or security,  

(a) if the claimant fails to satisfy the court that the goods, conveyance or security were not 
liable to forfeiture under the customs laws, they shall be forfeited; and 

(b) if the claimant does satisfy the court, the goods, conveyance or security shall be released 
to the claimant subject to payment of any duty payable and to conditions that may be 
imposed. 

 
However, Section 160 also provides a condition that a court shall not release the goods, conveyance or 
security to any claimant unless it is satisfied that the claimant is the owner of the goods, conveyance or 
security or, by reason of any interest in the goods, conveyance or security, he or she is entitled to the 
possession of the same. If the court is not satisfied, the goods, conveyance or security shall be forfeited 
as if a claim to the same had not been made.144 

Section 161: Owner of conveyance to be heard before forfeiture 
Section 161 (1) provides that despite the provisions of Sections 159 (1) and 160, where a conveyance is 
liable to forfeiture under Section 145 (2) the conveyance shall not be forfeited 

(a) unless and until the owner of the conveyance (if he or she can with reasonable diligence 
be found) has been given an opportunity of being heard; and 

(b) if the said owner satisfies the court that the offence in respect of which the conveyance 
was rendered liable to forfeiture was committed without his or her knowledge or consent, 
and that he or she was unable to prevent it. 

 
Further, Section 161 (2) provides that despite the provisions of Sections 159 (1) and 160, goods (other 
than prohibited goods), or a conveyance liable to forfeiture shall not be forfeited if the owner of the goods 
satisfies the court that the offence in respect of which they were rendered liable to forfeiture was 
committed without his or her knowledge or consent and that he or she was unable to prevent it, or if the 
goods or conveyance were acquired by him or her after the commission of the offence, that they were 
acquired for their true value and without knowledge that they were liable to forfeiture. Finally, for the 
purpose of Section 160 (1) and (2), “owner” does not include the lessor or seller under a hire purchase 
agreement or an instalment sale agreement, or a principal acting through an authorized agent.145 

 
																																																													
141 Section 158(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
142 Section 159(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
143 Section 159(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
144 Proviso to section 160. 
145 Section 161(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
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Section 162: Settlement by agreement 
Under Section 162 (1), where any person in writing admits that he or she has committed an offence 
against the customs laws and agrees to pay any duty payable and a specified sum of money not 
exceeding the amount of the fine to which he or she would have been liable if he or she had been 
prosecuted and convicted for the offence, the Controller may, without delegation, settle the case on such 
terms, or the Controller may order any goods liable to forfeiture in connection therewith to be forfeited. 
Further, Section 162 (2) provides that if criminal proceedings have been instituted against a person for an 
offence under the customs laws, the powers of settlement conferred by Section 162 (1) shall not be 
exercised without the prior approval of the Director of Public Prosecutions. 

Section 163: Orders of settlement 
Under Part XX of the Act, the Controller may settle cases. Section 163 thus provides that where the 
Controller makes an order of settlement under Part XX, 

(a) the order shall be put into writing; 
(b) the order shall specify the offence which the person committed and the penalty imposed 

by the Controller including the details and value of any goods forfeited; 
(c) a copy of the order shall be given to the offender if he or she so requests; 
(d) the offender shall not be liable thereafter to prosecution in respect of the offence and if  

a prosecution of that nature is brought, it shall be a good defence for the offender to 
prove that the offence with which he or she is charged has been settled in accordance 
with Part XX; 

(e) the order shall be final and not subject to appeal; 
(f) the order may be enforced in the same manner as an order of a court of competent 

jurisdiction; and 
(g) the settlement shall not be treated as a conviction of an offence. 
 

Section 164: Declarations and signing of documents 
Section 164 (1) provides that where in the customs laws any declaration is authorised or required to be 
made, the declaration may, in addition to the provisions of any other written law, be made before the 
proper officer. Further, where in the customs laws any document is authorised or required to be signed in 
the presence of any particular officer, if the document is signed in the presence of a witness who is 
approved by, and whose signature is known to, that particular officer, the document shall be deemed for 
the purposes of the customs laws to have been signed in the presence of that particular officer.146 

Section 165: Invalid declaration 
Under Section 165 (1), a declaration, other than a declaration in respect of a provisional entry under 
Section 34, which contains any omission, inconsistency, error or misrepresentation shall be invalid 
whether or not the declaration has been accepted by an officer or the goods declared therein entered. 
However, the invalidity shall not affect the use of the declaration as evidence of the commission of any 
offence under the customs laws.147 An invalid declaration shall be validated by the person making the 
declaration in the manner and within the period that may be prescribed.148 Finally, any goods while 
invalidly declared shall be deemed to be uncustomed goods.149 

Section 166: Translation of foreign documents 
Section 166 provides that where any document written in a language other than English is presented to 
any officer for any purpose connected with the customs laws, the officer may require a translation into 
English to be made, at the expense of the owner or person presenting the document, by a person that the 
Controller may approve. 

Section 174: Handling of goods, at risk and expense of owner 
Section 174 provides that except as otherwise specifically provided in the customs laws, all handling, 
storage and transportation of goods for the purposes of the customs laws shall be performed at the risk 

																																																													
146 Section 164(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
147 Proviso to section 165(1). 
148 Section 165(2) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
149 Section 165(3) of the Customs and Excise Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
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and expense of the owner of the goods. Further, Section 174 provides for a condition that an action shall 
lie against the Controller for any loss or damage to goods or additional expense caused by the gross 
negligence or wilful misconduct of an officer acting or purporting to act in his or her official capacity.150 It is 
therefore important that officers or prosecutors discharging duties under Section 174 must carry out the 
duties diligently to avoid actions against the Controller. 

 

3.2.5 Corrupt Practices Act 
The Corrupt Practices Act was passed, among others, to make comprehensive provision for the 
prevention of corruption.151 Wildlife crime may involve corrupt practices. Provisions of the Corrupt 
Practices Act considered below may thus be applicable in some circumstances of wildlife crime. 

Section 12: Special powers of investigation 
Section 12 (1) provides that the Director General152 of the Anti-Corruption Bureau may, “by order in 
writing supported by a warrant issued by a magistrate upon showing cause to the magistrate why the 
order should be issued, authorise any officer of the Bureau of a category and senior rank as the Director 
may determine, to investigate any bank account, share account, purchase account, expense account or 
any other account, or any safe box in any bank.” In addition, Section 12 (2) provides that an order made 
under Section 12 (1) is sufficient authority for the disclosure or production by any person of all or any 
information, accounts, documents or articles as may be required by the officer of the Bureau so 
authorised. Lastly, Section 12 (3) provides that a person who fails to disclose the requisite information or 
to produce relevant accounts, documents or articles to the authorized officer of the Bureau shall be guilty 
of an offence and liable to a fine of K50,000 and to imprisonment for five years. 

Section 12A: Further powers of the Director to obtain information 
Section 12A (1) provides that if, in the course of any investigation or proceedings relating to any offence 
under Part IV of the Act153, the Director General is satisfied that it would assist or expedite investigation or 
proceedings, he or she may, by notice, require 

“(a) any suspected person to furnish a sworn statement in writing enumerating all moveable 
or immoveable property belonging to or possessed by him, and specifying the date on 
which every such property was acquired and the consideration paid therefore, and 
explaining whether the property was acquired by way of purchase, gift, bequest, 
inheritance or otherwise; 

(b) any suspected person to furnish a sworn statement in writing of any moneys or other 
property sent out of Malawi by him during such period as may be specified in such notice; 

(c) any other person with whom the Director believes that the suspected person had any 
financial transactions or other business dealing relating to an offence under Part IV to 
furnish a sworn statement in writing enumerating all moveable or immoveable property 
belonging to or possessed by such other person at the material time: 

  Provided that the Director shall not require any such other person to furnish such 
sworn statement unless he has reasonable ground to believe that such information can 
assist in the investigation or proceedings; 

(d) the Commissioner of Taxes, notwithstanding the provisions of section 6 of the Taxation 
Act, to furnish all information in his possession relating to the affairs of any suspected 
person and to produce or furnish any documents or a certified true copy of any document 
relating to such suspected person which is in the possession or under the control of the 
Commissioner of Taxes;  

(e) the manager of any bank to furnish any information or the originals, or certified  
true copies, of the accounts or the statements of account at the bank of any  
suspected person.” 

																																																													
150 Proviso to section 174. 
151 See long title to the Corrupt Practices Act, Laws of Malawi, Cap. 7:04. 
152 The initial designation of the Director General and Deputy Director General of the Anti-Corruption, respectively, was Director and Deputy 

Director. 
153 Part IV provides for offences. 
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Section 12A (2) further provides that every person on whom a notice is served by the Director General 
under Section 12A (1) shall, notwithstanding any oath of secrecy, comply with the requirements of the 
notice within such time as may be specified in the notice. Section 12A of the Act thus demonstrates that 
inter-agency cooperation is important to investigate and prosecute offences involving corrupt cases, 
including where the corrupt practices are combined with wildlife crime. 

Section 13: Obstructing of officers of the Bureau 
Section 13 provides that any person who 

(a) assaults, resists, in any way threatens or otherwise obstructs the Director General, the 
Deputy Director General or other officer of the Bureau in the execution of his duties; or 

(b) unlawfully hinders or delays the Director General, Deputy Director General or other officer 
of the Bureau in effecting entry into or upon any premises, boat, aircraft or vehicle, 

 
shall be guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of K70,000 and to imprisonment for seven years. 

Section 14 - False reports of information to the Bureau 
Section 14 (1) provides that any person who 

(a) gives or causes to be given to the Bureau testimony or information or a report which is 
false in any material particular in relation to any matter under investigation by the Bureau; 

(b) makes or causes to be made to the Bureau a false report of the commission of an offence 
under the Act; 

(c) misleads the Director General, Deputy Director General or other officer of the Bureau by 
giving or causing to be given to them or to the Bureau false information or by making or 
causing to be made to them or to the Bureau any false statements or accusations, 

 
shall be guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of K100,000 and to imprisonment for ten years. 
However, Section 14 (2) provides that  

“it shall be a defence to a charge for an offence against subsection (1) that the accused did not 
know, or did not have reasonable ground to believe, that the matter in question was false.”  
 

A person who provides false testimony, information or report to conceal a wildlife crime that also involves 
corrupt practices, for instance, may be prosecuted under Section 14 of the Act. 

Section 15: Powers of arrest 
According to Section 15 of the Act, the Director General, the Deputy Director General or any officer of the 
Bureau, of a category and senior rank as the Director may determine, if authorised by warrant issued by a 
magistrate, may arrest any person if he or she reasonably suspects that the person has committed or is 
about to commit an offence under the Act. 

Section 23: Restriction on disposal of property, etc. 
Section 23 (1) provides that where the Bureau has instituted an investigation or a prosecution in respect 
of an offence under the Act, the Director General may, by written notice to any person, direct that the 
person should not, without the written consent of the Director General, dispose of or otherwise deal with 
any property, or proceed with any contract, transaction, agreement or other arrangement, specified in the 
notice, which is the subject of, or is otherwise implicated in, investigation or prosecution. In addition, 
Section 23 (2) provides that a notice issued under Section 23 (1) may be served by delivering it 
personally to the person to whom it is addressed or may, where the Director General is satisfied that the 
person cannot be found or is not in the Republic, be served on, or brought to the knowledge of, the person 
in a manner that the Director General may direct. Under Section 23 (3), a notice issued under Section 23 
(1) has effect from the time of service and continues in force for a period of three months or until cancelled 
by the Director, whichever is earlier, but may upon expiry be renewed for further periods of three months 
on application to a magistrate showing cause why the notice should be renewed.  

Further, Section 23 (4) provides that any person who, having been served with, or having knowledge of, a 
notice issued under Section 23 (1), disposes of or otherwise deals with any property specified in the 
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notice other than in accordance with the consent of the Director General, shall be guilty of an offence 
and liable to a fine of K200,000 and to imprisonment for fourteen years. Section 23 (5) provides that 
a person aggrieved by a directive contained in a notice issued under Section 23 (1) may, at any time, 
apply to the High Court for an order to reverse or vary the directive.  

Finally, Section 23 (7) provides that on the hearing of an application under Section 23 (5) the High  
Court may 

“(a) confirm the directive; 
(b) reverse the directive and consent to the disposal of, or other dealing with, any property 

specified in the notice, subject to such terms and conditions as it thinks fit; or 
(c) vary the directive as it thinks just.” 

 
Section 23A: Seizure of property, etc. 
Section 23A provides that at any stage during the investigation of, or the proceedings for, an offence 
under the Act, a court may issue a warrant authorising the Director General, the Deputy Director General 
or a senior police officer to seize or freeze any document, or other records or evidence or any asset, 
account, money or other pecuniary resource, wealth, property, or business or other interest. 

Section 24: Corrupt practices by or with public officers 
Section 24 (1) provides that a public officer who by himself or herself, or by or in conjunction with any 
other person, corruptly solicits, accepts or obtains, or agrees to accept or attempts to receive or obtain, 
from any person for himself, herself or for any other person, any advantage as an inducement or reward 
for doing or forbearing to do, or for having done or forborne to do, anything in relation to any matter or 
transaction, actual or proposed, with which any public body is or may be concerned shall be guilty of an 
offence. Further, Section 24 (2) provides that a person who by himself, herself or by or in conjunction with 
any other person, corruptly gives, promises or offers any advantage to any public officer, whether for the 
benefit of that public officer or of any other public officer, as an inducement or reward for doing or 
forbearing to do anything in relation to any matter or transaction, actual or proposed, with which any public 
body is or may be concerned shall be guilty of an offence. 

Section 25: Corrupt use of official powers and procuring corrupt use of official powers 
According to Section 25 (1), a public officer who, being concerned with any matter or transaction falling 
within, or connected with, his or her jurisdiction, powers, duties or functions, corruptly solicits, accepts or 
obtains, or agrees to accept or attempts to receive or obtain for himself, herself or for any other person 
any advantage in relation to the matter or transaction shall be guilty of an offence. In addition, Section 25 
(2) provides that a person who, being concerned with any matter or transaction falling within the scope of 
authority, or connected with the jurisdiction, powers, duties or functions of any public officer, by himself, 
herself or by or in conjunction with any other person, corruptly gives, promises or offers any advantage, 
whether directly or indirectly, to the public officer either for himself, herself or for any other person shall be 
guilty of an offence. Further, Section 25B (3) provides that where in any proceedings for an offence under 
Section 25B the prosecution proves that the accused did or directed to be done, or was in any way party 
to the doing of, any arbitrary act which resulted in the loss or damage of any property of the Government 
or of a public body, or the diversion of the property to or for purposes for which it was not intended, the 
accused shall, unless he or she gives proof to the contrary, be presumed to have committed the offence 
charged. Lastly, Section 25B (4) provides that for purposes of Section 25B “arbitrary”, in relation to 
actions of a public officer concerning the duties of his or her office, includes the doing, or directing the 
doing, of anything contrary to 

(a) procedures prescribed by or under any written law; or 
(b) established practice or any agreed rules or arrangement which is known or ought to be 

known to him or her or is, in relation to the matter under consideration, brought to his or 
her attention in writing or other sufficient means. 

 
In The Attorney General v. Hon. Friday Anderson Jumbe and Humphrey Chimphando Mvula,154 the 
respondents contended that Section 25B (3) of the Corrupt Practices Act carried a reverse onus, which 

																																																													
154 Constitutional Appeal No. 29 of 2005 (Malawi Supreme Court of Appeal) (unreported). 
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was a violation of the right to a fair trial in that it eroded the right to be presumed innocent in Section 
42(f)(iii) of the Constitution. Further, the respondents contended that Section 25B (3) would not pass the 
standard for limitation of rights under Section 44 (2) and (3) of the Constitution. However, the Supreme 
Court of Appeal held that section 25B (3) of the Corrupt Practices Act is a justifiable restriction on the right 
to be presumed innocent and therefore valid under the Constitution of the Republic of Malawi. 

Section 26: Corrupt transactions by or with private bodies 
The Act does not limit dealing with corrupt practices to public offices and officers. Section 26 (1) thus 
provides for corrupt transactions by or with private bodies and states that a person who by himself, herself 
or by or in conjunction with any other person, corruptly solicits, accepts or obtains, or agrees to accept or 
attempts to receive or obtain, from any person for himself, herself or for any other person, any advantage 
as an inducement or reward for doing or forbearing to do, or for having done or forborne to do, anything in 
relation to any matter or transaction, actual or proposed, with which any private body is or may be 
concerned shall be guilty of an offence. Further, Section 26 (2) provides that a person who by himself, 
herself or by or in conjunction with any other person, corruptly gives, promises or offers any advantage to 
any person, whether for the benefit of that person or of any other person, as an inducement or reward for 
doing or forbearing to do, or for having done or forborne to do, anything in relation to any matter or 
transaction, actual or proposed, with which any private body is or may be concerned shall be guilty of  
an offence. 

Section 27: Corrupt transactions by or with agents 
Section 27 deals with corrupt transactions by or with agents. Section 27 (1) thus provides that any agent 
who solicits, accepts or obtains, or agrees to accept or attempts to receive or obtain, from any person for 
himself, herself or for any other person, any advantage as an inducement or reward for doing or 
forbearing to do, or for having done or forborne to do, anything in relation to his principal’s affairs or 
business, or for showing or having shown favour or disfavour to any person in relation to his or her 
principal’s affairs or business or otherwise acts corruptly in relation to his or her principal’s affairs or 
business shall be guilty of an offence. 

Section 27 (2) states that a person who gives, promises or offers any advantage to any agent as an 
inducement or reward for doing or forbearing to do, or for having done or forborne to do, anything in 
relation to his or her principal’s affairs or business, for showing or having shown favour or disfavour to any 
person in relation to his or her principal’s affairs or business or otherwise acts corruptly in relation to his or 
her principal’s affairs or business shall be guilty of an offence. 

Further, Section 27 (3) provides that a person who gives to an agent, or any agent who with intent to 
deceive his or her principal uses, any receipt, account or other document in respect of which the principal 
is interested or which relates to the principal’s affairs or business and which contains any statement which 
is false or erroneous or defective in any material particular, and which to his or her knowledge or belief is 
intended to mislead the principal shall be guilty of an offence. 

Section 27 (4) provides that a person who, having, or claiming or pretending to have influence with a 
public body or a public officer, demands, accepts, offers or agrees to accept for himself, herself or another 
person an advantage or does anything in order to corruptly exercise influence in connection with any 
matter or business with the public body or public officer shall be guilty of an offence. Finally, Section 27 
(5) provides that for the purposes of subsections (1) and (2), the permission of a principal to the soliciting, 
accepting or obtaining of any advantage by his or her agent constitutes a valid defence. 

Section 28: Corruption of members of public bodies in regard to meetings, etc. 
In the commission of wildlife crime, attempts may be made to use members of public bodies to act in a 
manner that is in the interest of persons who seek to commit wildlife crime. Section 28 (1) thus provides 
that a person who, being a member of any public body, by himself, herself or by or in conjunction with any 
other person, corruptly solicits, accepts or obtains, or agrees to accept or attempts to receive or obtain, 
from any person, for himself, herself or for any other person, any advantage as an inducement or  
reward for 

(a) his or her voting or abstaining from voting at any meeting of the public body in favour of 
or against any measure, matter, resolution or question submitted to the public body; or 
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(b) his or her performing, or abstaining from performing, or for his or her aid in procuring, 
expediting, delaying, hindering or preventing the performance of, any official act by the 
public body; or 

(c) his or her aid in procuring or preventing the passing of any vote or the granting of any 
contract or advantage in favour of any person, 

 
shall be guilty of an offence. 

In addition, Section 28 (2) provides that a person who, by himself, herself or by or in conjunction with any 
other person, corruptly gives, promises or offers any advantage to a member of any public body in any 
circumstances as referred to in Section 28 (1) shall be guilty of an offence. 

Section 32: Possession of unexplained property 
Section 32 (1) of the Act provides that the Director General, the Deputy Director General or any officer of 
the Bureau authorised in writing by the Director General may investigate any public officer where there 
are reasonable grounds to believe that the public officer 

(a) maintains a standard of living above that which is commensurate with his or her present 
or past official emoluments or other known sources of income; 

(b) is in control or possession of pecuniary resources or property disproportionate to his or 
her present or past official emoluments or other known sources of income; or 

(c) is in receipt directly or indirectly of the benefit of any services which he or she may 
reasonably be suspected of having received corruptly or in circumstances which amount  
to an offence under the Act. 

 
Section 32(2) further provides that a public officer who, after due investigation carried out under the 
provisions of subsection (1), is found to 

(a) maintain a standard of living above that which is commensurate with his or her present or 
past official emoluments or other known sources of income; 

(b) be in control or possession of pecuniary resources or property disproportionate to his or 
her present or past official emoluments or other known sources of income; or 

(c) be in receipt directly or indirectly of the benefit of any services which he or she may 
reasonably be suspected of having received corruptly or in circumstances which amount  
to an offence under the Act, shall, unless he or she gives a reasonable explanation, be 
charged with having or having had under his or her control or in his or her possession 
pecuniary resources or property reasonably suspected of having been corruptly acquired 
and, unless he or she gives a satisfactory explanation to the court as to how else he or 
she was able to maintain the standard of living, or the pecuniary resources or property 
came under his or her control or possession, or he or she came to enjoy the benefits of 
the services, he or she shall be guilty of an offence. 

 
It should be noted that the connection of Section 32 with wildlife crime is that a public officer may maintain 
a standard of living described under Section 32 following his or her commission of wildlife crime thus the 
relevance of the provision to wildlife crime.  

Section 33: Certain matters not to constitute defence 
Section 33 (1) provides that if, in any proceedings for an offence under any section of Part IV of the Act, it 
is proved that the accused accepted any advantage, believing or suspecting or having reasonable 
grounds to believe or suspect that the advantage was given as an inducement or reward for or otherwise 
on account of his or her doing or forbearing to do, or having done or forborne to do, any act referred to in 
that section, it is not a defence that 

(a) he or she did not actually have the power, right or opportunity so to do or forbear; 
(b) he or she accepted the advantage without intending so to do or forbear; or 
(c) he or she did not in fact so do or forbear. 
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In addition, Section 33 (2) provides that if, in any proceedings for an offence under any section of Part IV 
of the Act, it is proved that the accused offered any advantage to any other person as an inducement or 
reward for or otherwise on account of that other person doing or forbearing to do, or having done or 
forborne to do, any act referred to in that section, believing or suspecting or having reasonable grounds to 
believe or suspect that the other person had the power, right or opportunity so to do or forbear, it shall not 
be a defence that the other person did not have that power, right or opportunity. 

Section 34  
Section 34 succinctly provides that a person who is found guilty of an offence under Part IV of the Act is 
liable to imprisonment for twelve years. 

Section 35: Attempts, conspiracies, etc. 
Section 35 provides that a person who attempts to commit, or who aids, abets or counsels, or conspires 
with; any person to commit an offence under Part IV of the Act is guilty of committing that offence. The 
principles governing aiding, abetting or counselling discussed under the Penal Code in this Handbook 
would thus be applicable when prosecuting offences under Part IV of the Corrupt Practices Act. 

Section 36: Duty of public officers to make reports, etc. 
Section 36 (1) provides that a public officer to whom any advantage is corruptly given, promised or 
offered should make a full report of the circumstances of the case to a police officer or an officer of the 
Bureau within forty-eight hours of the occurrence of the event; and if he or she fails to do so without 
reasonable cause he or she shall be found guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of K10,000 and to 
imprisonment for three years. In addition, Section 36 (2) states that a police officer or officer of the 
Bureau may, if authorised by warrant issued by a magistrate, arrest any person in respect of whom a 
report is made under Section 36 (1). Lastly, Section 36 (3) provides that a police officer or officer of the 
Bureau may, if authorised by warrant issued by a magistrate, search any person arrested for an offence 
under the Act and take possession of all articles found upon the person which the police officer or officer 
of the Bureau believes upon reasonable grounds to constitute evidence of the commission of an offence 
by the person under Part IV of the Act. 

Section 36A: Tracing of property 
Section 36A provides for tracing of property, to the effect that where a court is satisfied in proceedings for 
an offence under Part IV of the Act that, having regard to the closeness of his or her relationship to the 
accused and to other relevant circumstances, there is reason to believe that any person was holding 
pecuniary resources or property in trust for or otherwise on behalf of the accused or acquired such 
pecuniary resources or property as a gift or loan from the accused without adequate consideration, the 
pecuniary resources or property shall, until the contrary is proved, be deemed to have been under the 
control or in the possession of the accused. 

Section 36B: Value of property 
Section 36B provides that in any proceedings for an offence under Part IV of the Act, the court may infer 
that property was obtained or derived as a result of the commission of an offence where there is evidence 
establishing that the value after the commission of the offence of all the property of the accused exceeds 
the value of all his or her property before the commission of the offence, and the court is satisfied that his 
or her income from sources unrelated to the offence he or she is alleged to have committed cannot 
reasonably account for that increase in value. 

Section 37: Penalty additional to other punishment 
Section 37 provides that where any person is convicted of an offence under Part IV, the court shall, in 
addition to any other penalty that it may pass under Section 34 

(a) order that any money or other pecuniary resources, wealth, property, profit, asset, 
business interest or other advantage, or the value thereof, as is ascertained by the court 
to have been acquired through or to be tainted with or otherwise connected with the 
commission of the offence shall be forfeited to the Government; and for the purpose of 
the forfeiture, the court may, immediately upon conviction, or at any time after conviction 
upon application by the Bureau, make further orders 
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(i) requiring the convicted person to effect or facilitate, by any means possible in the 
circumstances, the return, transfer or repatriation to Malawi of any money or other 
financial resources or any property or the value of any property maintained or 
located outside Malawi that may be attached to the order of forfeiture; or 

(ii) for otherwise effecting the order of forfeiture as the court may consider necessary, 
and failure by the convicted person to comply with any further order shall render 
him or her liable to conviction, without further procedure, for contempt of court; 

(b) where appropriate, order the convicted person to pay to the rightful owner the amount or 
value, as determined by the court, of any advantage actually received or obtained by him 
or her, provided that where, after reasonable inquiry, the rightful owner cannot be found, 
or is himself or herself implicated in the giving of the advantage, the court shall order that 
the amount or applicable value be forfeited to the Government. 

 
Section 38: Recovery of advantage by distress, etc. 
Section 38 provides that a fine imposed under the provision of Part IV and the amount or value of any 
advantage ordered to be paid under Section 37 may be recovered by distress and sale of movable and 
immovable property of the person sentenced as is ascertained to have been acquired through, or is 
tainted or otherwise connected with, the commission of the offence of which he or she is convicted. 

Section 39: Principal may recover advantage corruptly received by agent 
Section 39 (1) provides that where any advantage has been given by any person to or for or on account 
of an agent in contravention of any provision of the Act, the principal may recover, as a civil debt, the 
amount or value of the advantage from the agent, and the acquittal of the agent or other person in respect 
of an offence under Part IV shall not operate as a bar to any proceedings for the recovery. Further, 
Section 39 (2) provides that nothing in Section 39 (1) shall be deemed to prejudice or affect any right 
which any principal may have under any written law or rule of law to recover from his or her agent any 
money  
or property. 

Section 40: Effect of conviction of an offence under Part IV 
Section 40 provides that a person convicted of an offence under Part IV of the Act shall, by reason of the 
conviction, be disqualified for a period of seven years from the date of conviction from being elected or 
appointed to, or from holding or continuing to hold, any office or position in any public body. The provision 
demonstrates the seriousness of offences relating to corrupt practices and, by extension, wildlife crime 
that involves corrupt practices in its commission. 

Section 41: Certificate of Government valuation officer or other specialist valuer 
Section 41 provides that in any proceedings under the Act, a certificate by a Government valuation officer 
or other specialist valuer with respect to the value of any advantage or to any movable or immovable 
property is sufficient proof of the value, unless the contrary is proved. The provision is important to 
address the problem of inaccurate determination of values of property. 

Section 42: Consent of the Director of Public Prosecutions 
Section 42 (1) prohibits institution of prosecution of an offence under Part IV of the Act except by or with 
the written consent of the Director of Public Prosecutions. In addition, Section 42 (2) provides the 
procedure where the Director of Public Prosecutions withholds consent to any prosecution under the Act. 
Section 42 (6) provides that proceedings for an offence under Part IV of the Act shall not be commenced 
after the expiry of twelve months from the date the written consent of the Director of Public Prosecutions 
is given. Section 42 thus highlights the inter-agency nature of prosecuting wildlife crime and the 
importance of coordination and cooperation in prosecuting wildlife crime while respecting the mandate of 
each of the agencies involved. 

Section 45: Presumptions of corrupt intention 
Sections 45 and 46 of the Act fall under Part VII which provides for “evidence and presumptions”. 
Section 45 (1) provides that where, in any proceedings under the Act, it is proved that any advantage has 
been received by a person with the knowledge and acquiescence or consent of the accused person, and 
the court is satisfied, having regard to his or her relationship to the accused person or to any other 
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circumstances, that the person has received the advantage for or on behalf of the accused person, or 
otherwise on account of or in connection with the office or duties of the accused person, then, unless the 
contrary is proved, the advantage is presumed to have been received by the accused person. In addition, 
Section 45 (2) provides that where, in any proceedings for an offence under Part IV of the Act, it is proved 
that a person solicited, accepted or obtained or agreed to accept or attempted to receive or obtain 
payment in any of the circumstances set out in the relevant section under which he or she is charged, 
unless the contrary is proved, the payment is presumed to have been solicited, accepted or obtained or 
agreed to be accepted, received or obtained, corruptly. Finally, Section 45 (3) provides that for the 
purposes of Section 45 (2) “payment” means any corrupt payment, whether in cash or in kind. 

Section 46: Evidence of custom 
Section 46 (1) provides that in proceedings for an offence under Part IV of the Act, it is not a defence that 
any advantage solicited, accepted or obtained or agreed to be accepted, given, offered or promised, is 
customary in any profession, business, trade, vocation or calling. However, Section 46 (2) provides that 
despite the provisions of Section 46 (1), entertainment offered or accepted under conditions that may be 
prescribed in regulations made under the Act shall not constitute an offence under Part IV.155 

Part VIII of the Act, beginning from Section 47, provides for miscellaneous provisions. The following 
section thus only considers the relevant provisions in relation to corrupt practices and wildlife crime.  

Section 47: Absence of power, authority or opportunity no defence 
Section 47 provides that where any public officer has corruptly solicited, accepted, obtained, or agreed to 
accept or attempted to receive or obtain any advantage, it shall not be a defence in any trial in respect of 
an offence under Part IV 

(a) that the appointment, nomination or election of the person or any other person as a public 
officer was invalid or void; or 

(b) that the public officer or any other public servant did not have the power, authority or 
opportunity of doing or of forbearing from doing the act, favour or disfavour to which the 
advantage related; or 

(c) that the public officer did not actually do any act, favour or disfavour to induce the 
advantage, or never had the intention of doing so. 

 
Section 49: False, frivolous or groundless complaints or allegations 
Section 49 (1) provides that where, at the conclusion of the trial of a person charged with an offence 
under Part IV, the court is of the opinion that a person has willfully, and with intent to harm or injure the 
accused person in any manner, made a false, frivolous or groundless complaint or allegation against him 
or her, the court shall certify the opinion in writing and transmit it together with a certified copy of the 
record of the proceedings to the Director of Public Prosecutions to consider possible prosecution. Further, 
Section 49 (2) provides that a person who, in the opinion of the court certified under Section 49 (1) has 
made a false, frivolous or groundless complaint or allegation to the effect that another person has 
committed or attempted to commit, or aided, abetted or counselled the commission of, or conspired with 
any other person to commit an offence under Part IV, shall be guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of 
K100,000 and to imprisonment for seven years. 

Section 52: Defences 
Section 52 provides that in any proceedings for an offence under the Act, it is a valid defence that the 
advantage offered or accepted is an entertainment. 

Section 52A: Appeals 
Section 52A provides that in any proceedings for an offence under the Act, the prosecution may appeal 
against any final judgment or order, including a finding of acquittal, of the trial court only if, dissatisfied 
upon a point of law; but, save as so provided, an appeal shall not lie by the prosecution against a finding 
of acquittal by the trial court. 

																																																													
155 Section 3 of the Corrupt Practices Act provides that ““entertainment” means the provision of food or drink for consumption on the 

occasion when it is provided and any other entertainment connected with, or provided at the same time as, such food or drink”. 
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Section 53: Liability of citizens of Malawi for offences committed outside Malawi 
Section 53 (1) provides that provisions of the Act have effect, in relation to citizens or residents of Malawi, 
outside as well as within Malawi; and where an offence under the Act is committed by a citizen or resident 
of Malawi in any place outside Malawi, he or she may be dealt with in respect of the offence as if it had 
been committed within Malawi. Further, Section 53 (2) provides that proceedings against a person under 
Section 53 which would be a bar to subsequent proceedings against the person for the same offence if 
the offence had been committed in Malawi is a bar to further proceedings against him or her under any 
written law for the time being in force relating to the extradition of persons to a country outside Malawi in 
respect of the same offence. The provision is particularly important in view of the transnational nature of 
certain wildlife crimes where corrupt practices may also be involved.  

 

3.2.6 Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime and Terrorist Financing Act 
Note that some sections under this Act are now replaced by the Financial Crimes Act 2017, which is 
further detailed in 3.2.7. 

The following is the aim of the Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime and Terrorist Financing 
Act,156 according to the long title: 

“An Act to enable the unlawful proceeds of all serious crime and terrorist financing to be 
identified, traced, frozen, seized and eventually confiscated; to establish a Financial 
Intelligence Unit for the better prevention, investigation and prosecution of money laundering, 
terrorist financing and other financial and serious crimes; to require financial institutions to take 
prudential measures to help combat money laundering and terrorist financing; and to provide 
for matters connected with or incidental to the foregoing” 
 

Wildlife crime could be connected to offences involving money laundering because it is possible to 
disguise proceeds of illegal wildlife trade, for example, in various ways that may be uncovered through 
application of the Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime and Terrorist Financing Act (later 
referred to as the “Act”). This section considers the relevant provisions of the Act.  

Section 35: Money laundering offences 
Section 35 (1) of the Act provides that a person commits the offence of money laundering if the person 
knowing or having reasonable grounds to believe that any property in whole or in part directly or indirectly 
represents any person’s proceeds of crime 

(a) converts or transfers property knowing or having reason to believe that property is the 
proceeds of crime, with the aim of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of that 
property, or of aiding any person involved in the commission of the offence to evade legal 
consequences; 

(b) conceals or disguises the true nature, origin, location, disposition, movement or 
ownership of that property knowing or having reason to believe that the property is the 
proceeds of crime; 

(c) acquires, possesses or uses that property, knowing or having reason to believe that it is 
derived, directly or indirectly, from proceeds of crime; 

(d) participates in, associates with or conspires to commit, attempts to commit and aids, 
abets and facilitates the commission of any act or omission referred to in paragraphs (a), 
(b) or (c). 

 
In addition, Section 35 (2) provides that for purposes of proving of the money laundering offence under 
section 35 (1), it is not necessary that the serious crime157 be committed. Lastly, Section 35 (3) provides 
that a person who contravenes the section commits an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable 

																																																													
156 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 8:07. 
157 Section 2 of the Act defines a serious crime as follows: 

 ““serious crime” means an offence against a provision of— 
(a) any written law in Malawi, for which the maximum penalty is death or imprisonment for life or other deprivation of liberty for a period of 
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(a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for ten years and to a fine of K2,000,000; 
and 

(b) in the case of a corporation, a fine of K10,000,000 and loss of business authority. 
 

Section 48: Application for confiscation order or pecuniary penalty order 
Section 48 (1) provides that where a person is convicted of a serious crime, the competent authority158 

may, not later than twelve months after conviction, apply to court for one or both of the following orders 

(a) a confiscation order against property that is tainted property in respect of the offence; and 
(b) a pecuniary penalty order against the person in respect of benefits derived by the person 

from the commission of the offence. 
 

Section 48 (2) provides that an application under Section 48 (1) may be made in respect of one or more 
than one offence. Further, Section 48 (3) provides that where an application under the section is finally 
determined, a further application for a confiscation order or a pecuniary penalty order may not be made in 
respect of the offence for which the person was convicted without the leave of the court and the court 
shall not give the leave unless it is satisfied that 

(a) the property or benefit to which the new application relates was identified after the 
previous application was determined; or 

(b) necessary evidence became available after the previous application was determined; or 
(c) it is in the interest of justice that the new application be made. 
 

Section 58: Payment instead of a confiscation order 
Section 58 provides that where a court is satisfied that a confiscation order should be made in respect of 
the property of a person convicted of a serious crime but that the property or any part of the property or 
interest in the property cannot be made subject to the order and, in particular, the property 

(a) cannot, on the exercise of due diligence, be located; 
(b) has been transferred to a third party in circumstances which do not give rise to a 

reasonable inference that the title or interest was transferred for the purpose of avoiding 
the confiscation of the property; 

(c) is located outside Malawi; 
(d) has been substantially diminished in value or rendered worthless; or 
(e) has been mixed with other property that cannot be divided without difficulty, 
 

the court may, instead of ordering the property or part of the property or interest in the property to be 
confiscated, order the convicted person to pay to the Government an amount equal to the value of the 
property, or part interest. 

Section 62: Rules of determining benefit and assessing value 
Section 62 provides some rules to determine benefit and assess value in connection with the commission 
of a serious crime. Section 62 (1) thus provides that where a person obtains property as the result of, or 
in connection with, the commission of a serious crime, his or her benefit is the value of the property so 
obtained. Section 62 (2) provides that where a person derived an advantage as a result of, or in 
connection with, the commission of a serious crime, his or her advantage shall be deemed to be a sum of 
money equal to the value of the advantage so derived. Further, Section 62 (3) provides that in 
determining whether a person has benefited from the commission of a serious crime or from the offence 
taken together with other serious crimes, the court shall, unless the contrary is proved, deem that: 

(a) all property appearing to the court to be held by the person, on the day on which the 
application is made, to be property that came into the possession or under the control of 

																																																																																																																																																																																							
not less than 12 months, and includes money laundering and terrorist financing; 
(b) a law of a foreign State, in relation to acts or omissions which, had they occurred in Malawi, would have constituted an offence for 
which the maximum penalty is death, or imprisonment for life or other deprivation of liberty for a period of not less than 12 months, and 
includes money-laundering and terrorist financing”. 

158 Section 2 of the Act provides that a ““competent authority” means the Director of Public Prosecutions, and includes any person 
authorized by him in that behalf”. 
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the person by the reason of the commission of that serious crime or those serious crimes 
for which the person was convicted; and 

(b) any property received or deemed to have been received by the person at any time as a 
result of, or in connection with the commission by him or her of that serious crime or 
those serious crimes as property received by him or her free of any interest therein. 

 
Section 62 (4) provides that where a pecuniary penalty order has been previously made against a 
person, in assessing the value of any benefit derived by him or her from the commission of the serious 
crime, the court shall leave out of account any of the benefits that are shown to the court to have been 
taken into account in determining the amount to be recovered under that order. Further, Section 62 (5) 
provides that if evidence is given at the hearing of the application that the value of the property of a 
person at any time after the commission of the serious crime exceeded the value of the property of that 
person before the commission of the offence, the court shall, subject to Section 62 (6), treat the value of 
the benefit as being not less than the amount of the excess. Lastly, Section 62 (6) provides that if, after 
evidence of the kind referred to in Section 62 (5) is given, the person satisfies the court that the whole or 
part of the excess of the value of property was due to causes unrelated to the commission of the serious 
crime, Section 62 (5) does not apply to the excess or, as the case may be, that part. 

Section 62(4) is replaced by Section 87(4) of the new the Financial Crimes Act 2017, which states  
where -  

(a)  the person tenders to the court a statement as to any matters relevant to determining the 
amount that might be realized at the time the pecuniary penalty order is made; and 

 
(b) the competent authority accepts, to any extent, any allegation in the statement, the court 

may, for the purposes of that determination, treat the acceptance of the competent 
authority as conclusive of the matters to which it relates. 

	
Section 63: Statements relating to benefit from commission of serious crimes 
Section 63 provides for statements relating to benefit from commission of serious crimes. Section 63 (1) 
provides that where 

(a) a person has been convicted of a serious crime and the competent authority tenders to 
the court a statement as to any matters relevant to 
(i) determining whether the person has benefitted from the offence or from any other 

serious crime of which he or she is convicted in the same proceedings or which is 
taken into account in determining his or her sentence; or 

(ii) an assessment of the value of the benefit of the person from the offence or any 
other serious crime of which he or she is convicted in the same proceedings or 
which is taken into account; and 

(b) the person accepts to any extent an allegation in the statement referred to in paragraph 
(a), the court may, for the purposes of so determining or making the assessment, treat his 
or her acceptance as conclusive of the matters to which it relates. 

 
Section 63 (2) provides that where 

(a) a statement is tendered under subsection (1) (a); and 
(b) the court is satisfied that a copy of the statement has been served on the person,  
 

the court may require the person to indicate the extent to which he or she accepts each allegation in the 
statement and so far as he or she does not accept any allegation, to indicate any matters he or she 
proposes to rely on. 

Section 63 (3) provides that where the person fails in any respect to comply with a requirement under 
Section 63 (2), he or she may be treated for the purposes of Section 63 as having accepted every 
allegation in the statement other than 

(a) an allegation in respect of which he or she complied with the requirement; and 
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(b) an allegation that he or she has benefited from the serious crime or that any property or 
advantage was obtained by him or her as a result of or in connection with the commission 
of the offence. 

 
Section 63 (4) provides that where 

(a) the person tenders to the court a statement as to any matters relevant to determining the 
amount that might be realised at the time the pecuniary penalty order is made; and 

(b) the competent authority accepts to any extent any allegation in the statement, 
 

the court may, for the purposes of that determination, treat the acceptance of the competent authority as 
conclusive of the matters to which it relates. 

Section 63 (5) provides that an allegation may be accepted or a matter indicated for the purposes of 
Section 63 either 

(a) orally before the court; or 
(b) in writing in accordance with rules of court. 
 

Lastly, Section 63 (6) provides that an acceptance by a person under Section 63 that he or she received 
any benefit from the commission of a serious crime is admissible in any proceedings for any offence. 

  
Section 63 is amended by the Financial Crimes Act 2017, under Statements relating to benefit from 
commission of an offence, namely Section 87. 

(1) where -  
(a) a person has been convicted of an offence and the competent authority tenders to the court 

a statement as to any matters relevant to— 
(i) determine whether the person has benefited from the offence or from any other offence of 

which he is convicted in the same proceedings or which is taken into account in 
determining his or her sentence; or 

(ii) an assessment of the value of the benefit of the person from the offence or any other 
offence of which he is convicted in the same proceedings or which is taken into account; 
and  

(b)The person accepts to any extent an allegation in the statement referred to in paragraph (a), 
the court may, for the purposes of so determining or making that assessment, treat his 
acceptance as conclusive of the matters to which it relates. 

 
(2) where - 
(a) a statement is tendered under subsection (1) (a); and 
(b) the court is satisfied that a copy of that statement has been served on the person, the court 

may require the person to indicate to what extent he accepts each allegation in the 
statement and so far as he does not accept any allegation, to indicate any matters he 
proposes to rely on. 

 
(3) where the person fails in any respect to comply with a requirement under subsection (2), he 

may be treated for the purposes of this section as having accepted every allegation in the 
statement other than— 

(a) an allegation in respect of which he complied with the requirement; and 
(b) an allegation that he has benefited from the offence or that any property or advantage was 

obtained by him as a result of or in connection with the commission of the offence. 
 
(4) where - 
(a) the person tenders to the court a statement as to any matters relevant to determining the 

amount that might be realized at the time the pecuniary penalty order is made; and 
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(b) the competent authority accepts, to any extent, any allegation in the statement, the court 
may, for the purposes of that determination, treat the acceptance of the competent 
authority as conclusive of the matters to which it relates. 

 
(5) an allegation may be accepted or a matter indicated for the purposes of this section either— 
(a) orally before the court; or 
(b) in writing in accordance with rules of court. 
 
(6) an acceptance by a person under this section that he received any benefit from the 

commission of an offence is admissible in proceedings for any offence. 
	

Section 66: Lifting the corporate veil 
Section 66 provides for lifting of the corporate veil, which, essentially, is a concept to treat rights or duties 
of a corporation as rights or liabilities of shareholders of the corporation; or to separate the personality of a 
corporation from personalities of its shareholders thus protecting shareholders from being personally 
liable for debts and other obligations of the corporation.159Section 66 (1) thus provides that in assessing 
the value of benefit derived by a person from the commission of a serious crime, the court may treat as 
property of the person any property that, in the opinion of the court, is subject to the effective control of the 
person whether or not he or she has 

(a) any legal or equitable interest in the property; or 
(b) any right, power or privilege in connection with the property. 
 

In addition, Section 66 (2) provides that without prejudice to the generality of Section 66 (1), the court 
may have regard to 

(a) shareholdings in, debentures over or directorships in any company that has an interest, 
whether direct or indirect, in the property, and for this purpose the court may order the 
investigation and inspection of the books of a named company; 

(b) any trust that has any relationship to the property; 
(c) any relationship whatsoever between the persons having an interest in the property or in 

companies of the kind referred to in paragraph (a) or trust of the kind referred to in 
paragraph (b), and any other persons. 

 
Section 66 (3) provides that where the court, for the purposes of making a pecuniary order against a 
person, treats particular property as the property of a person pursuant to Section 66 (1), the court may, 
on application by the competent authority make an order declaring that the property is available to satisfy 
the order. Section 66 (4) provides that where, under Section 66 (3), the court declares that property is 
available to satisfy a pecuniary penalty order: 

(a) the order may be enforced against the property as if the property were the property of the 
person against whom the order is made; and 

(b) a restraining order may be made in respect of the property as if the property were 
property of the person against whom the order is made. 

 
Lastly, Section 66 (5) provides that where the competent authority makes an application for an order 
under Section 66 (3) that property is available to satisfy a pecuniary penalty order against a person: 

(a) the competent authority shall give written notice of the application to the person and to 
any person who the competent authority has reason to believe may have an interest in 
the property; and 

(b) the person and any person who claims an interest in the property may appear and 
adduce evidence at the hearing of the application. 

 
  
 

																																																													
159 James E. Clapp, Dictionary of the Law (New York, Random House, 2000). 
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 Section 66 is replaced by Section 90 of the Financial Crimes Acts 2017, which states 
 Section 90 (1) In assessing the value of benefit derived by a person from the commission of an offence 
 under this act, the court may treat as property of the person, any property that, in the opinion of the 
 court, is subject to the effective control of the person whether or not he has— 

(a) any legal or equitable interest in the property; or 
(b) any right, power or privilege in connection with the property. 
 
(2) without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), the court may have regard to— 

  shareholdings in, debentures over or directorships in any company that has an interest, 
whether direct or indirect, in the property, and for this purpose the court may order the 
investigation and inspection of the books of a named company; 

  any trust that has any relationship to the property; and 
  any relationship whatsoever between the persons having an interest in the property or in 

companies of the kind referred to in paragraph (a) or trust of the kind referred to in 
paragraph (b), and any other persons. 

 
(3) where the court, for the purposes of making a pecuniary order against a person, treats  

  particular property as the property of a person pursuant to subsection (1), the court may, on 
application by the competent authority make an order declaring that the property is 
available to satisfy the order. 

 
(4) where, under subsection (3), the court declares that property is available to satisfy a  

  pecuniary penalty order— 
  the order may be enforced against the property as if the property were the property of the 

person against whom the order is made; and 
  a restraining order may be made in respect of the property as if the property were property 

of the person against whom the order is made. 
 
(5) where the competent authority makes an application for an order under subsection (3) that  

property is available to satisfy a pecuniary penalty order against a person— 
the competent authority shall give written notice of the application to the person and to any 
person who the competent authority has reason to believe may have an interest in the 
property; 
and the person and any person who claims an interest in the property may appear and 
adduce evidence at the hearing of the application. 

 
Section 79: Application for restraining order 
Section 79 provides for the making of applications for a restraining order. Section 7 9(1) thus provides 
that the competent authority may apply to the court for a restraining order against any realizable 
property160 held by the defendant or specified realizable property held by a person other than the 
defendant. 

Section 79 (2) provides that an application for a restraining order may be made ex parte and shall be in 
writing and be accompanied by an affidavit stating: 

(a) where the defendant has been convicted of a serious crime, the serious crime for which 
he or she was convicted, the date of the conviction, the court before which the conviction 
was obtained and whether an appeal has been lodged against the conviction; 

(b) where the defendant has not been convicted of a serious crime, the serious offence for 
which he or she is charged or about to be charged and grounds for believing that the 
defendant committed the offence; 

(c) a description of the property in respect of which the restraining order is sought; 
(d) the name and address of the person who is believed to be in possession of the property; 
(e) the grounds for the belief that the property is tainted property in relation to the offence; 

																																																													
160 Section 2 of the Act provides describes realizable property as follows: 

““realizable property” means— 
(a) any property held by a defendant; 
(b) any property possessed by a person to whom a defendant has directly or indirectly made a gift caught by this Act”. 
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(f) the grounds for the belief that the defendant derived a benefit, directly or indirectly, for the 
commission of the offence; 

(g) where the application seeks a restraining order against property of a person other than 
the defendant, the grounds for the belief that the property is tainted property in relation to 
the offence and is subject to the effective control of the defendant; 

(h) the grounds for the belief that a confiscation order or a pecuniary penalty order may be or 
is likely to be made under section 48 in respect of the property. 

 
Section 79 is replaced by Section 107 of the Financial Crimes Act 2017: 
 
Application for preservation and restraining orders 
Section 107:   
 (1): a competent authority may apply to the court for a preservation order against any realizable 

property held by the defendant or specified realizable property held by a person other than the 
defendant. 

  
 (2) an application for a restraining order shall be made, without informing the other party, in  

writing and be accompanied by an affidavit stating� 
(a) where the defendant has been convicted of an offence under this act, the offence for which 

he was convicted, the date of the conviction, the court before which the conviction was 
obtained and whether an appeal has been lodged against the conviction; 

(b) where the defendant has not been convicted of an offence under this act, the serious  
(c) offence for which he is charged or about to be charged and grounds for believing that the 

defendant committed the offence; 
(d) a description of the property in respect of which the restraining order is sought; 
(e) the name and address of the person who is believed to be in possession of the property; 
(f) the grounds for the belief that the property is tainted property in relation to the offence; 
(g) the grounds for the belief that the defendant derived a benefit, directly or indirectly, for the  
 commission of the offence;  
(h) where the application seeks a restraining order against property of a person other than the 

defendant, the grounds for the belief that the property is tainted property in relation to the 
offence and is subject to the effective control of the defendant; 

(i) the grounds for the belief that a confiscation order or a pecuniary penalty order may be or 
is likely to be made in respect of the property. 

 
Section 80: Restraining order 
Section 80 (1) provides that subject to Section 80, where the competent authority applies to the court for 
a restraining order under Section 79 against property and the court is satisfied that: 

(a) the defendant has been convicted of a serious crime or has been charged or is about to 
be charged with a serious crime; 

(b) where the defendant has not been convicted of a serious crime, there are reasonable 
grounds for believing that the defendant has committed a serious offence; 

(c) there is reasonable cause to believe that the property is tainted property in relation to an 
offence or that the defendant derived a benefit directly or indirectly from the commission 
of the offence; 

(d) where the application seeks a restraining order against property of a person other than 
the defendant, there are reasonable grounds for believing that the property is tainted 
property in relation to an offence and that the property is subject to the effective control of 
the defendant; and 

(e) there are reasonable grounds for believing that a confiscation order or a pecuniary 
penalty order is likely to be made under section 48 in respect of the property, the court 
may make an order in accordance with Section 80 (2). 
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Section 80 (2) provides that an order made pursuant to Section 80 (1) may 

(a) prohibit the defendant or any person from disposing of, or otherwise dealing with, the 
property or part of the property or interest in the property as is specified in the order, 
except in the manner that may be specified in the order; and 

(b) at the request of the competent authority, where the court is satisfied that the 
circumstances so require 
(i) direct a person as the court may appoint to take custody of the property or part of 

the property as is specified in the order and to manage or otherwise deal with all or 
any part of the property in accordance with the directives of the court; and 

(ii) requiring any person having possession of the property to give possession of the 
property to the person appointed under sub-paragraph (i) to take custody and 
control of the property. 

 
This subsection is amended by Section 108(2) of the Financial Crimes Act, which states; 

Section 80 (3) provides that an order under Section 80 (2) may be made subject to conditions that the 
court thinks fit, and without limiting the generality of the subsection, may make provision for meeting out of 
the property or a specified part of the property, any or all of the following 

(a) the reasonable living expenses of the person, including the reasonable living expenses of 
the dependants of the person, if any, and reasonable business expenses; 

(b) the reasonable expenses of the person in defending the criminal charge and any 
proceedings  under Division 6 of the Act;161 and 

(c) any specified debt incurred by the person in good faith. 
 

Section 80 (4) provides that in determining whether there are reasonable grounds for believing that 
property is subject to the effective control of the defendant the court may have regard to the matters 
referred to in Section 66.162 Section 80 (5) provides that where the other person appointed under 
Section 80 (2)(b)(i) is given a direction in relation to any property, he or she may apply to the court for 
directions or any question respecting the management or preservation of the property under his or her 
control. Further, Section 80(6) provides that an application under Section 80 (1) should be served on all 
persons interested in the application or some of them as the court thinks expedient and all such persons 
shall have the right to appear at the hearing and be heard. Lastly, Section 80 (7) provides that where the 
application is made under Section 80 (1) on the basis that a person is about to be charged, any order 
made by the court shall lapse if the person is not charged 

(a) where the offence is an offence against the laws of Malawi, within three months; and 
(b) where the offence is an offence against the laws of a foreign State, within twelve months. 
 

This section is amended by Section 108 (1) - Subject to this section, where the competent authority 
applies to the court for a preservation order under Section 107 against property and the court is satisfied 
that� 

(a)  the defendant has been convicted of an offence under this act or has been charged or is  
 about to be charged with an offence under this act; 
(b)  where the defendant has not been convicted of an offence under this act, there are 

reasonable grounds for believing that the defendant has committed an offence under this 
act; 

(c)  there is reasonable cause to believe that the property is tainted property in relation to an 
offence or that the defendant derived a benefit directly or indirectly from the commission 
of the offence; 

(d)  where the application seeks a restraining order against property of a person other than 
the defendant, there are reasonable grounds for believing that the property is tainted 
property in relation to an offence and that the property is subject to the effective control of 

																																																													
161 Division 6 of the Act provides for restraining orders. 
162 Section 66 provides for matters pertaining to lifting of the corporate veil. 
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the defendant; and (e) there are reasonable grounds for believing that aconfiscation order 
or a pecuniary penalty order is likely to be made under this act in respect of the property, 
the court may make an order in accordance with subsection (2). 

 
(2) an order made pursuant to subsection (1) may� 
(a) prohibit the defendant or any person from disposing of, or otherwise dealing with, the 

property or a part thereof or interest therein as is specified in the order, except in a manner 
specified in the order; and 

(b) at the request of the competent authority, where the court is satisfied that the 
circumstances so require� 
(i) direct such person as the court may appoint to take custody of the property or 

such part thereof as is specified in the order and to manage or otherwise deal with 
all or any part of the property in accordance with the directives of the court; and 

(ii) requiring any person having possession of the property to give possession thereof 
to the person appointed under sub-paragraph (i) to take custody and control of the 
property. 

(3) an order under subsection (2) may be made subject to such conditions as the court thinks 
  fit, and without limiting the generality of this subsection, may make provision for meeting out 

of the property or a specified part of the property, any or all of the following� 
 

Section 85: Contravention of restraining order 
Section 85 provides for sanctions when a person contravenes a restraining order. Section 85 (1) thus 
provides that a person who knowingly contravenes a restraining order by disposing of or otherwise 
dealing with property that is subject to the restraining order is guilty of an offence and shall upon 
conviction be liable 

(a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment of two years and a fine of K100,000; or 
(b) in the case of a body corporate a fine of K500,000. 
 

Section 85 (2) provides that where a restraining order is made against property and the property is 
disposed of, or otherwise dealt with, in contravention of the restraining order, and the disposition or 
dealing was not for sufficient consideration or not in favour of a person who acted in good faith and 
without notice, the competent authority may apply to the court that made the restraining order for an order 
that the disposition or dealing be set aside. Lastly, Section 85(3) provides that where the competent 
authority makes an application under Section 85 (2) in relation to a disposition or dealing, the court may 

(a) set aside the disposition or dealing as from the day on which the disposition or dealing 
took place; or 

(b) set aside the disposition or dealing as from the day of the order under the subsection, 
 

and declare the respective rights of any persons who acquired interests in the property on, or after the day 
on which the disposition or dealing took place, and before the day of the order under the subsection. 

Section 89: Realization of property 
Section 89 provides for principles on realization of property. Section 89 (1) thus provides that where 

(a) a pecuniary penalty order is made; 
(b) the order is not subject to appeal; and 
(c) the order is not discharged, 
 

the court may, on an application by the competent authority, exercise the powers conferred upon the court 
by Section 89. 

Section 89 (2) provides that the court may 

(a) appoint an administrator in respect of realizable property; 
(b) empower an administrator appointed under paragraph (a) to take possession of any 

realizable property subject to conditions or exceptions as may be specified by the court; 
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(c) order any person having possession of realizable property to give possession of it to any 
such receiver; 

(d) empower an administrator to realize any realizable property in the manner that the court 
may direct; 

(e) order any person holding an interest in realizable property to make payment to the 
administrator in respect of any beneficial interest held by the defendant or, as the case 
may be, the recipient of a gift caught by the Act as the court may direct, and the court 
may, on the payment being made, by order transfer, grant or extinguish any interest in 
the property. 

 
Lastly, Section 89 (3) provides that the court shall not in respect of any property, exercise the powers 
conferred by paragraph (b), (c), (d) or (e) of Section 89(2) unless a reasonable opportunity has been 
given for persons holding any interest in the property to make representations to the court. 

Section 111 of the Financial Crimes Act 2017 amends this section and states: 

Section 111 (1) a person who knowingly contravenes a preservation order by disposing of or otherwise 
dealing with property that is subject to the restraining order commits an offence and shall, upon 
conviction, be liable
 
a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment of five years and a fine of K10,000,000 
b) in the case of a body corporate a fine of K50,000,000. 
 
(2) where a restraining order is made against property and the property is disposed of, or otherwise dealt 
with, in contravention of the restraining order, and the disposition or dealing was not for sufficient 
consideration or not in favour of a person who acted in good faith and without notice, the competent 
authority may apply to the court that made the restraining order for an order that the disposition or dealing 
be set aside. 

(3) where the competent authority makes an application under subsection (2) in relation to a disposition or 
dealing, the court may� 

(a) set aside the disposition or dealing as from the day on which the disposition or dealing took 
place; or 
(b) set aside the disposition or dealing as from the day of the order under this subsection, and 
(c) declare the respective rights of any persons who acquired interests in the property on, or 
after the day on which the disposition or dealing took place, and before the day of the order 
under this subsection. 

Section 94: Production orders 
Section 94 of the Act provides for production orders. Section 94 (1) provides that where a person has 
been charged with or convicted of a serious crime, and the competent authority or an authorized officer of 
the Financial Intelligence Unit (NB FIU is now the Financial Intelligence Authority) has reasonable grounds 
for suspecting that any person has possession or control of 

(a) a document relevant to identifying, locating or quantifying property of the person or to 
identifying or locating a document necessary for the transfer of property of the person; or 

(b) a document relevant to identifying, locating or quantifying tainted property in relation to 
the offence or to identifying or locating a document necessary for the transfer of tainted 
property in relation to the offence, 

 
the competent authority may apply ex parte and in writing to a judge or magistrate in chambers for an 
order against the person suspected of having possession or control of a document of the kind referred to, 
and the application should be supported by an affidavit. 

Section 94 (2) provides that the judge or magistrate may, if he or she considers that there are reasonable 
grounds, make an order that the person produce to the competent authority, at a time and place specified 
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in the order, any documents of the kind referred to in Section 94 (1). Further, the proviso to Section 94(2) 
states that an order under the subsection may not require the production of bankers’ books. 

Section 94 (3) provides that the competent authority to whom documents are produced may 

(a) inspect the documents; 
(b) make copies of the documents; or 
(c) retain the documents for so long as is reasonably necessary for the purposes of the Act. 
 

Section 94(4) provides that where the competent authority retains documents produced to him or her 
under Section 94 (3), he or she should make a copy of the documents available to the person who 
produced them. 

Finally, Section 94 (5) provides that a person is not entitled to refuse to produce documents ordered to be 
produced under Section 94 on the ground that 

(a) the document might tend to incriminate the person or make him or her liable to a penalty; 
or 

(b) the production of the document would be in breach of an obligation, whether imposed by 
a written law or otherwise, of the person not to disclose the existence or contents of the 
document. 

 
Section 94 is amended by Section 104 of the Financial Crimes Act 2017, which states: 
104 (1) where a person has been charged with or convicted of an offence under this act, and the 
competent authority or an authorized officer of the authority has reasonable grounds for suspecting that 
any person has possession or control of� 

(a)  a document relevant to identifying, locating or quantifying property of the person or to  
 identifying or locating a document necessary for the transfer of property of such person; 

or 
(b)  a document relevant to identifying, locating or quantifying tainted property in relation to 

the offence or to identifying or locating a document necessary for the transfer of tainted 
property in relation to the offence, 

 
the competent authority may apply, in writing, to a judge or magistrate in chambers for an order against 
the person suspected of having possession or control of a document of the kind referred to, and the 
application shall be supported by an affidavit. 
 
(2) The judge or magistrate may, if he considers there are reasonable grounds for so doing, make an 
order that the person produce to the competent authority, at a time and place specified in the order, any  
documents of the kind referred to in subsection (1): Provided that an order under this subsection may not 
require the production of bank books. 
 
(3) The competent authority to whom documents are produced may� 

(a)  inspect the documents; 
(b)  make copies of the documents; or 
(c)  retain the documents for so long as is reasonably necessary for the purposes of this act. 
 

(4) where the competent authority retains documents produced to it under subsection (3), it shall make a 
copy of the documents available to the person who produced them. 
 
(5) a person is not entitled to refuse to produce documents ordered to be produced under this section on 
the ground that� 

(a)  the document might tend to incriminate the person or make him liable to a penalty; or 
(b) the production of the document would be in breach of an obligation, whether imposed by 

a written law or otherwise, of the person not to disclose the existence or contents of the  
 document. 
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Section 96: Failure to comply with a production order 
Section 96 provides for sanctions for failure to comply with a production order. It provides that where a 
person is required by a production order to produce a document to the competent authority, the person 
commits an offence against section 96 if he 

(a) contravenes the order without reasonable cause; or 
(b) in purported compliance with the order, produces or makes available a document known 

to the person to be false or misleading in a material particular and does not so indicate to 
the competent authority and provide to the competent authority any correct information of 
which the person is in possession, 

and on conviction shall be liable, in the case of a natural person to imprisonment for two years 
and a fine of K100,000 or, in the case of a body corporate, a fine of K500,000. 

Section 98: Power to search for and seize documents relevant to locating property 
Section 98 provides for power to search for and seize documents relevant to locating property. It states 
that the competent authority may, with the consent of the occupier of the land or the premises, or under 
warrant issued under Section 99 

(a) enter upon land or upon or into premises; 
(b) search the land or premises for any document of the type described in section 94(1); and 
(c) seize any document found in the course of that search that the competent authority 

believes, on reasonable grounds, to be a relevant document in relation to a serious crime. 
 
Section 98 is amended by Section 106 of the Financial Crimes Act 2017, which states 
Failure to comply with a production order 
Section 106 - where a person is required by a production order to produce a document to the competent 
authority, the person commits an offence against this section if he� 

(a)  contravenes the order without reasonable cause; or in purported compliance with the 
order, produces or makes available a document known to the person to be false or 
misleading in a material particular and does not so indicate to the competent authority 
and provide to the competent authority any correct information of which the person is in 
possession,  

and on conviction shall be liable, � in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for five years and 
a fine of K10,000,000; or in the case of a body corporate, a fine of K50,000,000. 

Section 99: Search warrant for location of documents relevant to locating property 
Section 99 provides for search warrant for location of documents relevant to locating property. Section 
99 (1) provides that where 

(a) a person has been charged or convicted of a serious crime; or 
(b) the competent authority has reasonable grounds for suspecting that there is, or may be 

within the next seventy-two hours, upon any land or upon or in any premises, a document 
of the type described in section 94 (1) in relation to the offence, 

 
the competent authority may make an application supported by information on oath to a magistrate or 
judge for a search warrant in respect of the land or the premises. 

Section 99 (2) provides that where an application is made under Section 99 (1) for a warrant to search 
land or premises, the magistrate or judge may, subject to Section 99 (4), issue a warrant authorising the 
competent authority, with the assistance and by the force as is necessary and reasonable 

(a) to enter upon the land or in or upon any premises and to search the land or premises for 
property of that kind; and 

(b) to seize property found in the course of the search that the competent authority believes 
on reasonable grounds to be property of that kind. 
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Section 99 (3) provides that a magistrate or judge shall not issue a warrant under Section 99 (2) unless 
he or she is satisfied that 

(a) a production order has been given in respect of the document and has not been complied 
with; 

(b) a production order in respect of the document would be unlikely to be effective; 
(c) the investigation for the purposes of which the search warrant is being sought might  be 

seriously prejudiced if the competent authority does not gain immediate access to the 
document without any notice to any person; or 

(d) the document involved cannot be identified or described with sufficient particularity to 
enable a production order to be obtained. 

 
Section 99 (4) provides that a warrant issued under Section 99 shall state 

(a) the purpose for which it is issued, including a reference to the nature of the relevant 
offence; 

(b) a description of the kind of documents authorised to be seized; 
(c) a time at which the warrant ceases to be in force; and 
(d) whether entry is authorised to be made at any time of the day or night or during  

specified hours. 
 

Lastly, Section 99 (5) provides that if during the course of searching under a warrant issued under 
Section 99, the competent authority finds: 

(a) a document of the type described in section 94 (1) that the police officer believes on 
reasonable grounds to relate to the relevant offence or to another indictable offence; or 

(b) anything the competent authority believes on reasonable grounds will afford evidence as 
to the commission of a criminal offence, 

 
the competent authority may seize the property or thing and the warrant shall be deemed to authorise  
the seizure. 

 

Section 99 is amended by Section 116 of the Financial Crimes Act 2017 which states: 

Search warrant for locating documents for locating property 

Section 116 (1) where� 

 (a) a person has been charged or convicted of an offence under this act; or 
  (b) the competent authority has reasonable grounds for suspecting that there is, or may be  
  within the next seventy-two hours, upon any land or upon or in any premises, a document of 
  the type described in Section 104 (1) in relation to the offence, the competent authority may 
  make an application supported by information on oath to a court for a search warrant in respect 
  of that land or those premises. 

  (2) where an application is made under subsection (1) for a warrant to search land or premises, 
  the magistrate or judge may, subject to subsection (4), issue a warrant authorizing competent 
  authority, with such assistance and by necessary and reasonable force to� 
  (a) enter upon the land or in or upon any premises and to search the land or premises for  
  property of that kind; and 
  (b) seize property found in the course of the search that the competent authority believes on 
  reasonable grounds to be property of that kind. 
   
  (3) a court shall not issue a warrant under subsection (2) unless it is satisfied that� 
  (a) a production order has been given in respect of the document and has not been complied 
  with; 
  (b) a production order in respect of the document would be unlikely to be effective; 
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  (c) the investigation for the purposes of which the search warrant is being sought might be  
  seriously prejudiced, if the competent authority does not gain immediate access to the  
  document without any notice to any person; or 
  (d) the document involved cannot be identified or described with sufficient particularity to  
  enable a production order to be obtained. 
 
  (3) a warrant issued under this section shall state� 
  (a) the purpose for which it is issued, including a reference to the nature of the relevant offence; 
  (b) a description of the kind of documents authorized to be seized; 
  (c) a time at which the warrant ceases to be in force; and 
  (d) whether entry is authorized to be made at any time of the day or night or during specified 
  hours. 
 
  (4) If during the course of searching under a warrant issued under this section, the competent 
  authority finds� 
  (a) a document of the type described in section 104 (1) that the competent authority believes 
  on reasonable grounds to relate to the relevant offence or to another indictable offence; or 
   (b) anything the competent authority believes on reasonable grounds will afford evidence as to 
  the commission of an offence, the competent authority may seize that property or thing and the 
  warrant shall be deemed to authorize such seizure. 

 
Section 101: Monitoring orders 
Section 101 provides for monitoring orders. Section 99 (1) thus provides that the competent authority 
may apply, ex parte and in writing to a judge or magistrate in chambers for an order (in Section 101 
otherwise called a “monitoring order”) directing a financial institution to give information to a police officer 
or an authorized officer of the Financial Intelligence Unit (NB now FIA), and the application should be 
supported by an affidavit. 

Section 101 (2) provides that a monitoring order shall 

(a) direct a financial institution to disclose information obtained by the institution about 
transactions conducted through an account held by a particular person with the 
institution; 

(b) not have retrospective effect; and 
(c) only apply for a period of a maximum of three months from the date of the making of  

the order. 
 

Section 101 (3) provides that a judge or magistrate shall not issue a monitoring order unless he or she is 
satisfied that there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that the person in respect of whose account the 
order is sought 

(a) has committed or was involved in the commission, or is about to commit or be involved in 
the commission of, a serious crime; or 

(b) has benefited directly or indirectly, or is about to benefit directly or indirectly from the 
commission of a serious crime. 

 
Section 101 (4) provides that a monitoring order shall specify 

(a) the name or names in which the account is believed to be held; and 
(b) the class of information that the institution is required to give. 
 

Lastly, Section 101 (5) provides that where a financial institution, which has been given notice of a 
monitoring order, knowingly 

(a) contravenes the order, or 
(b) provides false or misleading information in purported compliance with the order, 
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the institution commits an offence and shall be liable on conviction, in the case of a natural person,  
to imprisonment for two years and a fine of K100,000 and, in the case of a body corporate, to a fine  
of K500,000. 

Section 103: Money laundering and financing of terrorism offences for extradition purposes 
Some wildlife crime cases may be transnational in nature. Some money laundering offences may also be 
transnational in nature. Section 103 of the Act thus provides for extradition in money laundering and 
financing of terrorism offences as follows: 

“For the purpose of any law relating to extradition of fugitive offenders, money laundering and 
financing of terrorism shall be offences for which extradition or rendition may be granted.” 
 

 
3.2.7 Financial Crimes Act 2017 
The Financial Crimes Act 2017 adds in new offences and penalties to “establish an independent and 
autonomous Financial Intelligence Authority; to better prevent, investigate and combat financial and 
related or consequential crimes; to enable the tracing, identification, tracking, freezing, seizure or 
confiscation of proceeds of crimes; and to provide for connected and incidental matters. It does amend 
the forfeiture and confiscation orders under the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act but does 
not for the offences contained in that Act. The Financial Crimes Act does not directly amend the Corrupt 
Practices Act or the Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act, rather it adds to these Acts. 

Part V of the Act provides for offences, commencing with Section 41 which states: 

Section 41 - A person or reporting institution which in relation to Part IV and V [which covers reporting 
duties and relevant authorities] makes any statement that the person or reporting institution knows is false 
or misleading in a material particular or omits from any statement any matter or thing without which the 
person knows that the statement is false or misleading in a material particular commits an offence and 
shall be liable on conviction -  

(a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for five years and to a fine of K10,000,000; 
or 

(b) in the case of a legal person, to a fine of K50,000,000 and revocation of a business licence. 
 

Section 42 (1) a person who, knowingly or who has reasonable grounds to believe that any property, 
including his own property, in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, represents proceeds of a predicate 
offence,— 

(a)  converts or transfers property with the aim of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of 
that  property, or of aiding any person, including himself, involved in the commission of 
the offence to evade the legal consequences thereof; 

(b) conceals or disguises the true nature, origin, location, disposition, movement or 
ownership of the property; 

(c) acquires, possesses or uses that property; or 
(d)  attempts to commit and aids, abets and facilitates the commission of any act or omission 
 referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c), commits an offence. 

 
 (2) For purposes of proving of an offence under subsection (1), it is not necessary that the predicate 
 offence be committed. 
 
 (3) a person who commits an offence under this section shall, on conviction, be liable— 
 

(a)  in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for life. 
(b) in the case of a legal person, a fine of K500,000,000 and revocation of a business 

licence. 
 (4) where the court makes a confiscation order, the court may give any directions as it may deem 
 necessary or convenient for giving effect to the order. 
 
 Section 50 (1) Subject to subsection (2), where a court makes a confiscation order against any property 
 under this Part, the property, by virtue of the order, vests absolutely with the government. 
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 (2) where property ordered to be confiscated is registerable property,— 
 (a) the property vests with the government in equity but does not vest with the government at law until 
 the applicable registration requirements have been complied with; 
 

(a) government is entitled to be registered as owner of the property; 
(b) the attorney general has power on behalf of the government to do or authorise the doing 

of anything necessary or convenient to obtain the registration of the government as 
owner, including the execution of any instrument to be executed by a person transferring 
an interest in property of that kind. 

 
 (3) where the court makes a confiscation order against property under this Part— 
 

(a)  the property shall not, except with the leave of the court, be disposed of, or otherwise 
dealt with, by or on behalf of the government before an appeal process is concluded; and 

(b) if, after the appeal process, the order has not been discharged, the property may be 
disposed of and the proceeds applied or otherwise dealt with in accordance with the 
provisions of this act. 

 
 (4) For purpose of this section— “registerable property” means property, the title to which is passed 
 by registration in accordance with the provisions of a written law;�relevant appeal date” in relation to 
 a confiscation order made in consequence of a conviction of a person of an offence means -  

 
(a)  the date on which the period allowed by rules of court for the lodging of an appeal against 
 the conviction of a person or for the lodging of an appeal against the making of a 

confiscation order expires without an appeal having been lodged, whichever is the latter; 
or 

 where an appeal against the conviction of a person or against the making of a 
confiscation order is lodged, the date on which the appeal lapses in accordance with the 
rules of court or is finally determined, whichever is later. 

 
 Pecuniary penalty order on conviction 
 
 Section 51 -  
 (1) Subject to this section, where a competent authority applies to the court for a pecuniary penalty 
 order against a person in respect of the conviction of that person for an offence under this act, the court 
 shall, if it is satisfied that the person has benefitted from the offence, order him to pay to the government 
 an amount equal to the value of his benefit from the offence or a lesser amount certified by the court in 
 accordance with this act to be the amount that might be realized at the time the pecuniary penalty order 
 is made. 
 (2) The Court shall assess the value of the benefit derived by a person from the commission of an 
 offence under this act. 
 (3) The Court shall not make a pecuniary penalty order under this section— 

 (a) until the period allowed by the rules of court for the lodging of an appeal against 
conviction has expired without the appeal being lodged; or 

 (b) where an appeal against conviction has been lodged, until the appeal lapses in 
accordance with the rules of court or is finally determined, whichever is later. 

Section 52. where the court orders a person to pay an amount under this Part, that amount shall be treated 
as if it were a fine imposed upon him in respect of a conviction for an offence under this act, and the court 
may— 
 

 (a) notwithstanding anything contained in any other written law, impose in default of the 
payment of the amount, a term of imprisonment— 

 (i) of five years, where the amount does not exceed K10,000,000; 
 (ii) of ten years, where the amount exceeds K20,000,000 but does not exceed 

K40,000,000; 
 (iii) of twenty years, where the amount exceeds K40,000,000;  

 
  (b) direct that the term of imprisonment imposed pursuant to paragraph (a) be served  
  consecutively to any other form of imprisonment imposed on that person or that the person is 
  then serving. 
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The Financial Crimes Act 2017 clarifies the orders that can be made under civil proceedings which can apply 
to wildlife crime scenarios, for example, the money in an account that is believed on the balance of 
probabilities to be proceeds of crime (an illegal sale of 100 kgs of ivory), can be frozen until the trial on the 
predicate offences has been completed. If there is a conviction or convictions, that money can be confiscated. 
 
 
Preservation or assets freezing orders  
Section 62 (1) where a reporting institution has reason to believe or suspects that funds or property it is 
holding belongs to a terrorist individual or organization, it shall immediately freeze the funds or the property, 
in a prescribed manner, and report the fact to the authority, as the case may be, within twenty four hours. 
 
(2) where the supervisory authority has reason to believe or suspects that a reporting institution holds an 
account or property on behalf of a terrorist, it shall within forty eight hours issue a written direction to the 
reporting institution requiring it to restrain or freeze any account or other property held by that reporting 
institution on behalf of the terrorist and the reporting institution shall— 
 

(a) comply with the directive; and 
(b) report the matter to the authority within twenty-four hours. 

 
(3) Subject to Subsection (4), a decision to freeze funds or property pursuant to Subsection (1) or a 
directive given by the supervisory authority pursuant to subsection (2) shall be effective for three months 
unless sooner revoked by authority. 
 
(4) The Court may upon the application of the authority order the extension of the decision freezing the funds 
or property or restraining or refreezing directive need pursuant to Subsection (3). 
 
(5) Any person affected by the decision or directive made under Subsection (3) may apply to the court for a 
revocation of the decision or directive in relation to him. 
  
In the above example of the ivory sale money, there can also be an application to court for a “reporting 
authority” such as a bank, to give information on the suspect’s account(s), as prescribed by Section 62 of the 
Financial Crimes Act 2017. 
 
Sections 62-69 cover “preservation orders”, where the prosecution can apply to court for an order to 
preserve any property or money derived from proceeds of crime. For example, the ivory seized in a crime. 
 
Furthermore, orders for “forfeiture” can be made under Section 74 for an item or money to be forfeited as it 
relates to a proceeds of crime. 
 
Section 81 of the Financial Crimes Act 2017 allows the authorities to dispose of the items subject to the 
orders described above. For example, the burning of ivory seized and confiscated. 
 
Caution must be taken by the police and prosecution in dealing with bona fide purchased items. However, 
under the National Parks and Wildlife Amendment Act, it will be a very rare occasion that any specimen of 
flora or fauna has been legitimately purchased in Malawi. 
 
 
 
3.2.1 Environment Management Act 
Note the Environment Management Act has been amended, but was not gazetted at the time of writing this 
Handbook. Please refer to the revised Act for offences committed since it passed in 2017. The new 
provisions will be added to the 2018 version of this Handbook. 

The long title to the Environment Management Act163 provides that it is “An Act to make provision for the 
protection and management of the environment and the conservation and sustainable utilization of natural 
resources and for matters connected therewith and incidental thereto”. Wildlife forms part of natural resources 
thus certain aspects of wildlife crime could be addressed through application of the Environment 
Management Act (later referred to as the “Act”). This section focuses on the applicable provisions of the Act. 

 

																																																													
163 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 60:02. 
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Section 3: National environmental policy 
Section 3 of the Act provides for national environmental policy. Section 3 (1) provides that it is the duty of 
every person to take all necessary and appropriate measures to protect and manage the environment and 
to conserve natural resources and to promote sustainable utilisation of natural resources in accordance 
with the Act and any other written law relating to the protection and management of the environment or 
the conservation and sustainable utilisation of natural resources. 

Further, section 3(2) provides as follows: 

“Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), every person required under any written 
law to exercise power or perform functions relating to the protection and management of the 
environment or the conservation and the sustainable utilisation of natural resources shall take 
such steps and measures as are necessary for— 
(a) promoting a clean environment in Malawi; 
(b) ensuring the sustainable utilization of the natural resources of Malawi; 
(c) facilitating the restoration, maintenance and enhancement of the ecological systems and 

ecological processes essential for the functioning of the biosphere, and the preservation 
of biological diversity; 

(d) promoting public awareness and participation in the formulation and implementation of 
environmental and conservation policies of the Government; 

(e) promoting cooperation with foreign governments and international or regional 
organizations in the protection of the environment and the conservation and sustainable 
utilization of natural resources; 

(f) promoting scientific research, technological development and training relating to the 
protection and management of the environment or the conservation and sustainable 
utilization of natural resources.” 

 
Section 3 falls under a chapter that provides for general principles and the provision itself does not 
stipulate any sanctions. However, it is important to note that acts of wildlife crime are inconsistent with the 
provision thus it qualifies as one of the bases for measures undertaken by various agencies to combat 
wildlife crime. 

Section 4: Natural and genetic resources 
Section 4 provides that natural and genetic resources of Malawi constitute an integral part of the natural 
wealth of the people of Malawi and 

(a) shall be protected, conserved and managed for the benefit of the people of Malawi; and 
(b) save for domestic purposes, shall not be exploited or utilised without the prior written 

authority of the Government. 
 

Section 4 does not provide sanctions for exploiting or utilising natural and genetic resources of Malawi 
without prior written authority of the government. However, the provision illustrates the need to protect and 
sustainably manage natural resources. 
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Section 6: Role of lead agencies 
Section 6 provides for the role of lead agencies as follows: 

“Nothing in this Act shall be construed as divesting any lead agency of the powers, functions, 
duties or responsibilities conferred or imposed on it by any written law relating to the protection 
and management of the environment and the conservation and sustainable utilization of natural 
resources or limiting such powers, functions, duties or responsibilities.” 
 

It has to be appreciated, therefore, that the Act supports the work of lead agencies thus it should be 
considered as a tool to enhance rather than restrict various roles of lead agencies.164 

Section 7: Inconsistent provisions in other written laws 
Matters relating to management of the environment are wide and varied. Section 7 thus provides that 
where a written law on the protection and management of the environment or the conservation and 
sustainable utilisation of natural resources is inconsistent with any provision of the Act, the written law is 
invalid to the extent of the inconsistency. 

Section 35: Conservation of biological diversity 
Section 35 provides for the conservation of biological diversity thus section 35 (1) provides that the 
Minister may, on the advice of the Council165 

(a) identify components of the biological diversity of Malawi; 
(b) determine the component or components of biological diversity which is or are threatened 

with extinction; 
(c) prepare and maintain an inventory of the biological diversity of Malawi; 
(d) determine actual and potential threats to the biological diversity of Malawi and devise 

measures that are necessary for preventing, removing or mitigating the effect of the 
threats; 

(e) devise measures for the better protection and conservation of rare and endemic species 
of wild fauna and flora; 

(f) develop national strategies, plans and programmes for the conservation of the biological 
diversity of Malawi; 

(g) require in writing any developer, including the Government, to integrate the conservation 
and sustainable utilisation of the biological diversity of Malawi in any project the 
implementation of which has or is likely to have detrimental effects to the biological 
diversity of Malawi; 

(h) on the recommendation of the Technical Committee,166 prohibit or restrict access by any 
person to, or the exportation of, any component of the biological diversity of Malawi. 

 
Section 61: General offences 
Section 61 provides for general offences under the Act. Section 61 (1) provides that a person who 
contravenes any provision of the Act for which no other penalty is specifically provided shall be guilty of an 
offence and liable, upon conviction, to a fine of not less than K10,000 and not more than K500,000 and to 
imprisonment for five years. Further, section 61 (2) provides that a person who is convicted of an offence 
under subsection (1) shall, in addition to the fine provided for in that subsection, be liable to a fine of 
K5,000 for each day the offence continues to be committed. 

Section 62: Hindering, obstructing, etc., of inspectors 
Section 62 provides for the offence of hindering or obstructing inspectors and sanctions for a person who 
commits the offence. It provides that a person who 

(a) hinders or obstructs an inspector in the execution of his or her duties under the Act; 

																																																													
164 Section 2 of the Act defines “lead agency” as “any public office or organization including every Ministry or Government department which 

is conferred by any written law with powers and functions for the protection and management of any segment of the environment and the 
conservation and sustainable utilization of natural resources of Malawi”. 

165 Section 2 provides that “Council” means the National Council for the Environment established under section 10(1) of the Act. 
166 Section 2 provides that “Technical Committee” means the Technical Committee on the Environment     established under section 16 of 

the Act. 
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(b) fails to comply with a lawful order or requirement made by an inspector in accordance 
with the Act; 

(c) prevents the Director167 or an inspector or any person duly authorised by the Director or 
inspector from gaining entry upon or into any premises which he or she is empowered 
under the Act to enter; 

(d) impersonates the Director or an inspector or any person duly authorised by the Director 
or inspector; 

(e) prevents an inspector from having access to any record or document required by the 
inspector for purposes of the Act; 

(f) misleads or gives false information to the Director or an inspector or any person duly 
authorised by the Director or inspector under the Act; or 

(g) fails to comply with measures directed by the Minister, the Director or an inspector for the 
protection and management of the environment and the conservation and sustainable 
utilisation of natural resources, 

 
shall be guilty of an offence and liable, upon conviction, to a fine of not less than K5,000 but not 
exceeding K200,000 and to imprisonment for two years. 

Section 68: Immunity of officials 
Section 68 provides for the immunity of officials to the effect that it prohibits bringing legal proceedings 
against the Minister, Director, an inspector, an analyst or any other person duly authorised by the Minister, 
the Director, inspector or analyst to do anything authorised under the Act, in respect of anything done in 
good faith under the provisions of the Act. 

Section 75: Liability of bodies corporate 
Section 75 (1) provides that where an offence under the Act is committed by a body corporate or a 
partnership 

(a) in the case of the body corporate, every director, manager or similar officer of the body 
corporate shall be guilty of the offence; and 

(b) in the case of a partnership, every partner shall jointly and severally be guilty of  
the offence. 

 
However, section 75 (2) provides that a person shall not be guilty of an offence under section 75 (1), if he 
or she proves to the satisfaction of the court that the act constituting the offence was done without his or 
her knowledge, consent or connivance and that he or she did his or her part to prevent the commission of 
the offence having regard to all the circumstances of the case. 

3.2.2 Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code 

The long title to the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code168(later referred to as the “Code”) is 
expressed as “An Act to provide for the law relating to procedure and evidence in criminal proceedings 
and for incidental matters”. Its relevance in the prosecution of wildlife crime is thus consideration of the 
law on the procedure and evidence in the proceedings. 

Section 7: Offences under Penal Code 
Section 7 of the Code provides that subject to other provisions of the Code, any offence under the Penal 
Code may be tried by the High Court.  

Section 9: Offences under laws other than Penal Code 
Section 9 (1) provides that any offence under any law other than the Penal Code shall, where any court is 
mentioned in that law or any other written law as having jurisdiction to try that offence, be tried by that 
court. Further, section 9 (2) provides that where a court is not mentioned, the offence may, subject to 
other provisions of the Code, be tried by the High Court, by any subordinate court or by any traditional or 
local court of competent jurisdiction.  

																																																													
167 Section 2 provides that “Director” means the Director of Environmental Affairs appointed under section 9(1) of the Act. 
168 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 8:01. 
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The prosecution of offences relating to wildlife crime can be and is done under various pieces of 
legislation, apart from the Penal Code. Sections 7 and 9 of the Code thus provide a guide to the 
prosecutor on the courts to be approached depending on the piece of legislation under which a charge is 
laid against the accused.  

Section 11: Power of certain courts to pass sentence of imprisonment for protection of public 
Section 11 provides that where a person, who is not less than twenty-one years of age 

(a) is convicted by the High Court or by a Resident Magistrate’s court or by a court of a 
magistrate of the first grade of an offence punishable with imprisonment for a term of five 
years or more; and 

(b) has been convicted on at least three previous occasions, since he attained the age of 
eighteen years, of offences punishable with imprisonment for a term of five years or 
more; and 

(c) has been sentenced on at least two previous occasions to imprisonment, other than a 
suspended sentence which has not taken effect, 

 
the court may, if satisfied that it is expedient for the protection of the public that he or she should be 
detained in custody for a substantial time, pass, instead of any other sentence, a sentence of 
imprisonment for a term of not less than five nor more than fourteen years, as the court may determine. 

Section 13: General jurisdiction of subordinate courts 
Section 13 provides for the general jurisdiction of subordinate courts as follows: 

“(1) A Resident Magistrate court and any court of a magistrate of the first or second grade 
may try any offence under the Penal Code or any other law other than—  
(a) offences under sections 38, 39, 63, 208, 209 and 217 of the Penal Code; and  
(b) attempts to commit or aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring the commission of 

any of the offences specified in paragraph (a). 
(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), offences under sections 133, 134 and 138 of the Penal 

Code shall not be tried by any court of the second grade magistrate.  
(3) A court of the third grade magistrate may try any offence specified in the Second 

Schedule in respect of which the maximum sentence does not exceed the jurisdiction 
conferred on such court under section 14 (3).  

(4) A court of a magistrate of the fourth grade may try any offence specified in the Third 
Schedule in respect of which the maximum sentence does not exceed the jurisdiction 
conferred on such court under section 14 (3). 

(5) The Chief Justice may by notice published in the Gazette amend the Second Schedule 
and the Third Schedule.” 

 
Section 20: Making an arrest 
Section 20 (1) provides that in making an arrest a police officer or other person making the arrest shall 
actually touch or confine the body of the person to be arrested, and inform the person that he or she is 
under arrest. Section 20 (2) provides that where the person to be arrested submits to the custody by word 
or action, the arrest is effected by informing the person that he or she is under arrest. In addition, section 
20 (3) provides that if the person forcibly resists the endeavour to arrest him or her, or attempts to evade 
the arrest, a police officer or other person may use all means necessary to effect the arrest. However, 
section 20 (4) provides that section 20 shall not justify the use of a greater force than was reasonable  
in the particular circumstances in which it was employed or was necessary for the apprehension of  
the offender. 

Section 21: Search of place entered by person to be arrested 
Section 21 (1) provides that if any person acting under a warrant of arrest, or any police officer having 
authority to arrest, has reason to believe that the person to be arrested has entered into or is within any 
place, the person residing in or being in charge of the place shall, on demand of the person acting under a 
warrant of arrest or police officer having authority to arrest, allow him or her free entry and afford all 
reasonable facilities for a search in the place. In addition, section 21 (2) provides that if entry to the place 
cannot be obtained under section 21 (1), it is lawful in any case for a person acting under a warrant or for 
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a police officer where a warrant may issue but cannot be obtained without affording the person to be 
arrested an opportunity to escape, to enter the place and conduct a search. Further, section 21 (3) 
provides that to effect an entrance under section 21 (2), the police officer may break open an outer or 
inner door or window of any house or place, whether that of the person to be arrested or of any other 
person, if after notification of his or her authority or purpose, and demand of admittance duly made, he or 
she cannot otherwise obtain admittance. 

Section 24: Search of arrested persons 
Section 24 provides for the search of arrested persons as follows: 

“(1) Whenever a person is arrested— 
(a) by a police officer under a warrant which does not provide for the taking of bail, or under 

a warrant which provides for the taking of bail but the person arrested cannot furnish bail; 
or 

(b) without warrant, or by a private person under a warrant, and the person arrested cannot 
legally be admitted to bail or is unable to furnish bail, 

the police officer making the arrest or, when the arrest is made by a private person, the police 
officer to whom he makes over the person arrested may search such person and place in safe 
custody all articles, other than necessary wearing apparel and shoes, found upon him. 
 
(2) In addition to the power to search an arrested person conferred under subsection (1), the 

police officer shall have power in any such case— 
(a) to search the arrested person for anything which— 
(i) may present a danger to himself or others; 
(ii) he might use to assist himself escape from lawful custody; 
(iii) may afford evidence of the commission or suspected commission of an offence 

whether within Malawi or elsewhere; or 
(iv) is intended to be used, or is on reasonable grounds believed to be intended to be 

used, in the commission of an offence within Malawi or elsewhere; 
(b) to enter and search any premises in which the person was when arrested or 

immediately before the arrest for evidence relating to the offence for which he has 
been arrested. 

 
(3) A police officer may not search a person in the exercise of the power conferred by 

subsection (2), unless he has reasonable grounds for believing that the person to be 
searched may have concealed on him anything for which a search is permitted under  
that subsection. 

 
(4) The power to search conferred under subsection (2) is only a power to search to the 

extent that is reasonably required for the purpose of discovering any such thing or any 
such evidence.” 

 
Searches of an arrested person should thus be conducted reasonably and without degrading the dignity of 
the arrested person.169 

Section 24A: Entry and search after arrest 
Section 24A (1) provides that a police officer may enter and search any premises occupied or controlled 
by a person who is under arrest for an arrestable offence,170 if he or she has reasonable grounds for 
suspecting that there is on the premises evidence that relates to that offence or to some other arrestable 
offence which is connected with or similar to that offence. Section 24A (2) provides that the police officer 
may seize and retain anything for which he or she may search under section 24A (1). However, section 
24A (3) provides that the power to search under section 24A (1) is only a power to search to the extent 

																																																													
169 See section 21(a) and (b) of the Constitution which provides for the right to personal privacy; and section 42(1)(b) of the Constitution 

which provides that every person who is detained, including every sentenced prisoner, has the right to be held under conditions 
consistent with human dignity. 

170 Section 2 of the Code defines an “arrestable offence” as “an offence for which a police officer may, in accordance with the First Schedule 
or under any law for the time being in force, arrest without warrant”. 
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that is reasonably required for the purpose of discovering the evidence. In addition, section 24A (4) 
provides that subject to section 24A (5), the powers conferred by section 24A may not be exercised 
unless a search warrant has been issued in respect of the premises. 

Section 24A (5) provides that a police officer may conduct a search under section 24A (1) before taking 
the person to a police station and without a search warrant if the presence of the person at a place other 
than a police station is necessary for the effective investigation of the offence. Section 24A (6) further 
provides that if the premises consist of two or more separate dwellings, the police officer may search 

(a) any dwelling in which the arrest took place or in which the person arrested was 
immediately before his arrest; and 

(b) any parts of the premises which the occupier of any such dwelling uses in common with 
the occupiers of any other dwellings comprised in the premises. 

 
Section 24A (7) provides that if the person who was in occupation or control of the premises at the time of 
the search is in police detention at the time the record is to be made, the police officer shall make the 
record as part of his or her custody record. Finally, section 24A (8) provides that for the purposes of the 
section “premises” includes any 

(a) vehicle, vessel, aircraft or hovercraft; 
(b) offshore installation; and 
(c) tent or movable structure. 
 

Section 25: Power of police officer to search and detain aircraft, vessel or vehicle and persons in 
certain circumstances 
Section 25 provides that police have power to search and detain aircraft, vessels or vehicles and persons 
in certain circumstances, as follows: 

“(1) Any police officer, or other person authorized in writing by the Inspector General of 
Police, may stop search and detain— 
(a) any aircraft, vessel or vehicle in or upon which there shall be reason to suspect that 

anything stolen or unlawfully obtained may be found; 
(b) any aircraft, vessel or vehicle which there shall be reason to suspect has been used 

or employed in the commission, or to facilitate the commission, of any offence 
under Chapters XXVI, XXVIII, or XXIX or section 328 of the Penal Code; or  

(c) any person who may be reasonably suspected of having in his possession or 
conveying in any manner anything stolen or unlawfully obtained, 

and, where anything is found for which such search is being made, may seize such thing. 
(2) No person shall be entitled to any damages or compensation for any loss of damage 

suffered by him in respect of the detention under this section of any aircraft, vessel or 
vehicle or of the seizure of anything found and seized under this section except where the 
police officer or authorized person acted without reasonable cause. 

(3) For the purpose of this section the expressions “aircraft”, “vessel” and “vehicle” 
respectively, include everything contained in, being on, or attached to any aircraft, vessel 
or vehicle, as the case may be, which forms part of the equipment of such aircraft, vessel 
or vehicle.” 

 
Section 28: Arrest by police officer without warrant 
Section 28 provides that a police officer may, without an order from a magistrate and without a warrant, 
arrest a person in the following circumstances, among others: 

(a) a person whom he or she suspects upon reasonable grounds of having committed an 
arrestable offence; 

(b) a person who obstructs a police officer while in the execution of his duty, or who has 
escaped or attempts to escape from lawful custody; 

(c) a person who has been proclaimed as an offender under section 106 of the Code; 
(d) a person whom he or she suspects upon reasonable grounds of having been concerned 

in any act committed at any place out of Malawi which, if committed in Malawi, would 
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have been punishable as an offence and for which he or she is under any written law 
liable to be apprehended and detained in Malawi; 

(e) any person for whom he or she has reasonable cause to believe a warrant of arrest has 
been issued; and 

(f) any person who is about to commit an arrestable offence or whom he or she has 
reasonable grounds for suspecting to be about to commit an arrestable offence. 

 
Section 80: Powers of public prosecutors 
Section 80 provides that a public prosecutor may appear and plead without any written authority before 
any court in which any case of which he or she has charge is under inquiry, trial or appeal; and if a private 
person instructs a legal practitioner to prosecute in such a case, a public prosecutor may conduct the 
prosecution, and the legal practitioner so instructed shall act under the directions of the public prosecutor. 

Section 147: Property found on accused person 
Section 147 provides that where, on the apprehension of a person charged with an offence, any property 
is taken from him or her, the court before which he or she is charged may order the following: 

(a) that the property or a part of the property be restored to the person who appears to the 
court to be entitled to the property, and, if he or she is the person charged, that it be 
restored either to him, her or to another person as he or she may direct; or 

(b) that the property or a part of the property be applied to the payment of any fine, costs or 
compensation directed to be paid by the person charged. 

 
Section 148: Restitution of stolen property 
Section 148 provides the procedure on restitution of stolen property. Section 148 (1) provides that if any 
person guilty of an offence mentioned in Chapters XXVI to XXXII of the Code, inclusive, of the Penal 
Code, in stealing, taking, obtaining, extorting, converting, or disposing of, or in knowingly receiving any 
property, is prosecuted to conviction, the property shall be restored to the owner or his or her 
representative. In addition, section 148 (2) provides that in every case referred to in section 148, the court 
before which the offender is convicted has power to award, from time to time, writs of restitution of the 
property in a summary manner. Section 148 (3) provides that where goods have been obtained by fraud 
or other wrongful means not amounting to stealing, the property in the goods shall not vest in the person 
who was the owner of the goods, or his or her personal representative, by reason only of the conviction of 
the offender.  

Section 148 (4) provides that on the restitution of any stolen property, if it appears to the court by the 
evidence that the offender has sold the stolen property to any person, that the person has had no 
knowledge that the property was stolen, and that any moneys have been taken from the offender on his or 
her apprehension, the court may, on the application of the purchaser, order that out of the moneys a sum 
not exceeding the amount of the proceeds of sale be delivered to the purchaser. 

Further, section 148 (5) provides that the operation of any order made under section 148 shall, before 
which the conviction takes place directs to the contrary in any case in which the title to the property is not 
in dispute, be suspended until the time for appeal has elapsed and in any case where an appeal is 
lodged, until the determination of the appeal. Section 148 (6) provides that where the operation of any 
order made under section 148 is suspended until the determination of the appeal, the order shall not take 
effect as to the property in question if the conviction is quashed on appeal. In addition, section 148 (7) 
provides that the Chief Justice may make provision by rules for securing the safe custody of any property, 
pending the suspension of the operation of the order. 

Section 148 (8) provides that a person aggrieved by an order made under section 148 may appeal to the 
High Court, and upon the hearing of the appeal the High Court may by order annul or vary any order 
made on a trial for the restitution of any property to any person, although the conviction is not quashed. 
Further, section 148 (9) provides that in section 148 the word “goods” includes all chattels, personal (other 
than things in action and money) emblements, industrial growing crops, and, where there is a contract for 
sale, things attached to or forming part of the land which are agreed to be severed before sale or under 
the contract of sale. Finally, section 148 (10) provides that nothing in section 148 shall apply to the case of 
any security which has been paid in good faith or discharged by a person liable to the payment of the 
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security, or being a negotiable instrument, has been taken in good faith or received by transfer or delivery 
by a person for a just and valuable consideration without any notice or without reasonable cause to 
suspect that the same has been stolen. 

Section 149: Disposal of property 
Section 149 provides for the disposal of property. Section 149 (1) thus states that at any time in the 
course of, or after the conclusion of, an inquiry or trial, the court may make an order as it thinks fit for the 
disposal, by destruction, forfeiture, confiscation, delivery to any person claiming to be entitled to 
possession, or in any other manner, of any property or documents produced before it or in its custody or 
regarding which any offence appears to have been committed or which has been used for the commission 
of any offence.  

Section 149 (2) further provides that when the High Court makes the order and cannot through its own 
officers conveniently carry out the order, the High Court may direct that the order be carried into effect by 
a subordinate court. Section 149 (3) provides that when an order is made under section 149, the order 
shall not (except where the property is livestock or is subject to speedy and natural decay) be carried out 
until the period allowed for appealing against the order has expired or, when an appeal is brought within 
that period, until the appeal has been disposed of. Lastly, section 149 (4) provides that in section 149, 
“property” includes, in the case of property regarding which an offence appears to have been committed, 
not only such property as has been originally in the possession or under the control of any person but also 
any property into or for which the same may have been converted or exchanged and anything acquired by 
such conversion or exchange whether immediately or otherwise. 

Section150: When offence proved is included in offence charged 
Section 150 (1) states that when a person is charged with an offence consisting of several particulars, a 
combination of some only of which constitutes a complete minor and cognate offence,171 and the 
combination is proved but the remaining particulars are not proved, he or she may be convicted of the 
minor and cognate offence although he or she was not charged with it. Further, section 150 (2) provides 
that when a person is charged with an offence and facts are proved which reduce it to a minor and 
cognate offence, he or she may be convicted of the minor and cognate offence although he or she was 
not charged with it. 

Section151: Alteration of charge, and related matters 
Section 151 provides for the procedure on alteration of charges and related matters. Section 151 (1) thus 
states that every objection to any charge for any formal defect on the face of the charge shall be taken 
immediately after the charge has been read over to the accused and not later. In addition, section 151(2) 
provides that where at any stage of the trial before the court complies with section 254 of the Code,172 or 
call on the accused for his or her defence under section 313, as the case may be, the following appears to 
the court: 

(a) that the charge is defective either in substance or form; 
(b) that the evidence discloses an offence other than the offence with which the accused is 

charged; 
(c) that the accused desires to plead guilty to an offence other than the offence with which he 

is charged, 
 

the court may make an order for the alteration of the charge, either by amendment of the charge or by the 
substitution or addition of a new charge as it thinks necessary to make in the circumstances of the case, 
unless, having regard to the merits of the case, the amendments cannot be made without injustice. 

Section 151 (3) provides that where a charge is amended in accordance with section 151, a note of the 
order for amendment is endorsed on the charge and the charge is treated for the purposes of the 

																																																													
171 In David Mwangi Njoroge v. Republic [2015] eKLR; Criminal Appeal No. 193 of 2013 (High Court of Kenya), Ngenye-Macharia J. 

described a cognate offence as follows: 
“The Black’s Law Dictionary 9th Edition page 1186 defines a cognate offence as:- 
“A lesser offence that is related to the greater offence because it shares several of the elements of the greater offence and is of the 
same class or category.”” 
Available at www.kenyalaw.org/caselaw/cases/view/111914/ Accessed on 28 December, 2015 at 17:36 hours. 

172 Section 254 provides for the procedure on the close of the case for the prosecution. 
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proceedings in connection with the charge as having been filed in the amended form. Section 151 (4) 
provides that every new or altered charge shall be read and explained to the accused. Further, section 
151 (5) provides that the court shall then call upon the accused to plead to the altered charge and to state 
whether he or she is ready to be tried on the new or altered charge. If the accused declares that he or she 
is not ready, the court duly considers the reasons he or she may give and, if proceeding immediately with 
the trial is not likely in the opinion of the court to prejudice the accused in his or her defence or the 
prosecution in the conduct of the case, the court may, after the charge or alteration has been framed or 
made, proceed with the trial as if the new or altered charge had been the original charge.173  

Section 151 (7) provides that if the new or altered charge is such that proceeding immediately with the 
trial is likely in the opinion of the court to prejudice the accused or the prosecution, the court may direct a 
new trial or adjourn for a period as is necessary. Where a magistrate decides to proceed with the new or 
altered charge without directing a new trial he or she shall, except where he or she is of the opinion that 
the presence of a witness cannot be obtained without an amount of delay or expense which, in the 
circumstances of the case, he or she considers unreasonable, re-summon all or any witness for re-cross-
examination if requested by the accused.174 

Section 151 (9) provides that if the offence stated in the new or altered charge is one for the prosecution 
of which previous sanction is necessary, the case shall not be proceeded with until the sanction is 
obtained, unless sanction has already been obtained for a prosecution on the same facts as those on 
which the new or altered charge is founded. Lastly, section 151 (10) provides that variance between the 
charge and the evidence adduced in support of it with respect to the time at which the alleged offence was 
committed is not material and the charge needs to be amended for the variance if it is proved that the 
proceedings were instituted within the time limited by law for the institution of proceedings. 

Section152: Person charged with any offence may be convicted of attempt 
Section 152 provides that when a person is charged with an offence, he or she may be convicted of 
having attempted to commit that offence, although he or she was not charged with the attempt. 

Section 187: Burden of proof 
Section 187 provides for the burden of proof when prosecuting offences. Section 187 (1) provides that the 
burden of proving any particular fact lies on the person who wishes the court or jury, as the case may be, 
to believe in its existence, unless it is provided by any written law that the proof of that fact shall lie on any 
particular person. However, the proviso to section 187 states that “subject to any express provision to the 
contrary in any written law the burden of proving that a person who is accused of an offence is guilty of 
that offence lies upon the prosecution.” Further, section 187 (2) provides that the burden of proving any 
fact necessary to be proved in order to enable any person to give evidence of another fact is on the 
person who wishes to give the evidence. 

Section 260: Evidence for arriving at proper sentence 
Section 260 (1) provides that the court may, before passing sentence, receive evidence that it thinks fit to 
inform itself as to the sentence proper to be passed. Further, section 260 (2) provides that evidence that 
the court may receive under section 26 0(1) may, in addition to the evidence of the accused or the 
prosecution, include the evidence by or on behalf of the victim of the offence and any relevant reports to 
enable the court assess the gravity of the offence. The prosecution is therefore required to utilize section 
260 to address the court on what should be the appropriate to be passed.  

Prosecutors thus need to provide evidence-based facts to persuade the court. These include the 
seriousness of wildlife crime, which could take place in disguised forms, for instance money laundering; 
and involve other offences, for instance corrupt practices. The prosecution could further demonstrate that 
wildlife crime poses adverse impacts on environmental management and conservation; and undermines 
the growth of socioeconomic development through tourism, among others. The seriousness of wildlife 
crimes and their wide-ranging impact are increasingly being reflected by judicial officers passing 
meaningful and appropriate sentences. 

																																																													
173 Section 151(6). 
174 Section 151(8). 
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Section 266: Variance between evidence and charge 
Section 266 (1) provides that an objection to a charge, summons or warrant for the defect in substance or 
in form, or for variance between it and the evidence of the prosecution, shall not be allowed. However, 
section 266 (2) provides that if the variance to a charge, summons or warrant under section 266 (1) 
appears to the court to be that the accused has been thereby deceived or misled, the court may, on the 
application of the accused, adjourn the inquiry and allow any witness to be recalled, and allow such 
questions to be put to him or her as by reason of the terms of the charge may have been omitted. 

Section 272: Conflict of evidence 
Section 272 provides that where there is a conflict of evidence, the court shall consider the evidence to be 
sufficient to put the accused on his or her trial if the evidence against him or her is that it, if 
uncontradicted, would raise a probable presumption of his or her guilt, notwithstanding that it is 
contradicted in material points by evidence in favour of the accused, unless the court, for reasons to be 
recorded in the proceedings, shall see fit to deviate from this rule. 

Section 282: Filing of a charge 
Section 282 (1) provides that the Director of Public Prosecutions shall after receipt of the authenticated 
copy of depositions referred to in section 279175 draw up and sign a charge in accordance with the Code 
in the form set out in the Third Schedule, which shall be filed in the Registry of the High Court, unless a 
judge makes an order to the contrary pursuant to section 281.176 Further, section 282 (2) provides that in 
any charge filed under section 282 (1), the Director of Public Prosecutions may charge the accused with 
any offences which in his or her opinion are disclosed by the depositions either in addition to, or in 
substitution for, the offences upon which the accused has been committed for trial. 

Section 337: Orders where punishment not appropriate, absolute or conditional discharge, 
probation, and related orders 
Section 337 provides for various orders in cases where punishment may not be appropriate, absolute or 
conditional discharge, probation, and related orders. Section 337 (1) thus provides that where in any trial 
for an offence, the court thinks that the charge is proved but is of the opinion that, having regard to the 
youth, old age, character, antecedents, home surroundings, health or mental condition of the accused, or 
to the fact that the offence has not previously committed an offence, or to the nature of the offence, or to 
the extenuating circumstances in which the offence was committed, it is inexpedient to inflict any 
punishment, the court may 

(a) without proceeding to conviction, make an order dismissing the charge, after the 
admonition or caution to the offender as to the court seems fit; 

(b) convict the offender, and if probation is not appropriate, make an order either discharging 
him or her absolutely or, if the court thinks fit, discharging him or her subject to the 
condition that he or she does not commit an offence during a period, not exceeding 
twelve months from the date of the order, as may be specified in the order; 

(c) where the court considers it expedient to release the offender on probation 
(i) if the offender expresses his or her willingness to comply with the order, after or 

without convicting the offender, make a probation order; or 
(ii) convict the offender and direct that he or she be released on his or her entering into 

a bond as is referred to in section 53 of the Code,177 with or without sureties, and, in 
addition to any other condition, subject to the condition that, during the period (not 
exceeding three years) as the court may direct, he or she shall appear and receive 
sentence when called upon and in the meantime shall keep the peace and be of 
good behaviour. 

 

																																																													
175 Section 279 provides as follows: 

“In the event of committal for trial the written charge (if any), the depositions, the statement of the accused, the bond of the accused, the 
complainant and the witness and any documents or things which have been put in evidence, shall be transmitted without delay by the 
committing court to the Registrar of the High Court, and an authenticated copy of the written charge, the depositions and the statement 
of the accused shall also without delay be transmitted to the Director of Public Prosecutions.” 

176 Section 281 provides for the return of depositions with a view to summary trial. 
177 Section 53 provides for conditions of bonds. 
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Section 337 (2) provides that an order made under section 337 (1)(a) shall, for the purpose of reverting or 
restoring stolen property and of enabling the court to make any order under sections 147 and 148 of the 
Code178 have the like effect as a conviction. Section 337 (3) provides that an order discharging an 
offender conditionally under section 337 (1)(b) is in the Code referred to as an order for conditional 
discharge, and the period specified in the order is referred to as the period of conditional discharge. 
Further, section 337 (4) provides that a probation order made under section 337(1)(c)(i) shall be made in 
accordance with section 4 of the Probation of Offenders Act179 and shall have effect in accordance with 
that Act. In the Code, a bond entered into under section 337 (1)(c)(ii) is referred to as a probation bond 
and the period of a probation order or probation bond is referred to as the probation period. Thus the 
provisions of sections 123 and 125 of the Code180 shall, with any necessary modifications, apply to 
probation bonds.  

Section 337 (5) provides that before making an order for conditional discharge or acting under section 
337(1)(c) the court shall explain to the offender in ordinary language that 

(a) if he or she commits another offence during the period of conditional discharge or the 
probation period; and 

(b) in the case of a probation order or probation bond, if he or she fails in any respect to 
comply with the probation order or probation bond, 

he or she will be liable to be sentenced or convicted and sentenced for the original offence. 
 

Lastly, section 337 (6) provides that where, under section 341 of the Code,181 a person conditionally 
discharged is sentenced for the offence in respect of which the order for conditional discharge was made, 
that order shall cease to have effect. 

Section 339: Suspended sentence 
Section 339(1) provides that when a person is convicted of any offence the court may pass sentence of 
imprisonment but order the operation of the sentence to be suspended for a period not exceeding three 
years, on one or more conditions, relating to compensation to be made by the offender for damage or 
pecuniary loss, or to good conduct, or to any other matter whatsoever, as the court may specify in the 
order. Further, section 339(2) provides that when a person is convicted of any offence, not being an 
offence the sentence for which is fixed by law, the court may, if it is of the opinion that the person would 
be adequately punished by a fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding twelve months, fine the 
person or sentence the person to a term of imprisonment not exceeding twelve months but the court may, 
as the case may be, order the suspension of the payment of the fine or operation of the sentence of 
imprisonment on condition that the person performs community service for a number of hours as the court 
may specify in the order. 

Section 340: Imprisonment of first offenders 
Section 340(1) provides that where a person is convicted by a court of an offence and previous conviction 
is not proved against him or her, he or she shall not be sentenced for that offence, otherwise than under 
section 339, to undergo imprisonment, not being imprisonment to be undergone in default of the payment 
of a reasonable fine, unless it appears to the court, on good grounds, which shall be set out by the court in 
the record, that there is no other appropriate means of dealing with him or her. Further, section 340(2) 
provides that the provisions of sections 15 and 16 of the Code182 shall apply to a sentence of 
imprisonment imposed by a subordinate court under section 340(1) to the extent specified in sections 15 
and 16. 

 

 

																																																													
178 Sections 147 and 148 provide for property found on an accused person; and restitution of stolen property, respectively. 
179 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 9:01. 
180 Sections 123 and 125 provide for discharge and death of sureties; and forfeiture of bond, respectively. 
181 Section 341 provides for consequences of breach of conditions. 
182 Section 15 provides for certain sentences that are to be confirmed on review by the High Court before being given effect, and related 

matters. Section 16 provides for release on bail pending an order of the High Court. 
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The Code, as considered, is important in the prosecution of cases relating to wildlife crime because it 
provides the procedure to be followed by prosecutors as well as judicial officers in presiding over the 
cases. Of particular significance are the sentencing principles that judicial officers follow. It is thus 
important for prosecutors to be conversant with the sentencing principles to assist the court with the 
application of the principles depending on the circumstances of a particular case.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Malawi’s	very	small	rhino	population	is	being	
poached	and	rhino	horn	is	also	brought	in	
from	neighbouring	countries	and	exported	
through	Malawi.		
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4. Model charges and evidence in wildlife crime 
cases 

 

4.1 Background 
This chapter considers model charges and evidence in wildlife crime cases. The focus is on charges and 
evidence that prosecutors can bring against suspects of wildlife crime. However, the Handbook 
acknowledges the role of the judiciary and investigators in the prosecution of wildlife crime cases. Thus 
some aspects of investigation and sentence considerations to be taken into account by investigators and 
judicial officers, respectively, have been incorporated in the chapter.  

4.2 Aspects of Investigations 
Investigators play a crucial role in the process of prosecution of wildlife crime. The quality of investigation 
carried out in a particular case can contribute to the relevance of the evidence required to prove the 
required elements of a case. Investigations can thus determine the outcome of a case, both in positive 
and negative terms. It is necessary for investigators to observe the tenets of human rights when 
investigating wildlife crime cases to avoid prejudicing their own case. This part thus briefly discusses 
aspects of human rights; crime scene investigation; and evidence in relation to wildlife crime cases. 

4.2.1 Aspects of Human Rights 
The Constitution makes provision for human rights, which must be adhered to by investigators in the 
course of criminal investigations in general, and wildlife crime, in particular. Section 15 (1) of the 
Constitution provides that the human rights and freedoms enshrined in Chapter IV of the Constitution shall 
be respected and upheld by the executive, legislature, judiciary and all organs of the Government and its 
agencies, which includes agencies that employ investigators.  

In addition, section 19 of the Constitution provides for human dignity and personal freedoms. Section 19 
(1) provides that “[T]he dignity of all persons shall be inviolable.” Section 19 (2) provides that in judicial 
proceedings or other proceedings before any organ of the State, and during the enforcement of a penalty, 
respect for human dignity shall be guaranteed. In addition, section 19 (3) provides that a person shall not 
be subject to torture of any kind or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; while section 
19 (4) provides that a person shall not be subject to corporal punishment in connection with any judicial 
proceedings or other proceedings before any organ of the State. Further, section 19 (6)(a) provides that 
subject to the Constitution, every person shall have the right to freedom and security of person, which 
shall include the right not to be detained without trial. Section 19 of the Constitution provides many 
requirements that must be observed by investigators. Thus investigators are not supposed to violate the 
dignity of suspects or any other person during investigations; subject suspects of wildlife crime to any kind 
of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; or corporal punishment. Investigators 
should not, further, cause detention of suspects without trial. 

Section 21 of the Constitution provides for privacy, as follows: 

“Every person shall have the right to personal privacy, which shall include the right not to be 
subject to— 
(a) searches of his or her person, home or property; 
(b) the seizure of private possessions; or 
(c) interference with private communications, including mail and all forms of 

telecommunications.” 

Investigators should therefore ensure that during investigations, searches of suspects, their homes or 
property; and seizures of private possessions must be carried out pursuant to search warrants or as 
otherwise provided by law. In a related consideration, section 28 (2) of the Constitution provides that a 
person shall not be arbitrarily deprived of property. Thus where investigations relate to the property of a 
suspect, the suspect should not be arbitrarily deprived of the property. However, the property can be 
seized pursuant to court orders and search warrants, where practicable, for the purposes of recovery; or 
to be tendered in court as exhibits.  
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Section 42 of the Constitution provides for arrest, detention and fair trial. For the purposes of aspects of 
investigation, investigators need to pay attention, among other provisions, to section 42 (2)(a), (b), and (c) 
which provides as follows: 

“(2) Every person arrested for, or accused of, the alleged commission of an offence shall, in 
addition to the rights which he or she has as a detained person, have the right— 

(a) promptly to be informed, in a language which he or she understands, that he or she has 
the right to remain silent and to be warned of the consequences of making any statement; 

(b) as soon as it is reasonably possible, but not later than 48 hours after the arrest, or if the 
period of 48 hours expires outside ordinary court hours or on a day which is not a court 
day, the first court day after such expiry, to be brought before an independent and 
impartial court of law and to be charged or to be informed of the reason for his or her 
further detention, failing which he or she shall be released; 

(c) not to be compelled to make a confession or admission which could be used in evidence 
against him or her” 

 

It is important for investigators to adhere to human rights and freedoms briefly considered above. Failure 
to adhere to human rights and freedoms could entitle suspects to challenge the lawfulness of their 
detention; searches of their person or property; and seizure of their property, among others. In effect, 
prosecution of the wildlife crime case may be prolonged as a result of objections that may be raised by the 
suspects with regard to their challenges. Further, the investigating, arresting and prosecuting authorities 
may be sued by the suspects to be compensated for any human rights violations. Payments of 
compensation are thus costly and needless because they are avoidable.   

4.2.2 Crime Scene Investigations 
Crime scene investigations greatly contribute to evidence that investigators use in the detection and 
prosecution of wildlife crime. Crime scene investigations relate to forensic science, which is the study of 
evidence discovered at a crime scene and used in court. Forensic science is any science used for the 
purposes of law, and therefore provides impartial scientific evidence for use in the court of law; and in a 
criminal investigation and trial. Forensic science is a multidisciplinary subject drawing principally from 
chemistry and biology but also from physics, geology, psychology, social science, etc.  

Various forms of forensic evidence include blood, fingerprints, shoe prints, hair, vehicles, cigarette butts, 
semen, body fluids, DNA183, tyre prints, handwriting, typewriting, photographs, firearms and tool marks, 
insects (entomological factors) forensic art, animation, etc. 

The importance of forensic evidence and crime scene investigations can be succinctly discerned from the 
words of Professor Edmond Locard (1877–1966): 

“Wherever he steps, whatever he touches, whatever he leaves, even unconsciously, will serve as 
a silent witness against him. Not only his fingerprints or his footprints, but his hair, the fibres from 
his clothes, the glass he breaks, the tool mark he leaves, the paint he scratches, the blood or 
semen he deposits or collects. All of these and more, bear mute witness against him. This is 
evidence that does not forget. It is not confused by the excitement of the moment. It is not absent 
because human witnesses are. It is factual evidence. Physical evidence cannot be wrong, it 
cannot perjure itself, it cannot be wholly absent. Only human failure to find it, study and 
understand it, can diminish its value.”184 

From the instructive view of the French scientist, Professor Edmond Locard, investigators need, through 
crime scene investigations, to carefully find evidence, study and understand it. In that regard, investigators 
need to understand that “[t]here are different types of crime scene, which may influence the value of 

																																																													
183 James E. Clapp, Dictionary of the Law (n 157) defines DNA as “deoxyribonucleic acid, the macromolecule that contains the genetic 

information for any individual of any species of plant or animal.” 
184 See Forensic Working Group, ‘Wildlife Crime: A guide to the use of forensic andspecialist techniques in the investigation of wildlife crime’ 

(2014) p. 7. Available at www.tracenetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Wildlife-Crime-use-of-forensics-FWG-April-2014.pdf 
Accessed on 10 February, 2016 at 07:39 hours. 
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different types of forensic evidence.”185 For example, in the case of illegal shooting of a bird of prey, the 
crime scene may vary as follows:   

• the body may be found at the location where it was shot; 

• the bird may not have died immediately and flown to another locus and died; or 

• the bird may have been shot and killed then transported by a suspect to another location where  
later found.186 

In addition, investigators have to understand the use of forensic and other evidence either at a crime 
scene or in the vicinity. For instance, investigators may consider:  

• whether there are soil samples, footwear or tyre impressions which may provide information 
about who has visited the scene;  

• whether there are discarded items or perhaps items used to stake down or tie a bait which may 
provide potential sources of human DNA or fingerprints; 

• the potential nature of use of the surrounding land or area; and whether that could indicate a 
motive for the laying of a poison bait, for instance; and 

• whether there are other forms of predator control taking place in the area such as the legal or 
illegal use of traps or snares, since the user of these items may be linked with unlawful predator 
control methods including poisoning.187 

Further, investigators may take photographs and prepare sketch plans of the scene, which can be 
extremely useful in the enquiries.188 The following is a simple illustration of evidence that crime scene 
investigations may reveal:  

Birds of prey stuffed inside plastic tubes, most of them dead, were intercepted at Heathrow 
airport in the process of being smuggled from Thailand into the United Kingdom. A set of 
identical tubes were found stored near the home of the main suspect. The identical tubes were 
believed to have been used for a previous shipment of birds. The fingerprint impressions of the 
suspect were found on the identical tubes and helped to link him to the smuggling operation. The 
suspect later received a lengthy prison sentence for smuggling and illegal trade in birds and 
other wildlife.189 

4.2.3 General Consideration of Evidence  
This part briefly provides a general understanding of evidence that may be useful to stakeholders in the 
prosecution of wildlife crime cases including investigators, prosecutors and judicial officers. Evidence is 
the “information and things pertaining to the events that are the subject of an investigation or a case; 
especially, the testimony or objects … offered at a trial or hearing for the judge or jury to consider in 
deciding the issues in a case.”190 Judicial evidence consists of the following: 

• facts which are legally admissible; and 

• the legal means of attempting to prove the facts. 

The law of evidence thus deals with three basic matters: 

• facts that may or may not be proved in a particular case;  

• the sort of evidence that must be given on a particular fact which may not be proved; and 

																																																													
185 Forensic Working Group, ‘Wildlife Crime: A guide to the use of forensic andspecialist techniques in the investigation of wildlife crime’ (n 

183). 
186 As above. 
187 See Forensic Working Group, ‘Wildlife Crime: A guide to the use of forensic andspecialist techniques in the investigation of wildlife crime’ 

(n 183) 59. 
188 As above. 
189 Forensic Working Group, ‘Wildlife Crime: A guide to the use of forensic andspecialist techniques in the investigation of wildlife crime’ (n 

183) 8.  
190 James E. Clapp, Dictionary of the Law(n 157). 
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• persons who must produce evidence by which any fact is to be proved; and the manner of 
producing the evidence. 

In criminal matters, which include wildlife crime, the facts in issue are the elements of the alleged offence.  

4.2.3.1 Classification of Evidence 
Evidence can be classified into three categories, namely oral evidence; documentary evidence; and real 
evidence. The classification is considered in detail below: 

• Oral Evidence 
Oral evidence is live evidence, and is given by a person in person. The witness must physically 
appear before the Court and under oath or affirmation. He or she must speak what he or she knows of 
the matter in issue and goes through the whole process of examination-in-chief, cross-examination 
and re-examination. Oral evidence is regarded as the best form of evidence because the court is able 
to assess the demeanor of the witness as he or she goes through the examination process. 

• Documentary Evidence 
Documentary evidence arises out of documents, for instance, letters, deeds, written statements, 
maps, photographs, etc. 

• Real Evidence 
Real evidence is, broadly, any demonstrative evidence produced in court for it to be examined for the 
court’s own satisfaction on the matter under enquiry. Examples would include a weapon or bloody 
glove, poached ivory or rhino horn. It is worth noting that the court is concerned with the substance 
and not the content of the exhibit. 

4.2.3.2 Other Classifications of Evidence 
The type of classification of evidence considered above does not cover all the evidence; other 
classifications of evidence include direct evidence, indirect evidence, primary evidence, secondary 
evidence, insufficient evidence, prima facie evidence and conclusive evidence.  

• Direct Evidence 
Direct evidence is evidence that is perceived by the person giving it in court. Usually, direct evidence 
tends to prove facts in issue as opposed to evidence that only proves matters which are collateral to 
the facts in issue.  

• Indirect Evidence 
Indirect evidence is evidence presented in court by a person who did not perceive it himself or herself. 
Indirect evidence which is caught by the hearsay rule191 is acceptable by the court and is called 
circumstantial evidence. 

• Primary Evidence 
Primary evidence mainly relates to documents and the term “primary” suggests original and not 
derived or subordinate evidence. 

• Secondary Evidence 
Secondary evidence suggests that better evidence exists somewhere. It could thus be photocopies of 
the original documents in place of the original. If the court is to accept secondary evidence, the 
prosecutor must ensure that a copy is certified as a true copy of the original. 

• Insufficient Evidence 
Insufficient evidence is weak and unreliable evidence that a reasonable tribunal ought not rely on. 
 

																																																													
191 The underlying notion of the rule against hearsay is that a witness should speak of only facts which he or she has perceived with one of 

his or her five senses: see P.B. Carter, Cases and Statutes on Evidence (Sweet & Maxwell, 1981). 
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• Prima facie Evidence 
Prima facie192 evidence is evidence which appears strong and reliable if uncontradicted. 

• Conclusive Evidence  
Conclusive evidence does not allow room for argument. Usually, it is in form of statutory provisions 
and is strictly applied to statutory provisions.  

4.2.3.3 Sources of the Law of Evidence in Malawi  
Sources of the law of evidence in Malawi include the Constitution of the Republic of Malawi; the Criminal 
Procedure and Evidence Code;193 case law; and authoritative texts by jurists. 

4.2.3.4 Relevance and Admissibility of Evidence 
It is important to note that it is not everything that is given as evidence which is admissible as evidence. 
Facts given in evidence must be linked to the matter in issue, thus the rule of thumb is that “all irrelevant 
evidence is inadmissible but not all admitted evidence is relevant”. The part below considers relevance 
and admissibility in further detail. 

• Relevance 
Relevance is not so much guided by law but by common sense and the reasoning of the common 
person. Admissibility, however, is a question of law. Once relevance has been established, the next 
question is one of admissibility. It thus follows that to pass as evidence, a fact must be both relevant 
and admissible. Section 171 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code provides for relevance of 
facts as follows: 

“(1) Subject to any other law, evidence may be given in any proceeding of the existence or 
non-existence of every fact in issue, and of such other facts as are hereinafter declared to 
be relevant, and of no others. 

 
(2) Facts are relevant which— 
(a) though not themselves in issue, are so connected with a fact in issue as to form part of 

the same transaction, whether they occurred at the same time and place or at different 
times and places; 

(b) are the occasion, the cause or the effect, immediate or otherwise, of relevant facts, or 
facts in issue, or which constitute the state of things under which they happened, or which 
afforded an opportunity for their occurrence or transaction; 

(c) show or constitute a motive or preparation for any fact in issue or relevant fact; 
(d) in so far as they are necessary to explain or introduce a fact in issue or relevant fact, or 

which support or rebut an inference suggested by a fact in issue or relevant fact, or which 
establish the identity of any thing or person whose identity is relevant or fix the time or 
place at which any fact in issue or relevant fact happened, or which show the relation of 
persons by whom any such fact was transacted; 

(e) though not otherwise relevant— 
(i) are inconsistent with any fact in issue or relevant fact; 

(ii) by themselves or in connection with other facts they make the existence or non-
existence of any fact in issue or relevant fact highly probable or improbable; 

(f) show the existence of any state of mind, such as intention, knowledge, good faith, 
negligence, rashness, ill-will or goodwill towards any particular person, or show the 
existence of any state of body or bodily feeling, when the existence of any such state of 
mind or body or such bodily feeling is in issue or relevant; 

(g) where there is a question as to the existence of any right or custom, show or constitute— 
(i) any transaction by which the right or custom in question was created, claimed, 

modified, recognized, asserted or denied, or which was inconsistent with 
 its existence; 

																																																													
192 Prima facie is a Latin term which, literally, means “at first appearance”: see James E. Clapp, Dictionary of the Law(n 157). 
193 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 8:01. 
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(ii) particular instances in which the right or custom was claimed, recognized, or 
exercised, or in which its exercise was disputed, asserted or departed from; 

(h) when there is a question whether an act was accidental or intentional, or done with a 
particular knowledge or intention, show that such act formed part of a series of  similar 
occurrences, in each of which the person doing the act was concerned; 

(i) when there is a question whether a particular act was done, show the existence of any 
course of business, according to which it naturally would have been done. 

 
(3) The conduct of any person is relevant in reference to any fact in issue, and the conduct of 

any person, an offence against whom is the subject of any proceeding, is relevant if such 
conduct influences or is influenced by any fact in issue or relevant fact and whether it was 
previous or subsequent thereto. When the conduct of any person is relevant, any 
statement made to him, or in his presence and hearing, which affects such conduct, is 
relevant. Subject to any other provisions of this Code relating to the relevancy of 
statements, the expression “conduct” in this subsection does not include statements, 
unless those statements accompany and explain acts other than statements. 

 
(4) Where there is reasonable ground to believe that two or more persons have conspired 

together to commit an offence anything said, done or written by one of such persons in 
reference to their common intention after the time when such intention was first 
entertained by any one of them is a relevant fact against each of the persons believed to 
be so conspiring, as well for the purpose of proving the existence of the conspiracy as for 
the purpose of showing that any such person was a party to it.” 

In brief, to establish relevance, the facts produced in evidence must be related to the issue. 

• Admissibility 
Admissibility is governed by rules of law. The Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code deals with how 
the court will admit evidence. Section 172 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code thus provides 
for admissibility of evidence as follows: 

“(1) When either party proposes to give evidence of any fact, the court may ask the party 
proposing to give the evidence in what manner the alleged fact, if proved, would be 
relevant; and the court shall admit the evidence if it thinks that the fact, if proved, would 
be relevant, and not otherwise. 

(2) If the fact to be proved is one of which evidence is admissible only upon proof of some 
other fact, such last mentioned fact must be proved before evidence is given of the fact 
first-mentioned unless the party undertakes to give proof of such fact and the court is 
satisfied with such undertaking. 

(3) If the relevancy of one alleged fact depends upon another alleged fact being first proved, 
the court may, in its discretion, either permit evidence of the first fact to be given before 
the second fact is proved or require evidence to be given of the second fact before 
evidence is given of the first fact.” 

 
As a general rule, to be admissible, evidence which is given must be of genuine facts. Consequently, 
opinion evidence is inadmissible. Admissibility relates to what must be received by a court of law. It is 
a question of law. Section 171 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code states that evidence 
cannot be given of any other facts except the facts in issue and the facts declared relevant. Facts in 
issue are the elements of the offence.  

An opinion is an inference held from observed facts and opinion may be private or public. The position 
of the law is that opinion is irrelevant. A person is supposed to give evidence of facts perceived by him 
or her and not his or her inferences or interpretation. 

The second reason for the exclusion of opinion evidence is usurpation. The person who gives opinion 
evidence usurps the decision making power of the courts. It is the court and not the witness that 
should be drawing conclusions. 
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However, it should be noted that there are exceptions to the conclusion of opinion evidence, for 
instance, where opinion is a fact in issue. Second, lay witnesses may be allowed to give opinion 
evidence in certain circumstances, for instance, giving identity. The witness can testify that in his or 
her opinion the person or thing which he or she saw at one point in time is the same as the person or 
thing which he or she has seen at another point in time. Further, in terms of age, witnesses may be 
allowed to give opinion evidence on the age of a person, document or thing based on appearance. In 
the third circumstance, a witness may testify on his or her health; or the health of another person. 
Finally, lay witnesses may testify on the sobriety or intoxication of another person. 

 

4.2.3.5 Challenges Linked to Evidence 
Despite the guidelines and importance of carefully considered evidence discussed above, investigators 
and prosecutors meet challenges linked to evidence in the prosecution of wildlife crime. Some of the 
challenges are as follows:  

• difficulties in the identification of protected species; 

• difficulties in detecting wildlife crime; 

• difficulties in proving wildlife crime (for instance, in cases of endangering the environment); 

• difficulties in proving the organised aspect of the crime (for instance, cases of organised 
poaching;  
or trafficking of wildlife trophies); 

• difficulties in proving the relationship between the charges under international instruments; 

• unavailability of experts in instances of necessity to use the advice of experts; 

• investigative tools (for instance, interception of telecommunications, etc.) are not used for  
wildlife crime; 

• difficulties relating to collection and securing of cross-border evidence; 

• difficulties in establishing the link between the material damage and the criminal offence (linked 
also  
to the absence of legislative criteria and legislative gaps); and 

• difficulties to prove the intent of suspects.194 

 

4.3 Aspects of Sentencing 
Sentencing of offenders in wildlife crime cases is one of the major issues in the prosecution of wildlife 
crime cases. The general view is that perpetrators of wildlife crime receive lenient sentences thus there 
are calls to consider the seriousness of wildlife crime, which should be reflected in the sentences that 
perpetrators receive.  

The trend in some jurisdictions has been to increase penalties for wildlife crime. For instance, it is 
reported that in Kenya, “[P]reviously just 4% of suspects in wildlife cases went to jail and maximum fines 
for ivory possession were only $350.”195 However, a new watchdog system, supported by the Elephant 
Crisis Fund, in the courtrooms of Kenya has led to multiple life sentences and fines up to $225,000.196 
This part thus considers the role of the judiciary in reflecting the seriousness of wildlife crime when 
passing sentences; and other measures that can contribute to the passing of greater sentences in wildlife  
crime cases. 

 

 

																																																													
194 Eurojust, Strategic Project on Environmental Crime Report (n 107) 65-66. 
195 Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation, ‘Increasing Penalties for Wildlife Crime, Kenya’ Available at www.leonardodicaprio.org/increasing-

penalties-for-wildlife-crime-kenya/ Accessed on 10 February, 2016 at 08:09 hours. 
196 As above. 
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4.3.1 Criminal Jurisdiction of Courts of Magistrates 
Before presiding over proceedings in a wildlife crime case, the judicial officer must first ensure that he or 
she has the jurisdiction to handle the matter. Section 58 of the Courts Act197 provides for the criminal 
jurisdiction of courts of magistrates as follows: 

“In exercise of their criminal jurisdiction the powers of courts of magistrates shall be as 
provided for in this Act, in the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code and in any other  
written law.” 
 

In addition, section 66 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code198 provides for the general authority 
of courts of Malawi: 

“Every court has authority to cause to be brought before it any person who is in Malawi and is 
charged with an offence committed within Malawi or partly within and partly beyond Malawi or 
which according to law may be dealt with by it and to deal with the accused person according 
to its jurisdiction.” 
 

Further, section 13 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code provides for the general jurisdiction of 
courts of magistrates as follows: 

“(1) A Resident Magistrate court and any court of a magistrate of the first or second grade 
may try any offence under the Penal Code or any other law other than—  
(a) offences under sections 38, 39, 63, 208, 209 and 217 of the Penal Code; and  
(b) attempts to commit or aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring the commission of 

any of the offences specified in paragraph (a). 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), offences under sections 133, 134 and 138 of the Penal 
Code shall not be tried by any court of the second grade magistrate.  

(3) A court of the third grade magistrate may try any offence specified in the Second 
Schedule in respect of which the maximum sentence does not exceed the jurisdiction 
conferred on such court under section 14 (3).  

(4) A court of a magistrate of the fourth grade may try any offence specified in the Third 
Schedule in respect of which the maximum sentence does not exceed the jurisdiction 
conferred on such court under section 14 (3). 

(5) The Chief Justice may by notice published in the Gazette amend the Second Schedule 
and the Third Schedule.” 

 
However, the general jurisdiction of courts of magistrates is limited by section 14 of the Criminal 
Procedure and Evidence Code which prescribes sentencing powers of the courts. Essentially, the criminal 
jurisdiction of courts of magistrates is determined by section 14 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence 
Court, as follows: 

(a) Resident Magistrate Court 21 years 

(b) First Grade Magistrate Court 14 years 

(c) Second Grade Magistrate Court 10 years or a fine not exceeding K200,000 or both 

(d) Third Grade Magistrate Court 3 years of a fine not exceeding K150,000 or both 

(e) Fourth Grade Magistrate Court 12 months or a fine not exceeding K100,000 or both 

 
Further, the criminal jurisdiction of courts of magistrates to impose fines is subject to section 14 of the 
Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code as shown above and to the amounts prescribed in the particular 
offence charged and section 29 of the Penal Code. For instance, section 29(3) of the Penal Code 
provides for the following: 

																																																													
197 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 3:02. 
198 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 8:01. 
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“In the absence of express provisions in any Act relating thereto the term of imprisonment 
ordered by a court in respect of the non-payment of any sum adjudged to be paid for costs 
under section 33 or compensation under section 32 or in respect of the non-payment of a fine 
or of any sum adjudged to be paid under any Act shall be such term as in the opinion of the 
court will satisfy the justice of the case, but shall not exceed in any case the maximum fixed by 
the following scale— 
 
Amount Maximum period 

Not exceeding K1,000  1 month 

Exceeding K1,000 but not exceeding K5,000 3 months 

Exceeding K5,000 but not exceeding K10,000 6 months 

Exceeding K10,000 but not exceeding K20,000 8 months 

Exceeding K20,000 12 months.” 

 

4.3.2 Sentence 
Sentence is the process of making a final order to dispose of the case after trial judgment and conviction. 
Section 42 (2)(f)(x) of the Constitution provides that a convicted person is entitled to be sentenced within a 
reasonable time after conviction. Procedurally, the court passes sentence on the accused person after hearing 
the prosecution on the antecedents and the accused in mitigation. The court hears the antecedent and plea in 
mitigation following a conviction in the subordinate court and High Court, under sections 260 and 321J of the 
Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code, respectively. For trials in subordinate courts, section 260 provides for 
evidence for arriving at a proper sentence as follows: 

“(1) The court may, before passing sentence, receive such evidence as it thinks fit in order to 
inform itself as to the sentence proper to be passed. 

(2) Evidence that the court may receive under subsection (1) may, in addition to the evidence 
of the accused or the prosecution, include the evidence by or on behalf of the victim of 
the offence and any relevant reports to enable the court assess the gravity of the 
offence.” 

 
For trial in the High Court, section 321J provides for evidence in arriving at a proper sentence as follows: 

“(1) Where a verdict of guilty is recorded, the High Court may, after judgment but before 
passing sentence, receive such information or evidence as it thinks fit, in order to inform 
itself as proper to the proper sentence to be passed. 

(2) The information or evidence that the court may receive under subsection (1) may, in 
addition to the evidence of the accused or the prosecution, include information or 
evidence by or on behalf of the victim of the offence and any relevant reports to enable 
the court assess the gravity of the offence.” 

 
Pursuant to sections 260 and 321J of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code, prosecutors should be 
able to address the court on what should be the appropriate sentence. Prosecutors should therefore be 
aware of evidence-based facts and provide them to the court in order to assist the court to arrive at a 
proper sentence.  

Sentence is ordinarily associated with punishment but it may not necessarily refer to punishment. 
However, sentence usually refers to the final order of the court, which imposes some obligation on the 
convicted person. Offences charged against an accused person have a punishment provided or are read 
with a section that provides punishment.  

Generally, the breadth and complexity of sentencing makes it difficult to lay down fixed penalties, thus 
section 12 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code provides for a combination of sentences and 
states that subject to section 14 of the Code, a court may pass any lawful sentence combining any of the 
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sentences which it is authorised by law to pass. The judicial officer thus takes into account various 
considerations depending on the circumstances of the case. In that regard, statutes only provide 
maximum or minimum punishments to which the offender may be liable. Maximum punishments are 
reserved for the worst offenders, or worst ways of committing a particular offence, a situation which, in 
theory, has not yet arisen. Aggravating and mitigating circumstances of the offence and offender vary 
from case to case. Courts do not, therefore, ordinarily pass the maximum sentence.199 However, courts 
generally take into account the following factors: 

• the nature of the offence; 

• the previous record of the accused person (i.e. the fact that the accused person has a 
previous conviction is not a reason for increasing sentence, but it is a reason for not granting 
him or her any further leniency ordinarily); and 

• the personal circumstances of the particular accused or offence. 

Judicial officers passing sentence must thus be familiar with the normal sentences passed by the courts; 
and this can be discerned from decided cases by the High Court either on confirmation or appeal. Courts 
of magistrates must therefore take into account views expressed by the High Court or Supreme Court as 
general guidelines in a particular case to arrive at an appropriate sentence. In arriving at a proper 
sentence, a judicial officer passing sentence should decide what he or she intends to achieve by the 
contemplated sentence.  

Judicial officers may pass sentences with the following intents in mind: 

• to provide an appropriate punishment for the offender; 

• to deter other persons who may wish to commit the offence or similar type of offences; 

• to reform the offender; 

• to protect the public by incarcerating the offender; or 

• a combination of the intents outlined above. 

There may be further intents on the mind of a judicial officer passing sentence in addition to the intents 
given above. In addition, the judicial officer passing sentence should decide the extent of the sentence, for 
instance the duration if it is a custodial sentence; and the value if it is fiscal. The judicial officer should also 
consider aggravating circumstances of the offence or offender; and the guidelines and precedents, if any. 
Depending on his or her opinion, the judicial officer may increase or reduce the pre-determined sentence. 
Like any court order, a sentence is subject to appeal thus the court should give reasons to justify the 
exercise of the discretion in terms of the sentence passed. 

Aggravating and mitigating circumstances that the court takes into account are not limited to what the 
prosecution and the defence say in the antecedents and mitigation, respectively. The court is thus 
required to consider the totality of the case and assess whether there are aggravating or mitigating 
circumstances, even where the convict has no record or does not elect to make a plea in mitigation. 

4.3.2.1 Aggravating Circumstances of the Offence 

• Predetermined Crimes 
Courts take into account the fact that the offence was premeditated in contrast to an offence which 
was committed on impulse as an aggravating factor. 

	  

																																																													
199 See Rep. v. Kamil and Yaghi [1971-72] 6 ALR (Mal) 358, 378-79,an exceptional case where the Court held that the maximum sentence 

and consecutive sentence were necessary to protect the public.  
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• Nature of the Offence 
Offences vary in terms of seriousness. The seriousness of an offence may be inherent in the nature of 
the offence itself or in the nature of commission of the offence. An example could be the cross-border 
extent and effect of the offence, 200 as in international illegal wildlife trade. 

• Frequency of the Offence 
Courts take into account the prevalence of a particular offence. Trends in the prevalence of particular 
offences change from time to time thus courts need to be alert. Prevalence of the offence necessitates 
the need to protect the public thus court need to make it clear in sentencing orders the kind of public 
which is the target for protection when citing prevalence of the offence as an aggravating 
circumstance. 

• Abuse of Authority 
Occurrences of abuse of authority are common among employees committing offence against their 
employers, for instance, theft. In the context of wildlife crime, it could be employees who have access 
to weapons providing access to poachers to use the weapons for poaching, among others.  

4.3.2.2 Mitigation 
The accused person, as a convicted person, has a right to make a plea in mitigation of the sentence. A 
plea in mitigation is a prayer made by the accused to the court for the court’s consideration to reduce the 
severity of the punishment that it may pass. The prayer generally pertains to the good character, 
circumstances of the commission of the offence or personal commitments of the accused person. The 
accused has a right to call evidence in mitigation, if he or she wishes. If he or she does, the prosecution 
has a right to cross-examine the witnesses called and also to call evidence to rebut the evidence of the 
accused person in mitigation. Prosecutors thus need evidence-based facts to challenge the mitigation. 
After the court hears the plea in mitigation by the accused person, it passes sentence accordingly. 

4.3.2.3 Mitigating Circumstances of the Offence 
In general, circumstances which are in contrast with the points outlined under aggravating circumstances 
of the offence would constitute mitigating circumstances of the offence. 

4.3.2.4 Mitigating Circumstances of the Offender 

• Pleading Guilty 
Courts take into account the fact that an offender pleaded guilty where the penalty is not fixed by law. 
An offender who pleads guilty saves the court from wasting time and expenses and, further, accepts 
responsibility for his or her criminal conduct. 

• Age of the Offender 
Section 337 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code provides for orders where punishment is 
not appropriate; absolute or conditional discharge; and probation, among others. Section 337 (1) thus 
provides that: 

“[W]here in any trial for an offence, the court thinks that the charge is proved but is of the 
opinion that, having regard to the youth, old age, character, antecedents, home surroundings, 
health or mental condition of the accused, or to the fact that the offence has not previously 
committed an offence, or to the nature of the offence, or to the extenuating circumstances in 
which the offence was committed, it is inexpedient to inflict any punishment, the court may— 
…”  
 
It can therefore be noted that the law considers the difficulties of relatively young or old persons to be 
in held in custody, but age is not prescribed for purposes of sentence.201  

In Rep. v. Felix Madalitso Keke202 the Court stated that for offenders in the age bracket of 36 to 60 
years, when sentencing the court may take into account the following: 

																																																													
200 See Rep. v. Mthali [1971–72] 6 ALR (Mal) 289. 
201 Rep. v. Ng’ambi [1971-72] 6 ALR (Mal) 457. 
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“… follow a full rigour of the sentence that fits the crime on the assumption that the offender is 
supposed to have developed a mature temperament and mature understanding about crime 
and consequences about crime and its impact on the offender’s family and the society of which 
the offender is integral.”  
 

• Previous Good Character 
Pursuant to section 340 (1) of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code, the court should first 
consider non-custodial sentence thus being a first offender is a mitigating factor. However, for 
offenders who have a record, if they took longer to re-offend, or lived an industrious life could be 
evidence of good character. 

• Time Spent in Custody 
The court takes into account the period that an offender has already spent in custody before being 
sentenced. However, the consideration is not automatic because the court could ignore this factor if 
the accused was in custody as a result of his or her own misconduct. For instance, where the accused 
person jumped bail. 

• Expression of Remorse  
Where an accused person expresses regret for the offence that he or she committed, the court may 
consider the factor in his or her favour. The expression of remorse is even greater where the accused 
person takes steps voluntarily to repair the damage, for instance, through restitution.203 

• Attitude of the Accused Person 
The court always considers the attitude of the accused person; and his or her involvement in the 
offence. Some crimes have principal offenders while others may be accessories or accomplices to the 
crimes as discussed in Chapter 3 of the Handbook. In some cases, an accused person may not be 
aware that he or she is committing an offence, for instance, borrowing and driving a motor vehicle 
without knowing that it is carrying prohibited items. The court thus takes the attitude of the accused 
into account. 

• Other Circumstances 
Apart from the circumstances considered above, others may include necessity, for example, where an 
unlicensed driver drives to take a suspect to police; where the conviction will lead to loss of a steady 
job and benefits; the hardship that family members of the offender would go through; and special 
circumstances surrounding the health of the offender.204 

4.3.2.5 Aggravating Circumstances of the Offender 
Circumstances which are generally in contrast with mitigating circumstances of the offender could be 
aggravating circumstances of the offender. However, courts differentiate habitual offenders and repeat 
offenders when dealing with offenders with previous records.  

4.4 Specific Punishments Ordered by Courts 

• Death Sentence 
Section 323 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code and section 26 of the Penal Code, 
respectively, provide for sentence of death. In essence, the provisions stipulate that the sentence 
should specify that the convict will suffer death in the manner authorised by law.  

• Imprisonment (under section 27 of the Penal Code) 
It has been discussed above that the court has discretion to determine the length of imprisonment 
within the prescribed maximum or over the prescribed minimum. Under section 27 of the Penal Code, 
the court also has the discretion to order that the sentence to be with or without hard labour unless the 

																																																																																																																																																																																							
202 Confirmation Case No. 404 of 2010 (High Court) (unreported). 
203 In The Republic v. Maxwell Namata and Luke Kasamba, Criminal Case 45 of 2013 (High Court, Lilongwe District Registry) (unreported), 

at page 8 of the transcript, the Court noted that restitution can be indicative of remorse for crimes committed by a person. 
204 See The Republic v. Maxwell Namata and Luke Kasamba, Criminal Case 45 of 2013 (High Court, Lilongwe District Registry) 

(unreported). 
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statute expressly says otherwise. Where the court does not make the order, the imprisonment will be 
presumed to be with hard labour.  

Further, the court has discretion to reduce life sentence and to add a fine over and above 
imprisonment. Where the accused is charged with several counts in one charge, the court has to 
make a separate finding and conviction on each count. Similarly, when sentencing a convict, section 
35 of the Penal Code provides that the court should enter a sentence separately on each count. The 
sentences imposed will ordinarily run consecutively, that is, one after the other, unless the court orders 
that the sentences should run concurrently; together with the other.205 

• Preventive Sentence 
A preventive sentence is a sentence of imprisonment passed on an offender, but it can exceed the 
maximum sentence for the offence with which the offender is charged. Preventive sentence is 
governed by section 11 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code which provides for the power of 
certain courts to pass a sentence of imprisonment for the protection of the public.  

A preventive sentence is designed to put away an offender for a longer period in order to protect the 
public from his or her offending behaviour. Powers to order a preventive sentence are restricted to the 
High Court, Resident Magistrate’s Court and the court of a magistrate of the first grade. Section 11 of 
the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code provides that the offender must be over twenty-one years 
old; convicted of an offence which attracts a sentence of five years or more; had been previously 
convicted on at least three occasions of an offence attracting a sentence of five years or more, since 
he or she was eighteen years old, and has been sentenced to a custodial sentence on at least two 
previous occasions. The court may pass a preventive sentence of not less than five years and not 
more than fourteen years. The sentence should only be passed on habitual offenders and to protect 
the public. Further, the accused must be given opportunity to be heard before the sentence is passed. 

• Fines (under section 29 of the Penal Code) 
A fine is a fiscal penalty imposed on an accused person. Section 29 of the Penal Code provides for 
fines. Section 29 (1) of the Penal Code provides as follows: 

“Where a fine is imposed under any law, then in the absence of express provisions relating to 
such fine in such law the following provisions shall apply – ” 
 
Section 29 (1) acknowledges the position under section 27 (3) of the Penal Code which provides  
as follows: 

“A person liable to imprisonment may be sentenced to pay a fine in addition to or instead of 
imprisonment.” 
 
In that regard, where the charge does not prescribe a fine as the sentence, the court may pass a 
sentence of a fine if it considers it desirable. 

The sentence to pay a fine, however, is subject to limits set out in the charging section, the jurisdiction 
of the court and section 29 of the Penal Code. Section 29 (1)(a) of the Penal Code provides that 
where there is no statutory limit to the extent of the fine, the fine that may be imposed is unlimited but 
should not be excessive. In addition, section 29 (1)(b) provides that where the offence charged 
provides for a fine or imprisonment, the extent of the fine or imprisonment is at the discretion of the 
court.  

• Forfeiture (under section 30 of the Penal Code) 

Section 30 of the Penal Code provides for forfeiture as a punishment which may be made in addition 
to, or in lieu of any other penalty in respect of specific offences under sections 90, 91, 92, 110, 111, 
331A and 396 of the Penal Code. The punishment of forfeiture under section 30 has the following 
special features: 

																																																													
205 See section 17 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code. 
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• it is applicable to specific offences; 

• it can be ordered in lieu of any other penalty; and 

• if the property cannot be forfeited or traced, the court may assess the value of the property and 
order forfeiture of property to the value of the sum which shall be enforced just like payment of a 
fine. 

 
The essence of forfeiture as a form of punishment is to ensure that the offender does not gain from his 
or her criminal activities. 

Further, the court has powers to order forfeiture of property, which is connected or used in the 
commission of an offence as the consideration of the Firearms Act206 and the Customs and Excise 
Act,207 among others, demonstrates under Chapter 3 of the Handbook. 

The power to order forfeiture is discretionary thus the court has to provide an opportunity to be heard 
to the owners of the property which is subject to forfeiture.208 

• Compensation (under section 32 of the Penal Code) 
Section 32 of the Penal Code provides for compensation. Section 32 (1) thus allows the court to 
adjudge an offender to make compensation to the person who has suffered personal injury or loss of 
property by the offence. The order may be made in addition to or in substitution of any other 
punishment. Further, the court should give the accused person opportunity to be heard where an order 
of payment of compensation is in contemplation. 

• Community Service Order 
Section 25 (9) of the Penal Code provides for community service order as one of the punishments that 
the court may give. In addition, section 339 (2) of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code provides 
for community service orders as follows: 

“When a person is convicted of any offence, not being an offence the sentence for which is 
fixed by law, the court may, if it is of the opinion that the person would be adequately punished 
by a fine or imprisonment for a term not exceeding twelve months, fine the person or sentence 
the person to a term of imprisonment not exceeding twelve months but the court may, as the 
case may be, order the suspension of the payment of the fine or operation of the sentence of 
imprisonment on condition that the person performs community service for such number of 
hours as the court may specify in the order.” 
 
When the offender is sentenced to perform community service, he or she performs unpaid work for the 
benefit of the community. 

• Other Orders 
The court has powers to make other orders as it considers fit under sections 337, 338 and 339 of the 
Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code. The orders apply where the offence does not have a 
sentence fixed by law, and the court having regard to the youth, old age, character, antecedents, 
home surroundings, health or mental condition of the accused or o the fact that the offender has not 
previously committed, it is inexpedient to inflict any punishment the court may make such other orders 
which include, without entering a conviction dismiss the charge and admonish or caution the offender, 
convict the offender and discharge him conditionally or unconditionally, make a probation order, or 
allow accused to enter into a bond to come and receive a sentence and meantime keep the peace, 
security to keep the peace and suspended sentence.  

In all the circumstances, the court should explain to the offender the effect of the order it intends to 
pass and the offender must be willing to comply with the order and the conditions. It is a requirement 
that the conditions set must be precise and reasonable, for example, courts have accepted the 

																																																													
206 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 14:08. 
207 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 42:01. 
208 See section 22(b) of the Firearms Act (Cap. 14:08) and section 161 of the Customs and Excise Act (Cap. 42:01).  
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condition that the accused person “shall not be convicted of an offence of a similar nature”, but have 
rejected the condition that the accused person “shall not be convicted of any offence” as  
not reasonable. 

Further, section 341 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code provides that in the event of 
breach of conditions, the court may summon the offender and hear him or her before activating the 
sentence or order if the court finds it necessary to do so. 

• Restitution 
Restitution is restoring of property or money’s worth to the person entitled following theft and recovery 
of the property or monetary proceeds of the property. Section 147 (a) of the Criminal Procedure and 
Evidence Code requires the court to make an order restituting the property or money’s worth to the 
right owners at the end of a trial. In addition, section 147 (b) empowers the court to order that property 
taken from an offender on apprehension be applied to fines, costs or compensation. A restitution order 
should thus be based on the clarity of the evidence in regard to the owner of the property. Where 
ownership of the property is not clear, the court should be slow to order restitution. Courts should thus 
always have due regard to section 142 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code which provides 
for costs against the accused person or a private prosecutor. Section 142 (1) provides that “[I]t shall 
be lawful for a judge or a magistrate to order any person convicted before him of an offence to pay to 
the public as the case may be, such reasonable costs as to such judge or magistrate may seem fit, in 
addition to any other penalty imposed.” 

 

4.5 The Charge 
Section 83 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code provides for modes of instituting proceedings. 
Section 83(1) provides as follows: 

“(1) Proceedings may be instituted— 
(a) by the making of a complaint before a magistrate; 
(b) by bringing before a magistrate a person who has been arrested without warrant; 
(c) by a public prosecutor or a police officer signing and presenting a formal charge to 

a magistrate.” 
 

Under section 83(1), a charge can be drawn by the magistrate, a public prosecutor or a police officer. This 
part thus considers a charge in detail. 

4.5.1 Definition of a Charge 
A charge is a written or printed accusation of a crime made by the State against one or more persons. 
The charge sheet becomes a charge when it has been signed by the proper court officers in accordance 
with sections 83 and 84 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code. Where the charge is not signed by 
the proper court officers, the proceedings are held to be a nullity. 

A criminal trial is only instituted where there is a valid charge to which the accused person can plead. If 
the charge is invalid, all the proceedings are a nullity despite the accused person pleading guilty. 
However, not every defect in a charge would render the charge invalid.  

 
Section 126 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code provides that offences should be 
specified with necessary particulars, as follows: 
“Every charge shall contain, and shall be sufficient if it contains— 
(a) a statement of the specified offence or offences with which the accused is charged; and 
(b) particulars of such offence or offences.” 

 
The charge can thus be divided into four parts: the commencement, the statement of offence, the 
particulars of the offence and validation. 
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• The Commencement 

The commencement cites the particulars of the court, venue, case number and particulars of the 
accused person. A sample appears below. 

 

Sample Commencement  

RESIDENT MAGISTRATE 

 

In the …………………………………………………… Court at  ……………………. 

 
Grade Subordinate 

 
Case No. …………………… of  20 ………… 

 
SUMMONS/CHARGE SHEET 

 

ACCUSED 

 

 Name: …………………………………………….. Tribe: ……………… 

  

 Sex: ………………………………………  Village: …………………… 

 

 Age: ………… Chief and District: ……………………………………… 

 

 To: …………………………………………………………… above-named. 

It has to be noted that the commencement provides information on the court which has jurisdiction over 
the accused person, offence and venue of the court. 

• Statement of Offence 
The description of a statement of offence falls under section 128(a)(i) and (ii) of the Criminal 
Procedure and Evidence Code which provides as follows: 

“(a) (i) a count of a charge shall commence with a statement of the offence charged, called 
the statement of offence; 
(ii) the statement of the offence be short and shall describe the offence in ordinary 

language, avoiding as far as possible the use of technical terms, and without 
necessarily stating all the essential elements of the offence, and if the offence 
charged is one created by written law, shall contain a reference to the section, 
regulation, by-law or rule of the written law creating the offence” 
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The statement of offence takes the following form: 

 

FIRST COUNT 

[If the charge contains only one count, the words “first count” should be omitted.] 

 

STATEMENT OF OFFENCE 

 

Obstructing an officer in the performance of his or her functions, contrary to section 15 of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act. 

Where the offence created has aggravated forms which are specifically provided for, the section 
creating the offence must be cited as read with the section providing for the enhanced punishment.  

For example, theft of cattle will be “theft of cattle, contrary to section 278 as read with section 281 
of the Penal Code.” For a section that creates more than one offence, the particular sub-section or 
paragraph that the offence is charged must be cited, so that it is sufficiently clear to the accused the 
offence or charge that he or she will be required to answer. 

The section creating the offence, defining it and providing the punishment may be different. There is 
no general rule as to which section should be used when drafting the statement of offence, although in 
practice the section providing the punishment tends to be preferred rather than the definition section or 
the section creating the offence. 209 

The offence of residing in a national park without authority can thus be presented as “residing in a 
national park, contrary to section 32(1) as read with section 110(d) of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act.”  

Alternatively, it can be presented as “residing in a national park, contrary to section 110(d) of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act.” The drafter of charges, therefore, depends on precedent where it 
is possible. 

• Particulars of Offence        
 
Section 128(a)(iii) and (iv) of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code describes particulars 
of offence as follows: 
“(iii) after the statement of the offence, particulars of such offence shall be set out in ordinary 

language, giving reasonable information as to the commission of the offence and 
avoiding as far as possible the use of technical terms; 

(iv) where any rule of law or any Act limits the particulars of an offence which are required to 
be given in a charge, nothing in this paragraph shall require any more particulars to be 
given than those so required” 

 
When the charge contains more than one count, sections 127 (2) and 128(a)(vi) of the Criminal 
Procedure and Evidence Code provide that the counts shall be numbered consecutively. The 
particulars of the offence should be stated immediately below the statement of offences, as follows: 

 

 

 

																																																													
209 For instance, theft is under section 278 of the Penal Code which provides for general punishment for theft while section 271 of the Penal 

Code provides for the definition of theft. 
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PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE 

“Robert Kalipinde from on or about the 7th day of January, 2016 to on or about 5th 
March, 2016 at Kasungu National Park, resided in Kasungu National Park without 
authority.” 

 

The particulars of the offence allege the actus reus 210 and mens rea.211 In addition, the particulars of 
the offence generally follow the format of: who is alleged to have committed the offence (it may be 
more than one person), when he, she or they committed the offence; where he, she or they committed 
the offence; what offence he, she or they committed (or what he, she or they did) and against whom 
the offence was committed. 

When drafting particulars of the offence, it is important to avoid any information that is in excess or 
more than needed. The exact time or age of persons involved should thus not be specified unless they 
form an element of the offence. 

• Validation 
At the bottom, the charge sheet will have the particulars of the police station or office conducting the 
prosecution, the date, the signature of the prosecutor and the magistrate as follows: 

………………………….      ……………………… 

          Police Station       Prosecutor 

 

…………………………..      ……………………… 

  Date         Magistrate 

 

It is worth noting that the charge becomes a proper charge once it is dated and signed by the  
two officers. 

Drafting of a charge sheet requires a lot of care and attention; and often requires a great amount of 
skill. Thus magistrates should not think of charges in terms of simple offences. Each offence presents 
a new challenge. It is therefore important to always check the charge against the offence under 
which it is brought, to avoid unnecessary errors. 

Further, it is the duty of the court to emphasise the need for a proper charge before plea is taken. The 
general rule under section 128(f) of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code is that it shall be 
sufficient to describe any place, time, thing, matter, act or omission whatsoever to which it is 
necessary to refer in the charge, in ordinary language in a manner to indicate with reasonable clarity 
the place, time, thing, matter act or omission referred to. It is thus important to pay attention to the 
whole of section 128 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code, which prescribes the rules 
for framing charges. 

4.5.2 Duplicity 
The general rule is that each count of a charge must charge one offence. Section 127 (2) of the 
Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code, in essence, provides that when more than one offence is 
charged in a charge, the description of each offence charged must be set out separately in each count. It 

																																																													
210 Actus reus is a Latin term that literally means “guilty act”. It is “a voluntary act or omission to which criminal responsibility can attach. 

Without such an act there can be no crime, for a fundamental principle of Anglo-American law is that one cannot be punished for bad 
thoughts alone”: James E. Clapp, Dictionary of the Law(n 157). 

211 Mens rea is a Latin term that literally means “guilty mind”. It is “the STATE OF MIND that makes the performance of a particular act a 
crime, or a crime of a particular degree; the element of fault that makes an otherwise innocent act or omission punishable. For example, 
a careful driver who hits a child who darts out from between parked cars may be guilty of no crime, whereas a driver who had time to 
avoid the child but carelessly failed to do so may be guilty of homicide”: James E. Clapp, Dictionary of the Law(n 157). 
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is, therefore, wrong at law to charge more than one distinct offences in one count, whether cumulatives or 
alternatives.212 A count that has more than one offence charged is said to be bad for duplicity. 

The rule against duplicity ensures that the accused person is clear about the offence that he or she is 
going to answer. It also ensures that the court is clear about the offence which it is required to return  
a verdict. 

Duplicity may occur where one count alleges more than one offence against a person, or two distinct 
offences against two persons, or one charge having distinct offences against two distinct persons which 
are misjoined, or several offences of a similar nature were committed on different dates but are in  
one count. 

Section 151 (1) of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code requires that every objection to any charge 
for any formal defect on the face thereof be taken immediately after the charge has been read over to the 
accused and not later. A charge for bad duplicity must thus be objected to at the reading stage and must 
be amended under section 151 (2), otherwise the trial will be a nullity unless it can be saved under the 
principles in sections 3 and 5 of the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code, to the effect that the accused 
was not prejudiced or that there was no failure of justice. 

4.5.3 Exceptions to the Rule against Duplicity  
The rule against duplicity can be avoided if two distinct offences are charged in different counts that are 
pleaded “in the alternative”. In that case, the court makes a finding on the offence that is proved and will 
enter a verdict of not guilty on the offence that is not proved. 

It should be noted that at the stage of taking plea, the prosecution is not obliged to present a “plea of 
guilty” on the alternative charge which normally is lesser. It is possible to request the court to enter a “plea 
of not guilty” and adduce evidence on the second charge.213 

4.5.4 Exhibits 
An exhibit is “a document or object sought to be used as evidence at a trial.”214 Both the prosecution and 
the defence may have articles, documents or statements which form part of their evidence and must be 
tendered in evidence as “exhibits”. 

The articles, documents or statements must be tendered by the witness who ordinarily has custody of that 
thing or whose custody of the thing can be traced to the original custodian. The thing will be introduced by 
the prosecution or defence, and the witness will identify it and give evidence on the issues concerning the 
thing. If the witness is not the one who tenders that thing, the court marks the thing as “unidentified thing”. 
It is possible for the adverse party to introduce a thing during cross-examination of the other side’s 
witness. The identified things for the prosecution and the defence are numbered chronologically, for 
instance, as PID1 or DID1, for the prosecution or defence. 

When the witness tenders the thing, it is marked as an exhibit. The exhibits are also numbered 
chronologically, for instance, as PEH1 or DEX1, for the prosecution or defence. 

Where the exhibit was marked as an ID before, the court will record PID1 marked PEX1, as the case may 
be. However, if the exhibit was not marked before, the court records its identification and marks it. For 
example, firearm marked PEX1. 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
212 This refers to connecting the charges with “and” or “or”. 
213 Director of Public Prosecutions v. Central Africa Co. Ltd. [1971–72] 6 ALR (Mal) 1. 
214 James E. Clapp, Dictionary of the Law (n 157). 
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Raw	ivory	is	carved	into	many	different	forms	of	trinkets,	including	name	stamps,	jewellery	and	
statues.		
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4.6 Model Charges for Wildlife Crimes and Outline of Evidence Required to 
Support Charges under the Penal Code 

Some of the model charges for wildlife crimes and the evidence that a prosecutor requires to support 
charges under the Penal Code are presented as follows: 

 
Section 99: Personating public officers 

CHARGE Personating a person employed in the public Service contrary 
to section 99(a) of the Penal Code. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) personated a 
person employed in the public service (describe the position or 
nature of employment of the person employed in public service) on 
… (describe the occasion) when … (describe functions which the 
person employed in the public service was supposed to perform or 
attend in a particular place by virtue of his or her employment). 

PENALTY  Shall be liable to imprisonment for ten years 

  

CHARGE Falsely representing oneself as a person employed in the 
public service, contrary to section 99(b) of the Penal Code. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) falsely 
represented himself or herself to be a person employed in the 
public service (describe the position or nature of employment of the 
person employed in the public service) and assumed to … 
(describe a specific act) or to attend in any place (describe  

a specific place) for the purpose of doing any act (specify the act), 
by virtue of such employment. 

PENALTY Shall be liable to imprisonment for ten years 

Evidence: 
Eyewitness evidence; or arresting officer. Exhibits of any other relevant material must be presented  
in court. 
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Section 124: Soliciting to break the law 

CHARGE Soliciting or inciting a person (or persons) (choose the 
applicable) to fail to comply with or to contravene any law in 
force in Malawi or in any part thereof, contrary to section 124 
(1)(a) of the Penal Code. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) in writing or by 
words or by his or her behaviour or otherwise (specify conduct) 
solicited or incited (choose the applicable) (name of person) to fail 
to comply with or to contravene any law in force in Malawi or in any 
part thereof (specify the law). 

PENALTY Shall be liable to imprisonment for five years 

  

CHARGE Indicating or implying to any person that it would be 
incumbent or desirable to fail to comply with or to contravene 
any law in force in Malawi or in any part thereof, contrary to 
section 124 (1)(b) of the Penal Code. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) in writing or by 
words or by his or her behaviour or otherwise (specify conduct) 
indicated or implied (choose the applicable) to (name of person) 
that it would be incumbent or desirable to fail to comply with or to 
contravene (specify the law). 

PENALTY Shall be liable to imprisonment for five years 

Evidence: 
Eyewitness evidence; or arresting officer. Exhibits of any other relevant material must be presented  
in court. 

 

Section 125: Soliciting public officers to fail to carry out their duties 

CHARGE Soliciting or inciting (choose the applicable) a person 
employed in the public service to fail to carry out any of his or 
her (choose the applicable) duties, contrary to section 125(a) 
of the Penal Code. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) in writing or by 
words or by his or her behaviour or otherwise (specify conduct) 
solicited or incited (choose the applicable)(describe the position or 
nature of employment of the person employed in public service) 
(being) a person employed in the public service to fail to carry out 
any of his or her duties as such. 

PENALTY Shall be liable to imprisonment for five years 
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CHARGE Soliciting or inciting (choose the applicable) a Chief or any 
person in the service of a Chief to fail to carry out any of his 
or her (choose the applicable) duties as such, contrary to 
section 125(b) of the Penal Code. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) in writing or by 
words or by his or her behaviour or otherwise (specify conduct) 
solicited or incited (choose the applicable) (provide a name) 
(being) a Chief or a person in the service of a Chief to fail to carry 
out any of his or her duties as such. 

PENALTY 
 
Shall be liable to imprisonment for five years 

    Evidence: 
    Eyewitness evidence; or arresting officer. Exhibits of any other relevant material must be presented  
    in court. 

 
 
 

4.7 Model Charges for Wildlife Crimes and Outline of Evidence Required to 
Support Charges under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 

Some model charges for wildlife crimes and the evidence that is required to support charges under the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act are presented as follows. Note some changes under the 2017 Act. 

 
Section 15: Obstruction of officers 

CHARGE Obstructing an officer in the performance of his or her 
(choose the applicable) functions under the National Parks 
and Wildlife Act, contrary to section 15(a) of the Act.  

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

 (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) obstructed an 
officer (name or position of the officer) in the performance of 
functions (specify) under the National Parks and Wildlife Act  

PENALTY 
a) in the case of a first offence, be liable to a fine of not less than 

K4,000 but not more than K10,000 and to imprisonment for a 
term of two years;  
 

b) in the case of a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not 
less than K4,000 but not more than K8,000, and to 
imprisonment for a term of four years.  

	
Penalty changed under the Amendment ACT, Section 21. A fine of 
K2,OOO,OOO and to imprisonment for a term of four years, as 
prescribed by Section 108 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. 
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CHARGE Refusing to furnish to an officer on request, particulars or 
information to which the officer is entitled by or under the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act, contrary to section 15(b) of 
the Act.  

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE  

 (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) refused to 
furnish to an officer (name or position of the officer) particulars or 
information (choose the applicable; and specify the particulars or 
information) to which the officer is entitled by or under the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act.  

PENALTY 
Prescribed by Section 108 of the PRINCIPLE ACT: 
(a) in the case of a first offence, be liable to a fine of not less than 
K4,000 but not more than K10,000 and to imprisonment for a term of 
two years;  
(b) in the case of a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not 
less than K4,000 but not more than K8,000, and to imprisonment for 
a term of four years.  
 
Penalty changed under Amendment Act, Section 21: imprisonment 
for a term of four years, as prescribed by Section 108 of the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act. 

  

CHARGE Wilfully or recklessly giving an officer false or misleading 
information which the officer is entitled to obtain under the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act, contrary to section 15(c) of 
the Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

 (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) wilfully or 
recklessly (choose the applicable) gave an officer (name of the 
officer) false or misleading (choose the applicable) information 
which the officer is entitled to obtain under the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act.  

PENALTY 
Prescribed by Section 108 of the PRINCIPLE ACT: 
(a) in the case of a first offence, be liable to a fine of not less than 
K4,000 but not more than K10,000 and to imprisonment for a term of 
two years;  
(b) in the case of a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not 
less than K4,000 but not more than K8,000, and to imprisonment for 
a term of four years.  

 

Penalty changed under Amendment Act, section 21: imprisonment 
for a term of four years, as prescribed by Section 108 of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act. 

Evidence: 
Eyewitness evidence; or arresting officer.  
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Section 16: Alteration, defacing or removal of official record 

CHARGE Altering, defacing or removing (choose the applicable) an 
official record maintained in pursuance of the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act or regulation or order made under the 
Act* (choose the applicable), contrary to section 16(a) of the 
Act. *The title of regulation or order should be written in full.  

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

 (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location), without 
authority, altered, defaced or removed (choose the applicable) 
an official record maintained in pursuance of the National Parks 
and Wildlife Act or regulation or order made under the Act* 
(choose the applicable).*The title of regulation or order should be 
written in full.  

PENALTY Prescribed by Section 108 of the PRINCIPLE ACT  

a) in the case of a first offence, be liable to a fine of not less 
than K4,000 but not more than K10,000 and to 
imprisonment for a term of two years;  

b) in the case of a second or subsequent offence, to a fine 
of not less than K4,000 but not more than K8,000, and to 
imprisonment for a term of four years.  

 
Penalty changed under the PRINCIPLE ACT, Section 21: A fine of 
K2,OOO,OOO and to imprisonment for a term of four years, as 
prescribed by Section 108 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 

  

CHARGE Altering or defacing any prescribed document issued under 
the National Parks and Wildlife Act, contrary to section 16(b) 
of the Act.  

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location), without 
authority, altered or defaced (choose the applicable) a prescribed 
document (specify the document) issued under the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act.  

PENALTY 
Prescribed by Section 108 of the PRINCIPLE ACT: 
(a) in the case of a first offence, be liable to a fine of not less than 
K4,000 but not more than K10,000 and to imprisonment for a term 
of two years;  
(b) in the case of a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not 
less than K4,000 but not more than K8,000, and to imprisonment 
for a term of four years.  

Penalty changed under the PRINCIPLE ACT, section 21: A fine 
of K2,OOO,OOO and to imprisonment for a term of four years, 
as prescribed by Section 108 of the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act. 

Evidence: 
Eyewitness evidence; or arresting officer. Where the altered, defaced or removed official record or 
prescribed document is available, exhibits must be presented in court. 
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Section 109: Offences relating to game species 

CHARGE 
Taking, hunting, molesting or reducing into possession (choose 
the applicable) a game species, contrary to section 109(a) of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act.  
 
Repealed by the Amendment Act, Section 22, Section 109(a) of 
the National Parks and Wildlife Act now provides for: taking, 
hunting, molesting or reducing into possession any game 
species;  

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) took, hunted, 
molested or reduced into possession (choose the applicable) game 
species (specify the nature of the game species). 

PENALTY If offence committed in a protected area- fine of not less than 
K4,000, but not more than K8,000 and to a term of imprisonment of 
four years. If offence committed in area not classed as a protected 
area, affine of not less than K4,000, but not more than K5,000 and 
to imprisonment of a term of two years. 

APWA amended penalty: a fine of K2,OOO,OOO and to 
imprisonment for a term of four years 

  

CHARGE Possession of, selling, buying, transferring, or receiving in 
transfer (choose the applicable) a specimen of game species, 
contrary to section 109(b) of the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act. 

Repealed by the APWA, Section 22, Section 109(b) now provides 
for possession of, selling, buying, transferring, or receiving in 
transfer, or attempting to possess, sell, buy, transfer or receive 
in transfer any specimen of game species. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) had in his or her 
possession of, sold, bought, transferred or received in transfer 
(choose the applicable) game species (specify the nature of the 
game species). 

APWA amended this to include attempted to possess, sell, buy, 
transfer or receive in transfer any specimen of game species 
(specify the nature of the game species). 

PENALTY If offence committed in a protected area - fine of not less than 
K4,000, but not more than K8,000 and to a term of imprisonment of 
four years. If offence committed in area not classed as a protected 
area, affine of not less than K4,000, but not more than K5,000 and 
to imprisonment of a term of two years. 

APWA amended penalty: a fine of K2,OOO,OOO and to 
imprisonment for a term of four years 

 

Evidence: 
Eyewitness evidence; or arresting officer. Exhibits of the game species must be presented in court. 
The term “possession” is significant when presenting evidence to the court and proving the offence. It 
is necessary to prove knowledge of possession of an article, apart from the nature of the article. 
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Knowledge can be implied even if the suspect is not in physical possession, where issues of the 
degree of control over an item, among others, become important. For instance, if a suspect is caught in 
possession of a bag, he or she is deemed to be in possession of the contents of the bag. If an item is 
found in his or her car, he or she is deemed to be in possession of any item found in the car. Where 
there is more than one suspect in a car, evidence of the exact spot where the item was found in the car 
is vital. Was the item found: 

a. in the boot?  

b. on the passenger or driver’s side foot-well?  

c. on the driver’s door?  

d. in the glove compartment?  

Fingerprint evidence may be necessary and continuity in handling exhibits is vital. 

 

Section 110: Offences relating to protected species other than game species 

CHARGE Taking, hunting, molesting, or reducing into possession 
(choose the applicable) a protected species other than game 
species, contrary to section 110(a) of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act. 

Repealed and replaced by the Amendment Act, Section 23, 
Section 110(a) now states that taking, hunting, molesting, or 
reducing into possession any protected species other than game 
species 
 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) took, hunted, 
molested or reduced into possession (choose the applicable) a 
protected species (specify the nature of the protected species). 

PENALTY 
Shall be liable to a fine of K5,000,000 and to imprisonment for a term 
of ten years and in any case the fine shall not be less that the value of 
the specimen involved in the commission of the offence.  

 
 

CHARGE 
Possession of, selling, buying, transferring or accepting in 
transfer (choose the applicable) a specimen of protected species 
other than game species, contrary to section 110(b) of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act.  
 
Repealed and replaced by the Amendment Act, section 23: 
Section 110(b) now states that it is an offence to be in 
possession of, selling, buying, transferring or receiving in 
transfer or attempting to possess, sell, buy, transfer or receive in 
transfer any specimen of protected species other than game 
species, 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) had in his or her 
possession, sold, bought, transferred or accepted in transfer 
(choose the applicable) protected species (specify the nature of the 
protected species). 

PENALTY 
Fine of K100,000 and to imprisonment for a term of ten years, and in 
any case the fine shall not be less than the value of the specimen 
involved in the commission of the offence. 
As replaced by Section 23 of the Amendment Act, Section 110(b) now 
states the penalty is a fine of K5,000,000 and to imprisonment for a 
term of ten years and in any case the fine shall not be less that the 
value of the specimen involved in the commission of the offence.  
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CHARGE Contravention of a provision of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act which provides for the conduct of a licensee 
under a professional hunter’s licence (specify; and conclude 
with “contrary to section …(specify the provision) as read 
with section 110(c) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act.”)  

The Amendment Act repealed sections 110(c) and (d) and 
covers a similar offence under the new Section 110A(c) 
which states that it is an offence if a person is in (c) …. 
contravention of provision of this Act which provides for the 
conduct of a licensee under a professional hunter's licence;  

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) did or omitted 
to do … (specify conduct), contrary to Section … (specify the 
provision). 

PENALTY Under the Principle Act unamended, the penalty would have 
been a fine of K100,000 and to imprisonment for a term of ten 
years, and in any case the fine shall not be less than the value of 
the specimen involved in the commission of the offence. 

Under the new Section 110A of the Amendment Act, the penalty is 
now shall be liable to a fine of K 15,000,000 and to imprisonment 
for a term of thirty years" and in any case the fine shall not be less 
than the value of the specimen involved in the commission of the 
offence." 

 

The following provides model charges for offences committed before 8th February 2017 (when 
the new Amendment Act came into force), under sections 32 and 33 of the Act, but section 35 
can be drafted in a similar way. 

 

CHARGE Entering or residing in a national park, wildlife reserve or 
nature sanctuary (choose the applicable) without authority, 
contrary to Section 32(1) as read with Section 108 of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act.  

The Amendment Act, Section 3 deletes the following words: 
"national parks, wildlife reserves and nature sanctuaries" 
wherever they appear throughout the Act and substitutes 
them for the words "protected area", so the charge shall now 
read “any person entering or residing in a protected area 
without authority, commits an offence under section 32(1) of 
the PRINCIPLE ACT as read with the amended Section 108. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (or from …to …) (date or dates) at 
(location) entered or resided in (name of) National Park, Game 
Reserve or Nature Sanctuary (choose the applicable)  [replaced 
with “protected area” under the amended PRINCIPLE ACT] 
without authority. 

PENALTY 
Prescribed by Section 108 of the PRINCIPLE ACT: 
a) in the case of a first offence, be liable to a fine of not less than 

K4,000 but not more than K10,000 and to imprisonment for a 
term of two years;  
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b) in the case of a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not 

less than K4,000 but not more than K8,000, and to 
imprisonment for a term of four years.  

Under the Amendment Act the penalty is now a fine of 
K2,OOO,OOO and to imprisonment for a term of four years. 

  

CHARGE Conveying into, or possessing or using within, (choose the 
applicable) a national park, wildlife reserve or nature 
sanctuary (choose the applicable) a weapon, trap, explosive 
or poison (choose the applicable), contrary to section 33(1) 
as read with section 108 of the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) conveyed into, 
possessed, or used within (choose the applicable)(name of) 
National Park, Game Reserve or Nature Sanctuary (choose the 
applicable) (a) weapon(s), trap(s), explosive(s) or poison(s) 
(specify the type of each of the applicable category) without 
authority or under a valid hunting licence issued pursuant to Part 
VII". 

PENALTY Prescribed by Section 108 of the PRINCIPLE ACT: 

(a) in the case of a first offence, be liable to a fine of not less 
than K4,000 but not more than K10,000 and to imprisonment for 
a term of two years;  

(b) in the case of a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not 
less than K4,000 but not more than K8,000, and to imprisonment 
for a term of four years.  

The Amendment Act section 21 amended the penalty to a fine of 
K2,OOO,OOO and to imprisonment for a term of four years. 

  

Section 35 prohibits doing the following acts in a national park, a wildlife reserve or nature sanctuary 
except as otherwise provided by Section 39 or Section 40 of the Act: 

• hunting, taking, killing, injuring, or disturbing any wild plant or animal, or any domestic animal 
or cultivated plant occurring lawfully therein; 

• taking, destroying, damaging, or defacing any object of geomorphological, archaeological, 
historical, cultural, or scientific interest, or any structure lawfully placed or constructed therein; 

• preparing land for cultivation, prospecting for minerals or mining or attempting any of these 
operations; 

• driving, conveying, or introducing any wild animal into a national park, wildlife reserve or 
nature sanctuary; or 

• driving, conveying or introducing any domestic animal into a national park, wildlife reserve or 
nature sanctuary or permitting any domestic animal, of which he or she is for the time being in 
charge, to stray into a national park, wildlife reserve or nature sanctuary. 

Charges under Section 35 of the Act should therefore state prohibited acts specified under 
paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) of the Act, as applicable, in a national park, game reserve or 
nature sanctuary as the case may be, and specify contravention of Section 35(a),(b), (c), (d), or (e) 
as applicable; and as read with Section 110(d) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. 

Particulars of the offence should provide the name of the accused, the date(s) when the alleged 
offence was committed, the prohibited acts that were committed as specified under paragraphs (a), 
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(b), (c), (d) and (e); and the name (location) of the national park, game reserve or nature sanctuary  
as applicable. 

Section 35 is amended by Section 7 of the Amendment Act and now reads: 
“Except as otherwise provided by section 39 or by section 40, "or under a valid hunting licence issued 
pursuant to Part VII; any person who, in a national park or a wildlife reserve- 
(a) hunts, takes, kills, injures, or disturbs any wild plant or animal, or any domestic animal or 
cultivated plant occurring lawfully therein; 
(b) takes, destroys, damages, or defaces any object of geomorphological, archaeological, 
historical, cultural, or scientific interest, or any structure lawfully placed or constructed therein; 
(c) prepares land for cultivation, prospects for minerals or mines or attempts any of these 
operations; 
(d) drives, conveys, or introduces any wild animal into a national park or wildlife reserve; 
(e) drives, conveys or introduces any domestic animal into a national park or wildlife reserve or 
who permits any domestic animal, of which he is for the time being in charge, to stray into a 
national park or wildlife reserve, shall be guilty of an offence”. 

Evidence: Eyewitness evidence; or arresting officer. Exhibits of the protected species, weapons and 
other relevant material must be presented in court. 

  

New sections under the National Parks and Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2017 
which amends the PRINCIPLE ACT 

CHARGE On [date] the accused took, hunted, molested or reduced into his 
or her possession any endangered species, contrary to Section 
110A(a) (c) the contravention of provision of this Act which 
provides for the conduct of a licensee under a professional 
hunter's licence; or (d) the contravention of sections 33, 35 (c) 
and 38 of this Act, No. 11 National Parks and Wildlife 
(Amendment) 7 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) took, hunted, 
molested, reduced into possession (insert as appropriate) any  
endangered species; possessed sold, bought, transferred, 
received (insert as appropriate) or attempted to possess, sell, 
buy, transfer or receive in transfer any specimen of an 
endangered species. 

PENALTY 
Offences relating to listed species shall be liable to a fine of 
K15,000,000 and to imprisonment for a term of thirty years and in 
any case the fine shall not be less than the value of the specimen 
involved in the commission of the offence.	
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CHARGE On [date] the accused [at place] took, hunted, molested or 
reduced into his or her possession (choose the applicable) 
any endangered species, possessed, sold, transferred or 
received in transfer or attempted to possess, sell, buy, 
transfer or receive in transfer any specimen of endangered 
species contrary to Section 110A(b) 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE 
(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) took, hunted, 
molested, reduced into possession (choose the applicable) any 
endangered species; sold, transferred or received in transfer or 
attempted to possess, sell, buy, transfer or receive in transfer 
any specimen of endangered species. 

PENALTY 
Offences relating to listed species shall be liable to a fine of 
K15,000,000 and to imprisonment for a term of thirty years" and in 
any case the fine shall not be less than the value of the specimen 
involved in the commission of the offence.	
 

 
Note: Section 110A(d) as inserted by the Amendment Act covers the offences listed in sections 33, 35 
(c) and 38 of the PRINCIPLE ACT. 

 

Section 110B Offences relating to Listed Species 

CHARGE On [date] the accused [at place] took, hunted, molested or 
reduced into his or her possession (choose the applicable) 
any listed species (specify listed species), contrary to 
Section 110B(a) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act as 
inserted by the National Parks and Wildlife (Amendment) 
Act 2017 Act, Section 24. 

 
PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) took, hunted, 
molested, reduced into possession (choose the applicable) any 
listed species (specify listed species). 

PENALTY Imprisonment for a term of thirty years. 

 

CHARGE On [date] the accused [at place] had in his or her possession 
or was, selling, buying, transferring or receiving in transfer 
(choose the applicable) or attempting to possess, sell, buy, 
transfer or receive (choose the applicable) in transfer any 
specimen of any listed species (specify listed species), 
contrary to Section 110B(b) of the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act as inserted by the   National Parks and Wildlife 
(Amendment) Act 2017Act, Section 24. 

 
PARTICULARS OF  
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) had in his or her 
possession or was, selling, buying, transferring or receiving in 
transfer (choose the applicable) or attempting to possess, sell, buy, 
transfer or receive (choose the applicable) in transfer any specimen 
of any listed species (specify listed species). 

PENALTY Imprisonment for a term of thirty years 
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CHARGE On [date] the accused [at place] acted in breach of a hunting 
licence issued on contrary to Section 110B(c) of the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act as inserted by the National Parks and 
Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2017Act, Section 24. 

 
PARTICULARS OF  
OFFENCE 

 
(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) the accused was 
found to be in breach of a hunting licence as his conduct was (describe 
breach of the regulations) 

PENALTY Imprisonment for a term of thirty years 

 

Section 111: Offences relating to import, export or re-export of specimen of 
protected species or listed species 

CHARGE Importing, exporting or re-exporting (choose the applicable) (a) 
specimen(s) of protected species or listed species (choose the 
applicable), contrary to section 98(a) as read with section 111 of 
the National Parks and Wildlife Act.  

The PRINCIPLE ACT Section 25 amends this to now read: 

On [date} at [place] committed an offence under section 98, namely 
importing, exporting or re-exporting (choose the applicable) (a) 
specimen(s) of protected species or listed species (choose the 
applicable), contrary to section 98(a) as read with the amended 
Section 111 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act.  

of  (same as above) and adds “or under regulations made pursuant 
to section 99 which is amended to say “game species” before 
“protected species”.” 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) imported, exported or 
re-exported or attempted to import or export or re-export (choose the 
applicable) (a) specimen(s) of protected species, (the PRINCIPLE ACT 
added in “or game species” or listed species) (choose the applicable) 
other than through a customs post or port (choose the applicable). 

PENALTY Subject to Section 108 penalties.  

For offences committed after the 8 February 2017, the Amendment Act 
Section 22 applies, penalty of which states that if convicted,  shall be 
liable to imprisonment for a term of thirty years 
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CHARGE Importing, exporting or re-exporting (choose the applicable) (a) 
specimen(s) of protected species the PRINCIPLE ACT added in “or 
game species or listed species (choose the applicable), contrary to 
section 98(b) as read with section 111 of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act. 

No other changes to 98(b) under the Amendment Act, save for the 
penalty. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) imported, exported or 
re-exported or attempted to import or export or re-export (choose the 
applicable) (a) specimen(s) of protected species the PRINCIPLE ACT 
added in “or game species or listed species” (choose the applicable) 
without producing to a customs officer a valid permit to import, to 
export or to re-export the specimen (choose the applicable). 

PENALTY The penalty is covered under Section 108 of the Principal Act, which 
states, Subject to the provisions of the Act, a person who is convicted of 
an offence under this Act for which no other penalty is provided shall -  

(a) in the case of a first offence, be liable to a fine of not less than K4,000 
but not more than K10,000 and to imprisonment for a term of two years;  
(b) in the case of a second or subsequent offence, to a fine of not less 
than K4,000 but not more than K8,000, and to imprisonment for a term of 
four years.  
 
The PRINCIPLE ACT, as amended by section 21 of the Amendment Act 
amends the penalty: a fine of K2,OOO,OOO and to imprisonment for a 
term of four years. 

Note: Under section 99 of the Act, the Minister may, after consulting the Minister responsible for Trade 
and Industry, make regulations imposing additional restrictions on imports, exports or re-exports of 
specimens of a protected species or listed species. For the purposes the regulations, the Minister may 
incorporate the requirements under any international, regional or bilateral agreement to which Malawi or 
the Government is a party. The prosecutor should thus draft the charge sheet under section 99 as the 
example under section 98 illustrates and include all applicable provisions. 

 

The Amendment Act Section 19 inserts into section 99 of the PRINCIPLE ACT, (1) The Minister may, 
after consulting the Minister responsible for Trade and Industry, make regulations imposing additional 
restrictions on imports, exports or re-exports of specimens of a game species or protected species or 
listed species and for the purposes of such regulations the Minister may incorporate the requirements 
under any international, regional or bilateral agreement relevant to such species to which Malawi or the 
Government is a party. 

Sub section (2) is unamended and states: Any person who contravenes regulations made under 
subsection (1) shall be guilty of an offence. 
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4.8 Model Charges for Wildlife Crimes and Outline of Evidence Required to 
Support Charges under the Firearms Act 

Some of the model charges for wildlife crimes and the evidence that a prosecutor requires to support 
charges under the Firearms Act are presented as follows: 

Section 12: Carrying and possession of firearms and ammunition 

CHARGE (1) Carrying or having in one’s possession or under one’s 
control a firearm or ammunition otherwise than in 
accordance with the conditions of a firearm permit or an 
annual licence, contrary to section 12(1) of the Firearms 
Act.* 

* The proviso to section 12(1) exempts persons listed in 
paragraphs (a) to (i) from the section.  

If a person performs any act as if he or she were exempted 
under section 12(1), the relevant charge would be drafted by 
combining section 12(1) and the relevant paragraph (i.e. (a) to 
(i)). Further, section 12(2) provides that a person who 
contravenes any of the provisions of section 12(1) shall be 
liable to a fine of £100 and imprisonment for six months. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) otherwise than in 
accordance with the conditions of a firearm permit or an annual 
licence (choose the applicable) carried or had in his or her 
possession or under his or her control (choose the applicable) a 
firearm or ammunition (choose the applicable; and specify the type 
of firearm or ammunition). 

Evidence 
Eyewitness evidence (interviews/statements); ballistic experts or analysts employed in the government; 
exhibits (firearm or ammunition, expert opinions or certificates, photographs, etc.); arresting officer; 
investigating officer. 

Further, the prosecutor should have proof that the weapon is a firearm or ammunition within the definition 
in the Act; that the suspect had possession of a firearm or ammunition; and that there was non-
compliance with conditions of a firearm permit or an annual licence. 

Note: 
Part II of the Schedule to the Fines (Conversion) Act 215 provides that the multiplier number for fines 
expressed in pounds is 1,000. Thus if legislation stipulates that a fine for an offence is £100, for instance 
as in section 12 (2) of the Firearms Act, the Malawi Kwacha equivalent would be a fine of K100, 000 (that 
is, £100 multiplied by 1,000). 

 

 

  

																																																													
215 Laws of Malawi, Cap. 8:06. 
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Section 16: Prohibited weapons 

CHARGE Carrying or having in one’s possession a prohibited weapon, 
contrary to section 16(2) of the Firearms Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) carried or had  
in his or her possession a prohibited weapon (describe the 
prohibited weapon). 

Evidence 
Eyewitness evidence (interviews/statements); ballistic experts or analysts employed in the 
government; exhibits (prohibited weapon, expert opinions or certificates, photographs, etc.); arresting 
officer; investigating officer. 

Further, the prosecutor should have proof that the weapon is a prohibited weapon within the definition 
in the Act; and that the suspect had possession of the prohibited weapon. 

Note: 
The penalty for the offence is imprisonment for fourteen years. 

 

 

4.9 Model Charges for Wildlife Crimes and Outline of Evidence Required to 
Support Charges under the Customs and Excise Act 

Some of the model charges for wildlife crimes and the evidence that a prosecutor requires to support 
charges under the Customs and Excise Act are presented in a tabulated format as follows: 

Section 132: Offences in respect of persons 

CHARGE Failing or neglecting to give an answer (choose the 
applicable) or making any untrue, incorrect, false or 
incomplete answer or representation (choose the applicable) 
upon being required by or in accordance with the customs 
laws to answer any question or supply any information, 
contrary to section 132(a) of the Customs and Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) failed or 
neglected to give; or made an untrue, incorrect, false or incomplete 
answer or representation (choose the applicable) upon being 
required by or in accordance with the customs laws (specify the 
law) to answer (a) question(s) or supply information (choose  
the applicable). 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods in 
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 
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CHARGE Failing or neglecting to comply with a provision or condition 
(specify)required by or in accordance with the customs laws, 
contrary to  section 132(b) of the Customs and Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) failed or 
neglected to comply with (choose the applicable) … (state a 
provision or condition) required by or in accordance with the 
customs laws. 

PENALTY Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods in 
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

	

CHARGE Assaulting, abusing, resisting, obstructing, hindering or 
interfering (choose the applicable) with an officer or police 
officer, or a person aiding or assisting an officer or police 
officer (choose the applicable), in the exercise of his or her 
powers or the performance of his or her duties under the 
customs laws, contrary to section 132(c) of the Customs and 
Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) assaulted, 
abused, resisted, obstructed, hindered or interfered with (choose 
the applicable) (an) officer(s) or police  officer(s),or (any) person(s) 
aiding or assisting (an) officer(s) or police officer(s) (choose the 
applicable) in the exercise of his, her or their powers or the 
performance of his, her or their duties under the customs laws. 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods in 
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

  

CHARGE Rescuing a person apprehended for an offence against the 
provisions of the customs laws or who prevents apprehension 
(choose the applicable), contrary to section 132(d) of the 
Customs and Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) rescued (name or 
names of the person or persons) apprehended for (an) offence(s) 
against the provisions of the customs laws (specify the offence or 
offences and the law) or prevented the apprehension of (name or 
names of the person or persons) (choose the applicable) for (an) 
offence(s) against the provisions of the customs laws (specify the 
offence or offences). 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods in 
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 
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CHARGE Counterfeiting or without authority using a seal, signature, 
initials or other mark of, or used by (choose the applicable), 
an officer for a purpose relating to the customs laws, contrary 
to section 132(e) of the Customs and Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location), counterfeited or 
without authority used a seal, signature, initials or other mark of, or 
used by, an officer for purposes relating to the customs laws 
(choose the applicable and specify the acts done by the accused). 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods in 
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

  

CHARGE Removing, breaking, damaging, defacing, destroying, cutting 
away, casting adrift, maliciously shooting at, or in any way 
interfering or tampering with any lock, seal, sign, mark, fence, 
barrier, rope, chain, anchor, buoy, conveyance or other thing 
(choose the applicable) used by the Department of Customs 
and Excise for any purpose (specify the purpose) under the 
customs laws, contrary to section 16(7) of the Customs and 
Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location), removed, broke, 
damaged, defaced, destroyed, cut away, cast adrift, maliciously 
shot at, or in any way interfered or tampered with any lock, seal, 
sign, mark, fence, barrier, rope, chain, anchor, buoy, conveyance 
or other thing used by the Department of Customs and Excise for 
any purpose under the customs laws (choose the applicable and 
specify the acts done by the suspect). 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods in 
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

	

CHARGE Failure to stop at a customs barrier established in accordance 
with section 16(7) of the Customs and Excise Act, contrary to 
section 132(g) of the Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) failed to stop at a 
customs barrier established in accordance with section 16(7)of  the 
Customs and Excise Act. 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods in 
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 
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CHARGE Falsely holding oneself out to be an officer, contrary to 
section 132(h) of the Customs and Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) falsely held 
himself or herself out to be an officer. 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods in 
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

  

CHARGE Conspiring with another to commit an offence against the customs 
laws, contrary to section 132(j) of the Customs and Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) conspired with 
(name of the other person or persons) to commit an offence 
against the customs laws (specify the offence or offences). 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods in 
respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

Evidence 
Eyewitness evidence; or arresting officer. Exhibits of any other relevant material must be presented  
in court. 
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Section 134: Offences in respect of goods 

CHARGE Importing, exporting, carrying coastwise or in transit, 
loading, unloading, removing, possessing or conveying 
goods (choose the applicable) contrary to the provisions of 
the customs laws, and section 134(a) of the Customs and 
Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location), imported, 
exported, carried coastwise or in transit, loaded, unloaded, 
removed, had in his or her possession or conveyed goods 
(choose the applicable) contrary to the provisions of the customs 
laws. 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods 
in respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

  

CHARGE Importing or exporting goods in pursuance of a document or 
computer records and other electronic data in which a false 
declaration has been made, contrary to section 134(b) of the 
Customs and Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location), imported or 
exported goods (specify the goods) in pursuance of any 
document or computer records and other electronic data (choose 
the applicable) in which a false declaration was made. 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods 
in respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

  

CHARGE Buying, receiving, harbouring, offering for sale or dealing in, 
or having in one’s possession (choose the applicable) 
goods subject to customs control, other than in accordance 
with the customs laws, contrary to section 134(c) of the 
Customs and Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location), bought, 
received, harboured, offered for sale or dealt in, or had in his or 
her possession goods subject to customs control (specify the 
goods; and choose the applicable). 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods 
in respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 
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CHARGE Concealing, moving, altering, damaging, destroying, 
removing, disposing of or in any way interfering or 
tampering with (choose the applicable) goods subject to 
customs control, other than in accordance with the customs 
laws, contrary to section 134(d) of the Customs and Excise 
Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location), concealed, 
moved, altered, damaged, destroyed, removed, disposed of or in 
any way interfered or tampered with goods subject to customs 
control (specify the goods; and choose the applicable). 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods 
in respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

  

CHARGE Offering for sale or dealing in or possessing (choose the 
applicable) goods under the pretence that they are 
smuggled goods, contrary to section 134(e) of the Customs 
and Excise Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) offered for sale 
or dealt in or had in his or her possession goods under the 
pretence that they were smuggled goods (specify the goods; and 
choose the applicable). 

PENALTY 
Section 143 states that any person guilty of an offence against this 
Act for which no penalty is otherwise specifically provided shall be 
liable to a fine of K10,000 or to three times the value of the goods 
in respect of which the offence was committed, whichever is the 
greater, and to imprisonment for three years. 

Evidence 
Eyewitness evidence; or arresting officer. Exhibits of any other relevant material must be presented  
in court. 
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4.10 Model Charges for Wildlife Crimes and Outline of Evidence Required 
to Support Charges under the Corrupt Practices Act 

Some of the model charges for wildlife crimes and the evidence that a prosecutor requires to support 
charges under the Corrupt Practices Act are presented in a tabulated format as follows: 

Section 13: Obstructing of officers of the Bureau 

CHARGE Assaulting, resisting, threatening or otherwise obstructing 
(choose the applicable) the Director General, the Deputy 
Director General or other officer of the Anti-Corruption 
Bureau in the execution of his or her duties, contrary to 
section 13(a) of the Corrupt Practices Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on or about the (date) at (location) 
assaulted, resisted, in any way threatened or otherwise 
obstructed (choose the applicable) the Director General, the 
Deputy Director General or other officer of the Anti-Corruption 
Bureau (choose the applicable) in the execution of his or her 
duties. 

PENALTY Liable to a fine of K70,000 and to imprisonment for seven years. 

  

CHARGE Unlawfully hindering or delaying the Director General, 
Deputy Director General or other officer of the Anti-
Corruption Bureau in effecting entry into or upon any 
premises, boat, aircraft or vehicle (choose the applicable), 
contrary to section 13(b) of the Corrupt Practices Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on the (date) at (location) unlawfully 
hindered or delayed the Director General, the Deputy Director 
General or other officer of the Anti-Corruption Bureau (choose 
the applicable) in effecting entry into or upon any premises, boat, 
aircraft or vehicle (choose the applicable). 

PENALTY Liable to a fine of K70,000 and to imprisonment for seven years. 

Evidence 
Eyewitness evidence (interviews/statements); exhibits; arresting officer.  
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Section 14 - False reports of information to the Bureau 

CHARGE Giving or causing to be given to the Anti-Corruption Bureau 
testimony or information or a report (choose the applicable) 
which is false in any material particular in relation to any 
matter under investigation by the Bureau, contrary to 
section 14(1)(a) of the Corrupt Practices Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), when 
required to answer a question put to him or her by an officer 
exercising his or her duties under the Corrupt Practices Act, gave 
testimony or information or a report (choose the applicable) 
which is false knowing that testimony or information or report to 
be false, namely (give particulars of the false testimony or 
information or report). 

PENALTY A fine of K100,000 and to imprisonment for ten years. 

  

CHARGE Making or causing to be made to the Anti-Corruption Bureau 
a false report of the commission of an offence under the 
Corrupt Practices Act, contrary to section 14(1)(b) of the 
Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), made 
or caused to be made (choose the applicable) to the Anti-
Corruption Bureau a false report of the commission of an offence 
under the Corrupt Practices Act, namely (give particulars of the 
false report). 

CHARGE Misleading the Director General, Deputy Director General or 
other officer of the Anti-Corruption Bureau (choose the 
applicable) by giving or causing to be given to them or to 
the Bureau false information or by making or causing to be 
made to them or to the Bureau any false statements or 
accusations, contrary to section 14(1)(c) of the Corrupt 
Practices Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), 
misled the Director General, Deputy Director General or other 
officer of the Anti-Corruption Bureau (choose the applicable) by 
giving or causing to be given to them or to the Bureau false 
information or by making or causing to be made to them or to the 
Bureau false statements or accusations (choose the applicable), 
namely (give particulars of the false statements or accusations). 

PENALTY A fine of K100,000 and to imprisonment for ten years. 

Evidence 
Eyewitness evidence (interviews/statements); exhibits; arresting officer; investigating officer. 
Section 14 (2) provides that it shall be a defence to a charge for an offence against section 14 (1) 
that that the accused did not know, or did not have reasonable ground to believe, that the matter in 
question was false. The prosecutor must thus be mindful of the defence when instituting 
proceedings under section 14 (1).  
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Section 32: Possession of unexplained property 

CHARGE Being a public officer, maintaining a standard of living 
above that which is commensurate with one’s present or 
past official emoluments or other known sources of income, 
contrary to section 32(2)(a) of the Corrupt Practices Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on or about the (dates), at (location), 
without giving a reasonable explanation, had under his or her 
control or in his or her possession pecuniary resources or 
property (specify) reasonably suspected of having been corruptly 
acquired maintained a standard of living above that which is 
commensurate with his or her present or past official 
emoluments or other known sources of income. 

PENALTY As per section 4 of the Act, shall be liable, upon conviction, to a 
fine of K50,000.00 and to imprisonment for five years. 

  

CHARGE Being a public officer, having or having had under one’s 
control or in one’s possession pecuniary resources or 
property reasonably suspected of having been corruptly 
acquired, contrary to section 32(2)(b) of the Corrupt 
Practices Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on or about the (dates), at (location), 
without giving a reasonable explanation, was in control or 
possession of pecuniary resources or property (specify) 
disproportionate to his or her present or past official emoluments 
or other known sources of income. 

PENALTY As per section 4 of the Act, shall be liable, upon conviction, to a 
fine of K50,000.00 and to imprisonment for five years. 

  

CHARGE As a public officer, being in receipt directly or indirectly of 
the benefit of any services which one may reasonably be 
suspected of having received corruptly or in circumstances 
which amount to an offence under the Corrupt Practices 
Act, contrary to section 32(2)(c) of the Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on or about the (dates), at (location), 
without giving a reasonable explanation, was in receipt directly or 
indirectly of the benefit of services which he or she may 
reasonably be suspected of having received corruptly or in 
circumstances which amount to an offence under the Corrupt 
Practices Act. 

PENALTY As per section 4 of the Act, shall be liable, upon conviction, to a 
fine of K50,000.00 and to imprisonment for five years. 

Evidence 
Documentary evidence, i.e. employment letter, business registration documents, bank statements, 
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electronic evidence; expert advice; witness statements; photographic evidence; statements of the 
accused; and investigating officer. 

Further, the prosecutor must prove that the accused is a public officer; identify the property or 
pecuniary resources; demonstrate that the property was reasonably corruptly acquired; 
demonstrate that the accused knew or had reasonable excuse to believe that it had been corruptly 
acquired; the accused was involved in either retaining, receiving, holding, concealing, entering into 
transactions or causing transactions to be entered into or using the property.    

 

 

4.11 Model Charges for Wildlife Crimes and Outline of Evidence Required 
to Support Charges under the Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious  
Crime and Terrorist Financing Act and Financial Crimes Act 

Some of the model charges for wildlife crimes and the evidence that a prosecutor requires to support 
charges under the Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime and Terrorist Financing Act are 
presented as follows: 

Section 35: Money laundering offences under old Money Laundering and 
Terrorist Financing Act 2006 and new Act Financial Crimes Act 2017 

CHARGE Money Laundering, contrary to section 35(1) of the Money 
Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act 2006 

New offence of money laundering contained in Section 42 of 
the Financial Crimes Act. 

 
PARTICULARS  
OF OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused: natural person or corporation) on or about 
the (date), at (location) knowing or having reasonable grounds to 
believe that any property Financial Crimes Act Section 42, inserts 
“including his own property” in whole or in part directly or indirectly 
represents the Financial Act 2017 revises this to say “proceeds of 
a predicate offence proceeds of crime of (name of person) 
converted or transferred (choose the applicable) property knowing 
or having reason to believe that property is the proceeds of crime, 
with the aim of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of that 
property, or of aiding (name of person) the Financial Crimes Act 
adds in here “including himself” in the commission of the offence 
to evade the legal consequences thereof. 

PENALTY (a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for ten years 
and, to a fine of K2.000.000, and 

(b)in the case of a corporation, a fine of K10,00,000 and loss of 
business authority. 

Financial Crimes Act 2017, Section 42(3)(a) in the case of a 
natural person, to imprisonment for life. 
(b) in the case of a legal person, a fine of K500,000,000 and 
revocation of a business licence. 
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CHARGE Money laundering, contrary to section 35 (1)(b) of the Money 
Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime and Terrorist 
Financing Act. New offence under the Financial Crimes Act 
2017, Section 42(1)(b) 

 
PARTICULARS  
OF OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused: natural person or corporation) on or about 
the (date), at (location) knowing or having reasonable grounds to 
believe that any property (specify the property) in whole or in part 
directly or indirectly represents proceeds of crime of (name of person) 
concealed or disguised the true nature, origin, location, disposition, 
movement or ownership of that property (choose the applicable) 
knowing or having reason to believe that the property is the 
proceeds of crime. 

PENALTY 
(a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for ten years 
and, to a fine of K2.000.000, and 

 
(b) in the case of a corporation, a fine of K10,00,000 and loss                       
of business authority. 

 
Financial Crimes Act 2017, Section 42(3)(a) in the case of a 
natural person, to imprisonment for life. 
 
(b) in the case of a legal person, a fine of K500,000,000 and 
revocation of a business licence. 

  

CHARGE Money laundering, contrary to section 35(2) of the Money 
Laundering Act  

New Section under the Financial Crimes Act 2017, Section 42 
(1) (b). 

 
PARTICULARS OF  
OFFENCE 

[a person] who, knowingly or who had reasonable grounds to 
believe that any property, including his or her own property, in 
whole or in part, directly or indirectly, represents proceeds of a 
predicate offence,— (a) converted, transferred property with the 
aim of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of that property, or 
of aided any person, including him or herself, involved in the 
commission of the offence to evade the legal consequences 
thereof. 

PENALTY (a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for ten years 
and to a fine of K2,000,000; and 

(b) in the case of a corporation, a fine of K10,000,000 and loss of 
business authority. 

Financial Crimes Act 2017 penalty: Section 42(3) a person who 
commits an offence under this section shall, on conviction, be 
liable— (a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for 
life. (b) in the case of a legal person, a fine of K500,000,000 and 
revocation of a business licence. 
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CHARGE Money laundering, contrary to section 35(3) of the Money 
Laundering and Terrorist Financing Act 

New offence under Financial Crimes Act Section 42 (1) (d). 

 
PARTICULARS OF  
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused: natural person or corporation) on or about 
the (date), at (location) conceals or disguises the true nature, 
origin, location, disposition, movement or ownership of the 
property; new Offence under Section 42(b) of the Financial Crimes 
Act 2017, same wording. 

PENALTY Financial Crimes Act new penalty: Section 42(3) a person who 
commits an offence under this section shall, on conviction, be 
liable— (a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for 
life. (b) in the case of a legal person, a fine of K500,000,000 and 
revocation of a business licence. 

  

CHARGE Money laundering, contrary to section 42 (1) (c) of the 
Financial Crimes Act. 

 
PARTICULARS OF  
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused: natural person or corporation) on or about 
the (date), at (location) knowing or having reasonable grounds to 
believe that any property in whole or in part directly or indirectly 
represents proceeds of crime of (name of person) converted or 
transferred (choose the applicable) property knowing or having 
reason to believe that property is the proceeds of crime, with the 
aim of concealing or disguising the illicit origin of that property, or 
of aiding (name of person) involved in the commission of the 
offence to evade the legal consequences thereof. 

PENALTY (a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for ten years 
and to a fine of K2,000,000; and 

(b) in the case of a corporation, a fine of K10,000,000 and loss 
of business authority  

Financial Crimes Act new penalty Section 42(3) a person who 
commits an offence under this section shall, on conviction, be 
liable— (a) in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for 
life. (b) in the case of a legal person, a fine of K500,000,000 and 
revocation of a business licence. 

 

General Penalties under the Financial Crimes Act, Section 45: any person convicted of a financial 
crime for which a penalty has not been prescribed under this act shall be liable, on conviction: 
(a) in the case of an individual to imprisonment of ten years and a fine of 20,000,000; or 
(b) in the case of a legal person, to a fine of K100, 000,000 and revocation of a business licence. 
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Section 96: Failure to comply with a production order 

CHARGE Contravening a production order, contrary to section 96(a) 
of the Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime and 
Terrorist Financing Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), being 
a person required by a production order to produce a document 
to the competent authority, contravened the order without 
reasonable cause (specify the contravention). 

PENALTY 
On conviction shall be liable, in the case of a natural person to 
imprisonment for two years and a fine of K100, 000 or, in the case 
of a body corporate, a fine of K500, 000. 

  

CHARGE Failure to comply with a production order, contrary to 
section 96(b) of the Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious 
Crime and Terrorist Financing Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), being 
a person required by a production order to produce a document 
to the competent authority, in purported compliance with the 
order, produced or made available a document known to him or 
her to be false or misleading (choose the applicable) in a 
material particular (specify the false or misleading material 
particular) and did not so indicate to the competent authority and 
provide to the competent authority any correct information of 
which (name of the accused) is in possession. 

PENALTY 
On conviction shall be liable, in the case of a natural person to 
imprisonment for two years and a fine of K100, 000 or, in the case 
of a body corporate, a fine of K500, 000. 

Evidence 
Documentary evidence, i.e. business registration documents, bank statements, electronic 
evidence; expert advice; witness statements; photographic evidence; statements of the accused; 
and investigating officer. 

Note: 
Section 96 is applicable to a natural person as well as a body corporate. 

General Penalties under the Financial Crimes Act, Section 45: any person convicted of a financial 
crime for which a penalty has not been prescribed under this act shall be liable, on conviction: 

(a) in the case of an individual to imprisonment of ten years and a fine of 20,000,000; or 

(b) in the case of a legal person, to a fine of K100, 000,000 and revocation of a business licence.	 	
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Section 101: Monitoring orders 

CHARGE Knowingly contravening a monitoring order, contrary to 
section 101(5)(a) of the Money Laundering, Proceeds of 
Serious Crime and Terrorist Financing Act. 

New Section Under the Financial Crimes Act 2017: Section 
63 on the procedure of applying for orders, but breach of a 
monitoring order is still an offence as above in Section 
101(5(a) 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of financial institution) on or about the (date),at (location), 
being a financial institution which has been given notice of a 
monitoring order, knowingly contravened the order (specify the 
contravention), contrary to section 101(5)(a) of the Money 
Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime and Terrorist Financing 
Act. 

PENALTY 
The institution commits an offence and shall be liable on 
conviction, in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for two 
years and a fine of K100, 000 and, in the case of a body 
corporate, to a fine of K500, 000. 

  

CHARGE Knowingly providing false or misleading information in 
purported compliance with a monitoring order, contrary to 
section 101(5)(b) of the Money Laundering, Proceeds of 
Serious Crime and Terrorist Financing Act. 

PARTICULARS OF 
OFFENCE 

(Name of financial institution) on or about the (date),at (location), 
being a financial institution which has been given notice of a 
monitoring order, knowingly provided false or misleading (choose 
the applicable) information in purported compliance with the 
order (specify the conduct in the purported compliance with the 
order). 

PENALTY 
The institution commits an offence and shall be liable on 
conviction, in the case of a natural person, to imprisonment for two 
years and a fine of K100, 000 and, in the case of a body 
corporate, to a fine of K500, 000. 

 
Evidence 
Documentary evidence, i.e. business registration documents, bank statements, electronic 
evidence; expert advice; witness statements; photographic evidence; statements of the accused; 
and investigating officer. 
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4.12 Model Charges for Wildlife Crimes and Outline of Evidence Required 
to Support Charges under the Environment Management Act 1996 

Some of the model charges for wildlife crimes and the evidence that a prosecutor requires to support 
charges under the Environment Management Act are presented as follows. Note a new Environment 
Management Act was passed in 2017 but was not yet gazetted at the time of writing this 
Handbook. Investigators and prosecutors should therefore refer to the new Act to note any 
amendments. The new Act will be included in the 2018 revision of this Handbook.  

Section 62: Hindering, obstructing, etc., of inspectors 

CHARGE Hindering or obstructing an inspector in the execution of his 
or her duties under the Environment Management Act, 
contrary to section 62(a) of the Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), 
hindered or obstructed (choose the applicable and specify the 
conduct of the accused) an inspector in the execution of his or her 
duties under the Environment Management Act. 

PENALTY Upon conviction, to a fine of not less than K5,000 and not 
exceeding K200,000 and to imprisonment for two years. 

  

CHARGE Failure to comply with a lawful order or requirement made by 
an inspector in accordance with the Environment 
Management Act, contrary to section 62(b) of the Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), failed 
to comply with a lawful order or requirement (choose the applicable 
and specify the conduct of the accused) made by an inspector in 
accordance with the Environment Management Act. 

PENALTY Upon conviction, to a fine of not less than K5,000 and not 
exceeding K200,000 and to imprisonment for two years. 

  

CHARGE Preventing the Director of Environmental Affairs or an 
inspector or any person duly authorized by the Director or 
inspector (choose the applicable) from gaining entry upon or 
into any premises which he or she is empowered under the 
Environment Management Act to enter, contrary to section 
62(c) of the Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), 
prevented the Director of Environmental Affairs or an inspector or 
any person duly authorised by the Director or inspector (choose 
the applicable) from gaining entry upon or into any premises 
(specify the premises) which he or she is empowered under the 
Environment Management Act to enter. 

PENALTY Upon conviction, to a fine of not less than K5,000 and not 
exceeding K200,000 and to imprisonment for two years. 
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CHARGE Impersonating the Director of Environmental Affairs or an 
inspector or any person duly authorized by the Director or 
inspector (choose the applicable), contrary to section 62(d) of 
the Environment Management Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), 
impersonated the Director of Environmental Affairs or an inspector 
or any person duly authorised by the Director or inspector (specify). 

PENALTY Upon conviction, to a fine of not less than K5,000 and not 
exceeding K200,000 and to imprisonment for two years. 

	

CHARGE Preventing an inspector from having access to a record or 
document required by the inspector for purposes of the 
Environment Management Act, contrary to section 62(e) of the 
Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), 
prevented an inspector from having access to a record or 
document (specify) required by the inspector for purposes of the 
Environment Management Act. 

PENALTY Upon conviction, to a fine of not less than K5,000 and not 
exceeding K200,000 and to imprisonment for two years. 

  

CHARGE Misleading or giving false information to the Director of 
Environmental Affairs or an inspector or any person duly 
authorized by the Director or inspector (choose the 
applicable) under the Environment Management Act, contrary 
to section 62(f) of the Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), misled 
or gave false information to the Director of Environmental Affairs or 
an inspector or any person duly authorised by the Director or 
inspector under the Environment Management Act (specify). 
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CHARGE Failure to comply with measures directed by the Minister, the 
Director of Environmental Affairs or an inspector (choose the 
applicable) for the protection and management of the 
environment and the conservation and sustainable utilization 
of natural resources, contrary to section 62(g) of the 
Environment Management Act. 

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE (Name of the accused) on or about the (date), at (location), failed 
to comply with measures (describe the failure) directed by the 
Minister, the Director of Environmental Affairs or an inspector 
(specify) for the protection and management of the environment 
and the conservation and sustainable utilisation of natural resources. 

PENALTY Upon conviction, to a fine of not less than K5,000 and not 
exceeding K200,000 and to imprisonment for two years. 

 
Evidence 
Documentary evidence; witness statements; photographic evidence; statements of the accused; and 
investigating officer. 

 

 

 

	

Pangolins	(also	found	in	Malawi)	are	traded	for	their	scales,	which	are	ground	into	powder	for	
medicines	in	Asia	and	also	their	meat.	
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5. Case studies with associated charges, 
evidence and penalty recommendations 

 

5.1 Case Studies with Associated Charges 
Under this Handbook, there are two ways to consider case studies. The first way is through reference to 
court cases under Chapter 3. Some of the various pieces of legislation considered under Chapter 3 were 
followed by court cases to illustrate how provisions of the legislation can be applied to cases. The second 
way to consider case studies is through analysis of model charges under Chapter 4. Since the first way 
has already been exhausted under chapter 3, this part briefly considers case studies in relation to model 
charges under Chapter 4.  

It should be noted that since the drafting of this Handbook, the new National Parks and Wildlife 
(Amendment) Act 2017 is now in force. The case studies presented here were prosecuted under the old 
Act. Therefore case law under the 2017 Act is yet to be developed. Cases under the previous Act are 
therefore referred to here for reference, but it should be noted that penalties under the 2017 Act are 
considerably higher, so sentences listed here may not be in accordance with the new provisions. This 
Handbook is a working document and will be updated with new case law in due course. 

Model charges under Chapter 4 illustrate that a combination of charges can be used when prosecuting 
wildlife crime cases. For instance, money laundering offences under section 35 of the Money Laundering, 
Proceeds of Serious Crime and Terrorist Financing Act; (note amendments under the new Financial 
Crimes Act 2017) and possession of unexplained property under section 32 of the Corrupt Practices Act 
could involve benefits from wildlife crime. Thorough investigations may thus potentially lead to prosecution 
of additional offences under the National Parks and Wildlife Act, Penal Code or the Environment 
Management Act, among others even though the initial concern may have been corrupt practices or 
money laundering without contemplation of wildlife crime. The accused person or persons in the cases 
may not necessarily be the same in the various charges but there could be a link between or among all 
the accused persons. Prosecutors and investigators should thus critically analyse facts and be able to 
theorise various ways in which multiple charges can be brought against the accused; and finally settle for 
the most convincing presentation that can secure a conviction or convictions.   

Model charges under Chapter 4 further illustrate that various forms of evidence may be used in support of 
a charge. Depending on the nature of the case, some forms of evidence that may be used in prosecuting 
wildlife crime include documentary evidence, for instance, business registration documents, bank 
statements and employment letters. Electronic evidence; expert advice or opinion; witness statements; 
photographic evidence; phone and bank records; statements of the accused; evidence of the investigating 
officer or arresting officer; and exhibits are other forms of evidence that a prosecutor may need. However, 
the prime consideration of the evidence that a prosecutor intends to employ in support of his or her case 
should be relevance of the evidence to the case. It is thus a waste of resources to have so many forms of 
evidence that bear no relevance to a given case. 

Related to matters of evidence are ideal sentences that courts pass in relation to wildlife crime. The model 
charges contain maximum penalties for various offences. When sentencing the convicts, courts will take 
into consideration all the circumstances of a particular case, including mitigating and aggravating factors. 
The principles to guide the court mainly appear in the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Code as 
illustrated under Chapter 3; and the case studies under the same Chapter.  

The model charges under Chapter 4 further illustrate that the court may issue various orders under 
various pieces of legislation. For instance, under the Money Laundering, Proceeds of Serious Crime and 
Terrorist Financing Act, the court may issue production orders and monitoring orders. Prosecutors should 
acquaint themselves with the operation of the orders so as to prosecute cases of breach of the orders 
where necessary, and even pray to the court to grant orders that may be necessary in particular cases. 
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Finally, model charges under Chapter 4 reiterate the proposition that prosecutors should explore the use 
of multiple legislation in the prosecution of wildlife crime for a better response to sophisticated modes of 
commission of crime ,which also involve other crimes including money laundering and corrupt practices. 

See Annex for further details of recent sentences for wildlife crime in Malawi. 

 

5.2 Recommendations on Evidence and Penalties 
5.2.1 Recommendations on Evidence 
The issue of evidence and penalties in cases involving wildlife crime is quite difficult. When courts pass 
judgment, issue orders and sentence convicts of wildlife crime, there are mixed reactions from various 
sectors. In many instances, the concern is that the penalties are not enough. It is thus necessary to 
consider the issue.  

Countries that participated in the African Elephant Summit in Gaborone, Botswana, from 2 to 4 December, 
2013 (referred to as the “African Elephant Summit”) adopted Urgent Measures, to halt and reverse the 
trend in illegal killing of elephants and the illegal ivory for implementation or initiation by the end of 2014 
and understood that the measures would remain relevant beyond 2014. The countries considered the 
measures to be urgent in nature and requiring commitment from high-level political representatives at the 
African Elephant Summit. Urgent Measure 14 states the following:  

“Support the development of a network of accredited forensic laboratories able to determine the 
origin of seized ivory according to internationally standardized protocols for DNA and isotopic 
analysis that can provide evidence admissible in a court of law.” 
 

Urgent Measure 14 is important for the purposes of ensuring better presentation of evidence in courts and 
thus better prosecution of wildlife crime, particularly the trafficking of ivory. Sufficient evidence is required 
in any nature of a case. To illustrate the challenge of evidence, the Australian Customs and Border 
Protection Service (ACBPS) on or about 5th April, 2015 detected 110 kgs of ivory at Perth Airport while 
checking an air cargo shipment from Malawi en route to Malaysia.216 The police in Malawi would need to 
prove through fingerprints the prime suspect in the shipment of the ivory. Unless there is high quality 
equipment for tracking fingerprints, good evidence will not be available to successfully prosecute the case. 
It is thus recommended that progressive means of obtaining and presenting sufficient and relevant 
evidence to support charges of a wildlife crime should be adopted, apart from the narrower focus of 
Urgent Measure 14 which is on the trafficking of ivory. 

The ‘Illegal Wildlife Trade Review, Malawi: A technical assessment undertaken on behalf of the 
Department of National Parks and Wildlife of Malawi’217 (IWT Review), considered legislation applicable in 
cases involving wildlife crime. The following is one of the recommendations made by the IWT Review: 

“Recommendation 3.2(r): Clarification of strict liability offences 
Clearly indicate which offences are strict liability offences, or otherwise indicate the mens rea 
required for the commission of each offence. Alternatively, or in addition, a suggestion is made 
below to incorporate mental state as one factor to consider when setting penalties.” 
 

The implications of Recommendation 3.2(r) include the nature of evidence that prosecutors would need in 
strict liability offences and the requisite mental element in offences that are not of strict liability.218 

5.2.2 Recommendations on Penalties 
Urgent Measure 1 states the following:  

																																																													
216  ABC News, ‘Large Shipment of Ivory Seized from Air Cargo at Perth’ 9 April, 2015. Available at www.abc.net.au/news/2015-04-

09/customs-seize-ivory-in-air-cargo-at-perth/6381712 Accessed on 19 September, 2015 at 21:52 hours. 
217 Jonathan Vaughan, Professor Erica Lyman and Dr. Ivana Jurisic, ‘Illegal Wildlife Trade Review, Malawi’ (n 18). 
218 Section 9 of the Penal Code states the fundamental principle of criminal law in Malawi, that a person’s actions or inactions, mens rea, 

must be proved before criminal liability is imposed. However, Parliament may depart from this fundamental principle and define offences 
without mentioning the mental element (mens rea) in what are known as crimes of strict liability. In crimes of this nature, the prosecution 
is relieved from proving that the intention relates to one or more of the ingredients of the offence before imposition of criminal liability. 
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“Applying a zero tolerance approach, secure and report on maximum, and therefore deterrent, 
sentences for wildlife crime using a combination of existing laws and strengthened regulatory 
frameworks for investigation, arrest, seizure and prosecution of suspected wildlife criminals; 
such laws may include, inter alia, wildlife, corruption, money laundering, organized crime, fire 
arms, employment and terrorism laws.”  
 

Urgent Measure 1 demonstrates the objective of sentences to be deterrent. In practice, this would be a 
policy consideration because deterrent sentences are ideally expected to be heavy fines or long custodial 
sentences. On the one hand, long custodial sentences have implications on the availability of space to 
hold convicts in prisons. On the other hand, there is a school of thought that long sentences are not 
necessarily deterrent thus efforts should be directed towards the prevention of crime. However, for the 
purposes of this Handbook, the approach under Urgent Measure 1 would be recommended to a wider 
application by prosecutors, courts and all stakeholders who play a role in the prosecution of wildlife crime.  

The IWT Review also made recommendations in relation to penalties. Recommendation 3.2(s) sought 
improvement of provisions on penalties and utilising High Court rulings regarding penalties. In part, 
Recommendation 3.2(s) states the following: 

“Improving the penalties provisions could be pursued through a number of adjustments to the 
existing language. However, it is paramount that only penalties (fine rates, length custodial 
sentences etc.) should be chosen by the Government that truly provide a deterrent effect and 
not only take into account the Conversions Act, but also the “Serious” nature of wildlife crime 
and the examples of penalties adopted by other countries within the region. In addition, 
language could be added in each section allowing the judge to choose and the prosecutor to 
argue for, penalties that take into account a number of factors and that reflect the totality of any 
given circumstances. This would afford discretion that could account for on-the-ground 
circumstances, including whether criminal networks were involved in the commission of the 
crime. For example, a range of fines could be given then language could be included that gave 
the judge discretion to choose a fine within that range depending on a number of 
circumstances, such as 1) the biological status of the species involved, 2) the value of the 
specimen, as determined by government and non-governmental experts, 3) the mental state of 
the offender, 4) any aggravating circumstances, 5) the involvement of criminal networks, and 6) 
whether the offence is a repeat offence or whether the offender is a repeat offender…”219 
 

Recommendation 3.2(s) provides particular provisions that need to be improved. Some of the provisions 
are sections 108, 109(b) and 110(d) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. Recommendation 3.2(s) 
further states that there is a need to remind prosecutors and magistrates of the legal precedent set by the 
High Court case of The Republic v. Maria Akimu.220 The Recommendation emphasises that the decision 
illustrates that fines and custodial sentences that are not suspended and with hard labour can be given  
in the event of a serious wildlife crime, even in the instance of a first time offender.221 However,  
the consideration of whether the imposition of long sentences contributes to greater deterrence  
remains valuable. 

Finally, the introductory part of this Handbook made reference to Criminal Case No. 127 of 2014 
(unreported) where eight pieces of ivory weighing 30 kgs were seized. The ivory was bound for Lagos but 
intercepted at Kamuzu International Airport and was traced to a 38 year old Nigerian national, Ndubuise 
Nwude.222 The court convicted the suspect and gave a sentence of a fine in the sum of K100,000 and in 
default imprisonment for twelve months.223  

The available information does not state the charges that were leveled against Ndubuise Nwude. Despite 
the seizure of the ivory, the fine of K100,000 appears to be small compared to the harm occasioned to the 
elephants; the effects of the crime on the ecosystem, and efforts by various stakeholders to protect 
wildlife; and the amount of money that the ivory would have fetched if it were finally sold by the convict. 

																																																													
219 Jonathan Vaughan, Professor Erica Lyman and Dr. Ivana Jurisic, ‘Illegal Wildlife Trade Review, Malawi’ (n 18) 70. 
220 Revision Case No. 9 of 2003. 
221 Jonathan Vaughan, Professor Erica Lyman and Dr. Ivana Jurisic, ‘Illegal Wildlife Trade Review, Malawi’ (n 18) 70. 
222 Lilongwe Wildlife Trust (n 12). Additional information provided by the Department of National Parks and Wildlife on 17 August, 2015. 
223 Information provided by the Department of National Parks and Wildlife on 17 August, 2015. 
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The ‘inadequacy’ of the fine would thus be attributable to two propositions: either the court was lenient or 
the sanction imposed by the relevant charge is not stiff. Further, the case demonstrates lack of 
responsibility in handling exhibits by some stakeholders in the judicial system because the ivory that had 
been seized in the case was sold by a court clerk after sentencing.224 The Court Clerk was Mr. Mbisa of 
Mkukula Magistrate Court. He was arrested and released on bail by the court.225 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
224 As above. 
225 As above. 
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6. General recommendations 
 

6.1 The Use of Multiple Acts in Prosecutions of Cases Involving Wildlife Crime  
Chapter 3 of this Handbook illustrates various pieces of legislation that are applicable to the prosecution 
of cases involving wildlife crime. Where elements of an offence touch on various sectors that may be 
governed by a particular piece of legislation, it is important to consider charges under each piece of 
legislation. The approach would be helpful in a number of ways: 

• prosecutors may weigh various charges against the suspect and decide on the type of evidence that 
would be required for each of the charges to secure a conviction; 

• it would be easier for prosecutors to analyse various transactions and offences relating to the 
transactions to be considered by the court. For instance, instead of lumping various transactions under 
a single charge or several charges pursuant to the National Parks and Wildlife Act only, prosecutors 
could use other pieces of legislation if transactions leading to the commission of a wildlife crime 
involve corrupt practices, money laundering, or illegal use of firearms, among others; and  

• where there is an effective system of inter-agency coordination in place, it would be easier for 
investigators, prosecutors and other stakeholders to map out a strategy for prosecuting cases that 
involve not only wildlife crime but also contraventions that are not purely wildlife crimes, for instance 
corrupt practices or money laundering.   

The African Elephant Summit considered the importance of inter-agency coordination and adopted Urgent 
Measure 2 which states the following:  

“Form and support National Interagency Mechanisms to allow immediate action against anyone 
implicated in or abetting illegal killing of elephants and the illegal trade in ivory.” 
 

Establishing an effective inter-agency coordination system requires adequate resources and devising 
efficient strategies to avoid confusion and delays in discharging the functions expected from each 
stakeholder in the system. An Inter-agency Committee on Combating Wildlife Crime (ICCWC) was 
established in Malawi in 2014, with the Department of National Parks and Wildlife as the Secretariat. This 
Committee should be well resourced and co-ordinated to ensure effective communications and joint 
working between all law enforcement agencies to ensure successful wildlife crime investigations.  

In view of the considerations under this section, the use of multiple pieces of legislation in the prosecution 
of cases involving wildlife crime cannot be overemphasised.  

6.2 Dissemination and Use of the Handbook 
This Handbook provides guidance to investigators, prosecutors and judiciary in the appropriate framing of 
charges, provision of evidence and sentencing of wildlife crimes. It is not a guide to conducting an 
investigation, although the provision of model charges and suggested evidence to be presented is also an 
aid to investigators. To achieve its purpose, it is important to disseminate the Handbook to key 
stakeholders in the prosecution of wildlife crime. The following are some of the ways in which 
dissemination of the Handbook may be done: 

• in-service training; 

• public awareness; and 

• provision of copies for personal reading. 

This Handbook is only a guide, and the opinions expressed in it should not be substituted for any 
applicable or relevant law referred to in any part of the Handbook. Thus, in the cases of disseminating 
information through in-service training and public awareness, it is advisable that the facilitator should have 
sufficient knowledge of wildlife crime in terms of the relevant laws and the processes for prosecution of 
crimes. Further, the Handbook makes reference to additional materials including cases and international 
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agreements. Facilitators disseminating information in the Handbook should read the reference material, 
including various pieces of legislation, for better understanding and knowledge sharing.  

Finally, key stakeholders should treat the Handbook as a guide, not as the primary source of legislation. 
Stakeholders should consult the relevant Acts of Parliament as primary sources since amendments and 
other legislative processes may outdate some provisions under this Handbook at any given point in time. 

6.3 Miscellaneous 
Prosecutors, judicial officers and key stakeholders in the prosecution of cases involving wildlife crime 
need to be aware of certain challenges and consider suggested recommendations that may contribute to 
overcoming the challenges. Some of the suggested challenges and recommendations are as follows: 

6.3.1 Challenges Pertaining to the Nature of Wildlife Crime 

• Corruption  
Commission of wildlife crime has become one of the fastest and easiest ways of creating wealth. 
Many people including law enforcement officials, government officials and politicians are involved in 
illegal wildlife trade for personal gain. Corruption is thus at the centre stage in the illegal wildlife trade. 
Corruption involves the exchange of huge sums of money. Many people thus opt to help perpetrators 
of wildlife crime rather than the police following a comparison of benefits of reporting to police or 
receiving huge sums of money. 

• Seriousness of Wildlife Crime 
The decision in The Republic v. Maria Akimu226 recognised wildlife trafficking as a serious offence. It is 
a case law precedent that would enable the judiciary and prosecutors, among other stakeholders, to 
treat wildlife trafficking as serious organised crime and enable magistrates to pass custodial 
sentences, in addition to fines, for first time offenders of serious wildlife crime. In the judgment, 
Mwaungulu J. (as he then was) stated illustratively: 

“Processing, trafficking, hunting of trophies should in recent times be considered as a serious 
offence sui generis. Much of the trafficking, hunting and possession of trophies affects animals 
that are endangered species under many international and regional instruments or 
arrangements to which Malawi is a party. Under these, Malawi must not only resort to  
steps reducing threats to the species but eliminate completely all conduct that threatens  
these species.” 
 

It is recommended that stakeholders prosecuting cases involving wildlife crime should treat the cases with 
the seriousness that they deserve. The investigation, prosecution, conviction and sentencing therefore 
ought to reflect the seriousness of wildlife crime and the efforts being taken to eliminate it. 

6.3.2 Challenges Pertaining to Investigations 

• Inadequate Resources for Investigations of Cases Involving Wildlife Crime 
There is an increase in cases involving wildlife crime. The Malawi Police Service receives support to 
combat crime but cases involving wildlife crime have until recently not been deemed a priority in terms 
of resource allocation. Apart from inadequate financial resources, the lack of technological equipment 
to help in gathering intelligence and conducting investigations poses a challenge to investigations.  

Further, lack of skills in conducting investigations is a challenge. In order to secure convictions, there 
is need to conduct thorough investigations and secure evidence at the initial stage. However, only a 
small number of officers have currently been trained on how to handle first reports of cases involving 
wildlife crime thus exposing a gap in investigations.  

	  

																																																													
226 Revision Case No. 9 of 2003. 
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• Lack of Knowledge on the Significance of Wildlife  
Many police officers are not aware of wildlife crime and its negative impact. Some police officers are 
thus involved in the commission of wildlife crime.227 Further, police officers who are not aware of 
wildlife crime do not consider reports that they receive on wildlife crime as serious cases. On the part 
of the public, people ought to report suspected activities of wildlife crime. However, due to lack of 
knowledge on the significance of wildlife, the responsibility to report is not taken seriously. To illustrate 
the point, in The Republic v. Maria Akimu228, the defendant resisted arrest. Neighbours and relations 
to the defendant assisted her to resist arrest, to the extent that one national parks and wildlife official 
was badly injured.   

• Lack of Strategic Planning 
Eliminating wildlife crime requires long-term strategies and a multi-agency approach. The new Natinal 
Parks and Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2017 is a significant step forward in combating wildlife crime, but 
enforcement is now key. Wildlife crime is a social problem that requires thorough analysis and a range 
of awareness raising mechanisms appropriate to different sectors of society. Indeed, one of the 
considerations in dealing with the issue is discerning the perception of different stakeholders in illegal 
wildlife trade. 

• Lack of Proactive Policy Development 
Policy development to deal with wildlife crime should be more proactive, to enable prevention of the 
crime rather than reactive investigation of cases. For instance, investigations into elephant poaching 
events may result in a successful conviction of the perpetrator, but there is no restitution, which will 
bring the elephant back to life. Proactive measures could focus on avoiding the commission of the 
crime, for instance, by foiling it in its preparatory stages.   

 

 

 

																																																													
227 A police officer in Mangochi district was arrested for releasing a gun to poachers in exchange of bush meat. The officer was arrested and 

charged with the offence of transfer of firearms and ammunition without authority: see Malawi News Now, ‘Malawi Police Officer Arrested 
for Releasing Gun to Poachers’, 14 August, 2015. Available at www.malawinewsnow.com/2015/08/malawi-police-officer-arrested-for-
releasing-gun-to-poachers/ Accessed on 19 September, 2015 at 19:23 hours. 

228 Revision Case No. 9 of 2003 (High Court). 
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List of prosecuted cases 
The IWT states that it appears that the vast majority of prosecutions of cases involving wildlife crime have 
taken place in subordinate courts and prosecuted by lower ranked officers of the Malawi Police Service thus 
the fines received were extraordinarily small and not in any way reflective of the seriousness of the crimes 
committed.229  

However, the IWT Review also noted that there were some exceptions, as detailed below. If the 
recommendations suggested in this Handbook were considered and implemented, the effect could assist all 
stakeholders in the prosecution of wildlife crime to discharge their respective roles more effectively and 
perhaps to the satisfaction of the general public. Some of the cases listed in the IWT Review shall therefore be 
listed under this section as a guide to stakeholders, particularly prosecutors and judicial officers, on how to 
approach cases involving wildlife crime by following best practices and avoiding the mistakes noted in the 
cases.  

Since mid 2016, the sentences for wildlife crime in Malawi have increased significantly, in large part due to the 
focused work of the Wildlife Crime Investigation Unit under the Department of National Parks and Wildlife 
together with private litigation support through the Lilongwe Wildlife Trust. Between 2008-15, the average 
sentence for ivory trafficking was a $40 fine and no custodial sentences, however since mid 2016 multiple 
custodial sentences for ivory trafficking have been handed down with an average of 3 ½ years imprisonment.  

Note that all these cases were prosecuted under the old National Parks and Wildlife Act; new case law 
will be added to this Handbook in due course to reflect the penalties delivered under the new Act of 
2017. However, these cases serve as examples of the higher levels of sentencing being delivered by 
the courts in 2016, and cautionary notes on weaker sentences.  

 

Cases prior to 2016: 
Maximum fines: 
• Criminal Case No. 677 of 2014 

Axin Shang (a Chinese National) was heard at the Senior Resident Court in Lilongwe. Mr. Shang  
was found guilty of trafficking 50 kgs of ivory disguised as wooden boards and given the maximum 
sentence available under the Wildlife Act230 of MK1,000,000 and was given a deportation order to leave 
Malawi immediately.  

• Criminal Case No. 237 of 2014 
Michael Kingsley Phiri (a Malawian National) was heard at a First Grade Magistrate’s Court in Lilongwe. 
Mr. Kingsley was found guilty of possession and trafficking of 74 kgs of ivory and was given the maximum 
sentence available under the Wildlife Act of MK1,000,000.  

Prosecuted cases with ‘Insufficient Deterrence through Inadequate Prosecution  
and Weak Sentencing’ 
• In July 2011, Mr. Mwiza Chakaka Nyirenda was found guilty of illegally entering Nyika National Park, 

conveying a firearm and killing a game species. He was fined MK35,000 (ca. $75) and paid the fine. In 
February, 2014, Mr. Nyirenda was arrested again by the Department of National Parks and Wildlife 
(DNPW) in Nyika National Park, found in possession of game meat, and charged for the same three 
offences that he was convicted of in July 2011. He had not yet been prosecuted for the offences 
committed in February, 2014.231 

• Mr. Henry K. Ng’ambi was convicted and fined MK80,000 in October, 2011 for killing a protected species 
in Nyika National Park with an unlicensed firearm. He paid the fine. In February, 2012, Mr. Ng’ambi was 

																																																													
229 Jonathan Vaughan, Professor Erica Lyman and Dr. Ivana Jurisic, ‘Illegal Wildlife Trade Review, Malawi’ (n 18) 117. 
230 Perhaps ‘Wildlife Act’ was meant to refer to the National Parks and Wildlife Act. 
231 Jonathan Vaughan, Professor Erica Lyman and Dr. Ivana Jurisic, ‘Illegal Wildlife Trade Review, Malawi’ (n 18) 119. 
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back in court for committing the same offences which he was found guilty of less than six months from the 
initial conviction. He was prosecuted before the same magistrate and was given exactly the same 
punishment upon being found guilty. As in the first instance, Mr. Ng’ambi paid the fine, was free to leave 
and, in theory, continues his poaching activities.232 

• Mr. Frackson Mhone was arrested and convicted four times between February, 2012 and April, 2014 for 
the same offences: illegal entry into Nyika National Park, conveyance of an unregistered firearm; and, 
killing of a protected species. In February, 2012 he received and paid a fine of MK55,000 (ca. $120), in 
April, 2013 he received a twelve month suspended sentence. In February, 2014, while still on suspended 
sentence, Mr. Mhone received a fine of just MK60,000 (ca. $130). Finally, in April, 2014, while still on 
suspended sentence, Mr. Mhone received his lowest fine in the sum of just MK40,000 (ca. $90). In all 
instances, Mr. Mhone paid the fines and never served a custodial sentence, despite twice being found 
guilty of game offences while serving a suspended sentence!233 Further, Mr. Mhone was only charged 
under the National Parks and Wildlife Act (the PRINCIPLE ACT) and did not face any additional charges 
under any other Act of Parliament, including the Firearms Act, against which Mr. Mhone had very probably 
committed several offences.234 

 
Examples of cases prosecuted in 2016235: 
 
The Republic Vs. Christopher Masina & Two Others 
Criminal Case No. 427 of 2016 
Court: Lilongwe Chief Resident Magistrate  
Christopher Masina and two others were arrested in August, 2016 for possession of 15 Kg of ivory. They 
were charged with illegal possession of a government trophy contrary to Section 86(1) of the National Parks 
and Wildlife Act. The three were convicted and sentenced to 40 months in prison with hard labour on 26th 

September, 2016.  
 
The Republic Vs. Mandala Chirwa 
Criminal Case No. 275 of 2016 

  Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Mandala Chirwa was arrested at Mchinji in August, 2016 for possession of 24 Kg of raw ivory which he was 
offering for sale. He was charged with two counts: Possession of government trophy (24 Kg ivory), and 
dealing in government trophy. He was convicted and sentenced to 66 months (5.5 years) in prison with hard 
labour on 6th October, 2016.  
 
The Republic Vs. Christopher Mwera & Mathews Nkhoma 
Court Case No. 504 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate Court, Lilongwe 
Christopher Mwera & Mathews Nkhoma were arrested on 20th August, 2016 for possession of 29 Kg of raw 
ivory. They were charged with possession and dealing in a government trophy (ivory). Christopher Mwera 
was convicted and sentenced to 3 years and 4 months in prison with hard labour on 26th September, 2016. 
Mathews Nkhoma was acquitted on both counts.   
 
The Republic Vs. Leman Wiscort 
Court Case No. 547 of 2016 
Court: Lilongwe Chief Resident Magistrate  
Leman Wiscort was arrested on 2nd September for possession of 7.4 Kg ivory. He was charged with 
possession government trophy contrary to section 86(1) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. He was 
convicted and sentenced to 3 years in prison with hard labour on 26th September, 2016.   
 
 
 

																																																													
232 As above. 
233 As above. 
234 As above. 
235 This information was kindly provided by Lilongwe Wildlife Trust 
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The Republic Vs. Cedrick Moyo & Maxon Nhlane 
Court Case No. 579 of 2016 
Court:  Lilongwe Chief Resident Magistrate 
Cedrick Moyo & Maxon Nhlane were arrested on 8th September, 2016 for possession of 24.6 Kg of raw ivory. 
They were charged with illegal possession of a government trophy (ivory) contrary to Section 86(1) of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act. They were both convicted and sentenced to 30 months (2 years & 6 months) 
in prison with hard labour.  
 
The Republic Vs. Vwi Haiya 
Court Case No.  91 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Zomba 
Vwi Haiya was arrested in September 2016, on suspicion of dealing in a rhino horn sourced from a black 
rhino that was poached in Liwonde National Park in February, 2016. He was charged with dealing in a 
government trophy (rhino horn) contrary to Sect. 91(1) read with Sect. 108 of the National Parks and Wildlife 
Act. He was on sentenced to 8 years imprisonment with hard labour on 22nd November, 2016. 
 
Eunice Gunde & Dymon Banda  
Court Case No. 357 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe  
Eunice and Dymon Banda were arrested on 25th September, 2016 for possession of 4.5 Kg of raw ivory. They 
were charged with illegal possession of a government trophy (ivory) contrary to Section 86(1) of the National 
Parks and Wildlife Act. They were both convicted on 21st October, 2016 and fined K250, 000 each / in default 
12 months in prison.  
 
The Republic Vs. Jeremiah Banda 
Court Case No. 542 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Jeremiah Banda was arrested on 10th October, 2016 for possession of 2.5 Kg of raw ivory. He was charged 
with illegal possession of a government trophy (ivory) contrary to section 86(1) of the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act. He was convicted, fined and sentenced to perform 6 months community service.  
 
Manjarazi Mhango & Two Others 
Court Case No. 636 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Mzuzu  
Manjarazi Mhango, Tryson Gondwe and Justin Nkhata were arrested in October 2016 for possession of a 
.375 rifle, rifle ammunition, and hunting elephants in the Vwaza protected area. They were charged with 
illegal possession of a prohibited weapon and ammunition, conveying a weapon, entry and hunting in the 
protected area. They were convicted and sentenced to 3 years in prison with hard labour on 31st October, 
2016.  
 
The Republic Vs. Benjamin Paul & Bernard Phiri 
Court Case No. 54 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Benjamin Paul and Bernard Phiri were arrested in Mchinji on 17th November, 2016 for possession and 
dealing in elephant bones, shaped like elephant ivory. They were charged with illegal possession of a 
government trophy (ivory) contrary to Section 86(1) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act, and dealing in a 
protected species specimen, contrary to Sect. 91 read with Sect. 108 of the Act. First accused Benjamin Paul 
was convicted on both counts and sentenced to 4.5 years in prison with hard labour. Bernard Phiri was 
acquitted on both counts.  
  
The Republic Vs. Gromiko Zgambo 
Court Case No. 1015 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe  
Gromiko Zgambo was arrested by in Kasungu on 12th November, 2016 for possession of 19 Kg of raw ivory. 
He was charged with illegal possession of a government trophy (ivory) contrary to section 86(1) of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Act. He was convicted and sentenced to 3 years in prison with hard labour.   
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The Republic Vs. Arnold Kuntindi & Sopheret Zakeyu 
Case No. 827 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe       
Arnold Kuntindi and Sopheret Zakeyu were arrested in Lilongwe on 13th November, 2016 for possession of 
ivory weighing 1.6 Kg, contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. They were both convicted 
and sentenced to 1 year in prison with hard labour.   
 
The Republic Vs. Rector Banda & Mike Masoambeta 
Court Case No. 962 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe   
Rector Banda and Mike Masoambeta, were arrested on 26th December, 2016 in Lilongwe for possession of 
12.5 Kg raw ivory and 2 Kg hippo teeth. They were charged with illegal possession of protected species 
specimen, contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. They were found guilty, convicted 
and sentenced to 3 years in prison with hard labour.  

 
The Republic Vs. Austin Kathira  
Court Case No. 940 of  2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe  
Austin Kathira was arrested at Mponela on 15th December, 2016 for possession of a pair of elephant tusks 
weighing 19 Kg. He was charged with illegal possession of protected species specimen, contrary to Sect. 
86(1) read with Sect 108 of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. He was convicted and sentenced to 4 years in 
prison with hard labour.     
 
The Republic Vs. Hassan Mapelera 
Case No. 27 of 2017 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
On 11th January, 2016 Dedza Police, arrested Hassan Mapelera, at a road block for possession of five 
leopard skins. He was charged with possession of a government protected specimen contrary to Sect. 86(1) 
of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. He was convicted and sentenced to 4 years in prison with hard labour. 
 
The Republic Vs. Gertrude Paulo & Langston Paulo 
Case No. 828 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Gertrude & Langston Paulo were on 13th November 2017 arrested at Kamwendo Trading Centre in Mchinji for 
possession of raw ivory weighing 4 Kg. They were charged with illegal possession of a government protected 
specimen, contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. They were both convicted and 
sentenced to 1 year 6 months in prison with hard labour. 
 
The Republic Vs. Osward Katontha & Two Others 
Case No. ____ of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Osward Katontha, Patricia Banda and Shepperd Banda were arrested on 15th November in Lilongwe for 
illegal possession of raw ivory weighing 12 Kg, contrary to Sect. 81(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. 
They were all convicted and fined K350, 000 each / in default 24 months in prison with hard labour.    
 
The Republic Vs Beston Chabwera 
Court Case No. 97 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate Court, Zomba  
Beston Chabwera (DNPW Officer) was arrested in early 2016 for transferring his official firearm and 
ammunition to poachers. He was convicted on 28th February 2017 and sentenced to 10 years in prison with 
hard labour having been found guilty of theft by public servant. He was also given 6 years in prison for 
transferring the firearm and ammunition without licence or permission. Both sentences will run concurrently.  
      
The Republic Vs. Precious Tembo 
Case No. ____ of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Precious Tembo, aged. 30yrs, was arrested on 2nd December, 2016 at Matchansi in Chililnde, Lilongwe for 
illegal possession of one piece of raw ivory weighing 2.7 Kg and 2 hippo teeth, contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the 
National Parks & Wildlife Act. He was convicted and sentenced to 24 months in prison with hard labour.  
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The Republic Vs. Bright Chinkonde & Gerald Banda 
Case No. 9 of 2017 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Police Sergeant (and prosecutor) Bright Chinkonde, and his civilian associate, Gerald Banda,  were arrested 
in Kasungu on 1st January 2017 for illegal possession of 10 pieces of raw ivory weighing 23 Kg, contrary to 
Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. They were both charged with two counts: illegal possession 
of a protected species specimen and dealing in the same. On 24th February, 2017, they were convicted and 
sentenced to 5 years in prison for illegal possession, and 3 years in prison for dealing, and both sentences 
are to run concurrently. 
 
The Republic Vs. Adam Zimba & Michael Nyondo 
Case No. 35 of 2017 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
On 17th December, Adam Zimba and Michael Nyondo were arrested in Lilongwe for possession of 39.9 Kg 
raw ivory, contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. Only first accused, Adam Zimba was, 
on 27th February, convicted and sentenced to 4 years in prison with hard labour. Second accused, Michael 
Nyondo was acquitted. 
 
The Republic Vs. Warren Mbizi 
Case No. 881 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Warren Mbizi, (DNPW HQ Officer) was arrested on the 22nd of November 2016 for illegally killing two hippos 
without authorization. The offence was committed while he was on annual leave. On 15th February 2017 he 
was convicted and sentenced to 15 months in prison with hard labour for abuse of public office. The main 
charge of “Killing hippos without authorization” was dismissed after the court established the two hippos were 
reportedly a threat to communities at Liwonde.    
 
The Republic Vs. Obrein Tchalie 
Case No. 37 of 2017 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Mzuzu 
Obrein Tchalie, was arrested in Mzuzu on 15th January 2017 for illegal possession of 4 pieces of raw ivory 
weighing 16.5 Kg and 2 hippo teeth weighing 0.5 Kg, contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife 
Act. He was, on 17th February, 2017 convicted and sentenced to 4 years in prison for possession and dealing 
in these wildlife products.  
 
The Republic Vs. Andrew Tambala 
Case No. 101 of 2017 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Andrew Tambala, from Kanjedza Village, Chief Chanza, Lilongwe District was arrested in Lilongwe on 3rd 
February, 2017 for possession of elephant bones. He was charged with illegal possession of protected 
species specimen and taken before court. He was convicted and sentenced to 6 months in prison with hard 
labour.  
 
The Republic Vs. Abraham Kaonga & Adam Wadi 
Case No. 195 of 2017 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Abraham Kaonga, and Adam Wadi, were arrested in Lilongwe on 5th February, 2017 for possession of 8 
pieces of raw ivory weighing 19.7 Kg.  Both men were charged with illegal possession of protected species 
specimen contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. Both were convicted and sentenced to 
3 years in prison with hard labour. 
 
The Republic Vs Blessings Nyondo 
Case No. ___ of 2017 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Blessings Nyondo, from Kema Village, Chief Mwaulambya, Chitipa District was arrested on 17th March, 2017 
in Mzuzu for illegal possession of raw ivory weighing 1.17 Kg. He was charged with illegal possession of 
protected species specimen contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. He was convicted 
and sentenced to 18 months in prison with hard labour.  
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The Republic Vs. Juma Shaibu & Thauzeni Sezi 
Case No. 91 of 2017 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Mzuzu 
Juma Shaibu, and Thauzeni Sezi, were arrested at Mzimba Town for possession of fake rhino horn and one 
piece of ivory weighing 1.3 Kg. They were charged with theft by trick in a fake rhino horn sale and possession 
of protected species specimen (ivory). The CRM who presided over the case at Mzimba Magistrate Court 
convicted and sentenced them to 1 year 6 months for the first count of illegal possession of ivory on 7th 
March, 2017. The men were then sentenced to a further 9 months for the second count of theft by trick 
(dealing in fake rhino horn) on 16th March 2017. Both sentences will run consecutively.    
 
The Republic Vs. John Sakala & two Others 
Court Case No. 546 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe   
John Sakala (Zambian Army Captain), Sandu Kalimbo and Ronald Mawere were arrested in Mchinji in 
September, 2016 for possession of 4.5 Kg of raw ivory, 1 lion skin and 1 leopard skin. They were charged 
with illegal possession of government trophies contrary to section 86(1) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. 
They were convicted and sentenced to 40 months (3 years & 4 months) in prison with hard labour on 26th 
September, 2016. 
 
The State Vs. Reuben Kaunda & two Others 
Court Case No. 356 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate Court, Lilongwe 
Police officers Reuben Kaunda, Nelson Mpinganjira, William Banda and Emmanuel Makhoza were arrested 
on 11th July 2016 for possession of 27.5 Kg raw ivory. They were charged with possession and dealing in 
government trophy (ivory) contrary to Section 86(1) of the National Parks and Wildlife Act. They were 
convicted and sentenced to 3 years in prison with hard labour in November 2016.  
 
The Republic Vs. Hope Kapalamula & two Others 
Case No. 928 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate Court, Lilongwe     
Hope Kapalamula Lali, Monica Mataka (Interpol Agent) and Rafik Ibrahim, were arrested in Lilongwe for 
possession of 8.4 Kg of ivory. They were charged with illegal possession of protected government specimen, 
contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. The suspects were convicted and sentenced to 3 
years in prison with hard labour. The convicts have appealed against the sentence in the High Court in 
Lilongwe. Date of hearing is yet to be announced. 
 
The Republic Vs. Yeremiya Kachepatsonga 
Case No. 948 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Yeremiya Kachepasonga was arrested on 15th December 2016 in Lilongwe for possession of elephant bones 
shaped like elephant tusks. The suspect was charged with illegal possession of government protected 
species specimen, contrary to Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act. He was convicted and 
sentenced to 3 years in prison with hard labour.   
 
The Republic Vs. Godfrey Kaludzi 
Case No. 961 of 2016 
Court: Chief Resident Magistrate, Lilongwe 
Godfrey Kaludzi, who pleaded guilty to the charge of illegal possession of 126 Kg of ivory off cuts, contrary to 
Sect. 86(1) of the National Parks & Wildlife Act has been convicted and sentenced to 4 years in prison with 
hard labour.     

 
 

 


